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In this Issue
This issue of the HP Journal presents the design of the HP PaintJet Color

Graphics Printer, HP's first color inkjet printer. Produced by a marriage of
thermal inkjet printing technology and a customer-focused product design,
the PaintJet printer provides excellent color and print characteristics for
personal computer users at an affordable price.

The PaintJet printer is the second major product based on the thermal
inkjet technology HP has developed over the last decade. The disposable
print cartridges, or pens, provided by this technology make possible low-cost,
reliable, high-quality, intervention-free printers. A third HP inkjet product, the

DeskJet printer, will be described in the next issue of the HP Journal (October 1988). The DeskJet
printer produces high-quality black print for office correspondence.

The first HP inkjet product, the ThinkJet printer, was introduced in 1984. lt has g6-dot-per-inch
resolution, comparable to Z4-wire impact printers, but it is quiet and nearly maintenance-free.
The DeskJet printer, introduced in 1988, provides 300-dot-per-inch resolution on a variety of
"plain" papers and has print characteristics approaching those of more expensive laser printers.
Its print quality far exceeds that of 24-wire printers for about the same price.

The development of a product like the PaintJet printer incorporates contributions from many
areas. The thermal inkjet technology was pioneered by HP Laboratories and eldended by several
HP Divisions including those at San Diego, California, Corvallis, Oregon, Vancouver, Washington,
and Boise, ldaho. Today, most of the applied technology efforts are concentrated in the Thermal
lnkjet Operations in San Diego, Corvallis, and Boise, and pioneering work continues at HP
Laboratories. The San Diego Technology Center designed and manufactures the PaintJet pens
and ink, developed many of the manufacturing technologies, codeveloped special papers, and
worked with the San Diego Division to meet customer needs in the design. The Corvallis Inkjet
Components Operation developed many of the fabrication techniques and manufactures the pen
orifice arrays and substrates. The San Diego Division, known for its engineering plotters, developed
the product concept. This required detailed understanding of real customer needs and priorities
to allow informed engineering decisions that preserved value and maintained cost objectives.

Eight articles in this issue cover the design of the HP PaintJet Color Graphics Printer. The
development of the color print cartridge is discussed in the article on page 6, and the overall
printer design is treated in the article on page 16. The second-generation TIJ structure is described
beginning on page 28. Pen manufacturing, filling, and packaging are discussed in the articles on
pages 32 and 41 . Mechanical and electrical designs are the subjects of the articles on pages 21
and 51 . Details of the ink, paper, and transparency film designs are presented beginning on page 45.

In the future, we can expect more products in the tradition of the PaintJet and DeskJet printers,
furtherextending the bounds of printing capabilities, quality, throughput, cost, and userlriendliness.

Walter T. Haswell, lll
Operations Manager

Corvallis Inkjet Components Operation

Allen D. Johnson
Research and Development Manager

San Diego Division

Neal J. Martini
Operations Manager

San Diego Inkjet Technology Center
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Also In this Issue
The first light-emitting diodes (LEDs) were made of gallium arsenide phosphide. Structural

advances, combined with zinc oxide or nitrogen doping, improved the light-generating efficiency
significantly. More recently, further improvements have been obtained with the aluminum gallium

arsenide (AlGaAs) materials system. As the paper on page 84 explains, one type of AlGaAs

diode, the double heterostructure absorbing substrate type, is more than twice as bright as previous

LEDs, but its complicated structure makes it much harder to manufacture. As a result of a new
HP-developed manufacturing technology, these high-intensity red LEDs can now be produced in
high volume, and we may soon see LEDs taking over from light bulbs in automotive tail lights,

airport markers, and traffic signals.
For many years, the Hewlett-Packard Representation Language, HP-RL, was the language for

artificial intelligence research at HP Laboratories. lt provided tools for the study of knowledge
representation and reasoning techniques, and a variety of experimental expert systems were
constructed using it. Now, there are commercially available languages that offer similar capabilities,
and work on HP-RL has come to an end. In the paper on page 57, Steven Rosenberg presents

a retrospective look at this research effort.
One of the expert systems originally written in HP-RL is MicroScope, an expert program analysis

system, which is described by a group of HP Laboratories researchers in the paper on page 71.
The current MicroScope prototype analyzes and monitors programs written in Common Lisp, a
language widely used in artificial intelligence applications, but the techniques it uses are applicable
to any language. Today's large, complex computer programs are so difficult to understand that
maintaining them using traditional methods is inefficient, time-consuming, and error-prone. Micro-

Scope is an attempt to give programmers a powerful new set of tools for dealing with the problems

of software maintenance.

-R. P. Dolan

Cover
The inset shows print cartridges for the HP PaintJet Color Graphics Printer. The background

scene shows a photograph that has been scanned electronically and reproduced by the PaintJet
printer (photo by Donald J. Palmer).

What's Ahead
In the October issue, we'll continue our coverage of HP thermal inkjet printers with articles on

the design of the DeskJet printer, a personal printer that produces laser-quality text on plain office
papers. Another group of articles will delve into the HP-UX 6.0 operating system, which allows
several discless workstations to share a central disc. We'll also have the design story of the
optical shaft encoder used in the DeskJet printer, which is also available as a separate product.
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Design and Development of a Color
Thermal Inkjet Print Cartridge
T h e p r i nth e ad h as to to I e r ate b u b b I e s, n u cl e ati o n defecfs,
and localized ink property changes. /tmust also have long
print quality life and be manufacturable in high volume.
Testing to verify reliability and manufacturability covered
fhousands of pens.

by Jeffrey P. Baker, David A. Johnson, Vyomesh Joshi, and Stephen J. Nigro

HE USE OF COLOR MONITORS in business and
engineering applications of personal computers and
engineering workstations is growing rapidly. Soft-

ware application packages are available to create color text,
graphics, and images on computer displays, often for the
ultimate purpose of producing color hard-copy versions
of the computer screens for various office and technical
applications.

The selection of a technology to generate a color hard
copy hinges on the user's needs. The major customer re-
quirements are print quality, speed, available colors, low
cost, reliable hardware, multiple media, and excellent soft-
ware support. Thermal inkjet printing has several advan-
tages compared to other technologies to meet these needs
in a cost-effective way. This technology uses heat energy
to vaporize a small amount of ink to expel a drop through
an orifice. The first product implementation of this concept
was the monochrome HP Thinkfet printer introduced in
1984. '

The HP Paintjet Color Graphics Printer (Fig. r) uses ther-
mal inkjet technology to produce vivid color graphics for
overhead transparencies and reports. Intended for personal
computer applications, it produces text and graphics with
18O-dots-per-inch resolution and near-letter-quality [NLe)
text at a speed of 167 characters per second. It can produce
a typical page of text in about 35 seconds, merge text and
graphics (see Fig. 2), and print a full page of color graphics
in about four minutes (Fig. 3).

The PaintJet printer uses two disposable print cartridges,
which contain all of the elements necessary to produce a
dot on the media. The black printhead has thirty nozzles
and the color printhead has cyan, magenta, and yellow
inks with ten nozzles per color. The printheads have built-
in liquid ink supplies and drop propulsion systems. This
technology works on the principle of drop on demand.
Each nozzle can supply a drop of ink on demand from the
printer as the printhead scans across the media. The drops
are ejected by electrical heating of a thin-film resistor to
vaporizes a small amount of ink.

The Paintfet print cartridge has the following specifica-
tions:
r Resolution: 180 dots per inch
I Drop volume: 100 picoliters
I Drop velocity: 12 meters per second

6 rewLen-pecxnnD JoURNAL AUGUST 1988

r Maximum drop rate: 3 kHz
I Energy per drop: 1.7 microjoules
I Typical drive voltage: 11.5 volts
r Typical pulse width: b microseconds.

Thermal Inkjet Advantages
This technology has several key advantages in meeting

users' needs for a color printer.
Print Quality. Because this technology uses conventional
photolithography and thin-film processing to fabricate the
printhead, higher resolutions can be achieved. This con-

Fig.1. The HP PaintJet color-graphics printer combines color
grcphics with near-letter-quality text. lt is designed to serve
as a peripheral for personal computers.
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cept also helps tremendously in designing the color print-
head with its multiple chambers. Remarkable color-to-color
alignment is achieved, resulting in high-quality color
graphics and images.
Reliability. Before disposable thermal inkjet technology,
inkjet printing had always been plagued by nozzle clogs
and other reliability issues. The disposable concept made
it possible to develop an extremely reliable system and
move away from pumps and hoses. However, to maintain
an acceptable cost per color hard-copy page, the disposable
printhead must be inexpensive. It must also be producible
in high volume, and this requires a mature and stable man-
ufacturing process to keep yields up and fabrication costs
down. Consequently, the process engineers have had to
understand fully all of the details of production and perfect
the technology. The result is a cost-effective and reliable
printing system solution.
Speed. The printhead architecture and fluid geometrics are
designed so the printer can operate at high speeds (167
characters per second) while producing exceptional text
and color graphics.
Multiple Media. Customers want to produce the hard
copies on both paper and overhead transparencies. Ther-
mal inkjet technology can print on both types of media
with the same printhead.

The remainder of this article deals with three aspects of
the development of the print cartridge: first, the design of
the drop generator portion of the cartridge, second, the
design of the ink reservoir, and third, the testing of the
combined system to ensure reliable operation.

Drop Generator Design
The architecture of the nozzlelheater region is shown in

Fig. 4. This design is the result of trade-offs in manufactur-
ablity and performance issues.

A design goal for the PaintJet printer was to bridge the
gap between plotters and printers. To accomplish this, the
product needed to have eight primary colors with greater
than a thousand dithered colors, resolution greater than
150 dots per inch, near-letter-quality text, and text speed
greater than 150 characters per second. Early in the print-
head development, the trade-offs among resolution, speed,
reliability, and dot quality were made to meet these goals.

Drop Volume Selection
A key decision was the selection of drop volume, since

this influences the media and printhead designs. Print-
heads with drop volumes above 140 pl did not refill quickly
enough to meet the goal of 150 characters per second. A
printhead with drop volume below 60 pl was deemed dif-
ficult to manufacture.

Image resolution and drop volume were traded off to
satisfy media ink capacity (see article, page 45). A drop
volume of 100 pl at 180 dots per inch fell within the range
of acceptable ink volume per unit area for the media set,
appeared to be manufacturable, and met print quality goals.

Reliable Drop Ejection
Spray, or misdirected ink, was a concern. A nominal

drop velocity of 12 meters per second results in a drop
with a long thin tail in flight (see Fig. 5). This tail breaks

up into very small, slow-moving drops of ink which some-
times land outside of the the main spot of ink on the paper.
We found that the spray did not degrade print quality, and
that the high-velocity mode eliminated other problems (dis-
cussed later). Therefore, we chose the high-velocity mode.

Consistent misplacement of dots is a cause of banding.
During solid or shaded area fill, this is manifested as light
stripes at the spatial frequency of the paper swath advance.

Since ink drop directionality contributes to banding, it
has to be controlled. There are two sources of directionality
problems in an inkjet printhead. The first is manufacturing
tolerances. If the orifice does not line up with the heater
resistor, the drop's flight path is not normal to the orifice
plate. Since the manufacturing process must have toler-
ances on nozzle-to-resistor alignment, it was important to
minimize the sensitivity of drop directionality to align-
ment. The key parameter affecting this sensitivity is the
ratio of orifice diameter to heater size. The smaller this
ratio the Iess sensitive directionality is to orifice misalign-
ment. The Paintjet printhead has a ratio of 0.67. Fig. 6
shows the resulting relationship between drop angle and
misalignment.

The second source of misdirection is the deflection of
an ink droplet by a puddle of ink in contact with the orifice.
A drop of ink can be deflected several degrees by the surface
tension of the puddle acting on the drop during ejection.
The presence of this puddle is determined by exterior noz-
zle plate wetting characteristics, drop breakoff dynamics,
ink meniscus refill dynamics, and frequency of operation.
During nozzle refill (after drop ejection), the meniscus of
the ink in the nozzle tends to overshoot its equilibrium
position, and can spill over the lip of the nozzle onto the
exterior of the nozzle plate. The drop ejection mechanism
can also contribute ink to the puddle. In low-frequency
operation this puddle does not remain, since it contacts
the nozzle and has sufficient time to be drawn back into
the nozzle by surface tension before the next drop is ejected.
In high-frequency operation there is not enough time be-
tween nozzle firings to allow the ink to be drawn back into
the nozzle. It is important to maintain sufficient fluidic
damping to keep the ink mensiscus from greatly overshoot-
ing the equilibrium position. This minimizes the puddling.

The largest challenge in designing the Paintlet printhead
was making it reliable. The design must be tolerant to bub-
bles, nucleation defects on the resistor surface, and local-
ized ink property changes in the orifices, and must main-
tain print quality over a long lifetime.

The orifice region of the PaintJet printhead consists of a
three-sided fluid barrier with a convergent orifice (see Fig.
7). The three-sided barrier and the convergent orifice each
have multiple functions that enhance reliability.

Bubbles
Bubbles in the ink are a continuous source of problems

to the operation of the printhead. Depending on the size
and location, bubbles have different effects. Large static
bubbles can cause the whole printhead to stop by interrupt-
ing the ink path from the reservoir to the orifice. A static
bubble next to the heater can shut down an orifice or mis-
direct ink drops until the bubble is purged. In this case the
bubble acts as a compliant source, absorbing energy and
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A SAMPLE PUBLICATION PRINTING TEXT AND GRAPHICS

inhibiting drop ejection. Even bubbles much smaller than
the heater change ejected volume by acting as low-temper-
ature nucleation sites if they are near the heater surface at
the time of nucleation.

Three-sided barriers allow static bubbles to be purged
during priming. During operation, thdrefilling flow con-
tinuously sweeps outgassed and small static bubbles into
the firing chamber. Here they are ejected with the drop,
preventing accumulation of large static bubbles.

A convergent orifice eliminates the gulping of air into
the heater region. After drop ejection the meniscus is re-
tracted deep within the orifice (see Fig. 4). With a conver-
gent orifice the retracted meniscus is nearly spherical,
which is the lowest-energy state and therefore the least
likely to gulp air. The retracted meniscus of a straight-bore
nozzle tends to pinch off and gulp in an air bubble, which
shuts down any further drop ejection.

Cross Talk
Hydraulic cross talk between adjacentnozzles can cause

banding when multiple nozzles are firing by changing the
volume of ink ejected from nozzles. Localized high pressure
generated during nucleation creates a pressure gradient
between active and inactive orifices, which causes pertur-
bations in the mensicus position of the inactive orifice. If
this nozzle is now fired, its drop volume will be different
from normal. In previous thermal inkjet devices a com-
pliant source in the form of a slot was used to reduce cross
talk. In the PaintJet printhead, hydraulic cross talk is mini-
mized by increasing the impedance between nozzles by
means of the three-sided fluid barrier, and by placing the
ink feedslot close to the nozzles (see Fig. B). The feedslot
acts as a constant-pressure source or a large capacitor to
absorb most of the fluid backflow from the active orifices.

Fig. 3. An example of color
graphics printing f rom the PaintJet
printer. A full page takes about
four minutes to print.
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Fig. 4. Cross-sectional view of the PaintJet printhead nozzle
region showing the ink path, fluid barriers, heating res/sfor,
and nozzle shape.

As mentioned earlier, a high-velocity mode of operation
was chosen for the PaintJet printhead. When a nozzle is

not active, water evaporates from this region. This causes

a local increase in dye and diethylene glycol concentration,
which results in higher viscosity. The high-velocity drop

mode is able to clear these viscous plugs, eliminating the
need for capping. Low-velocity drop ejection modes do not

have sufficient power to overcome the effect of high-viscos-

ity ink, and the nozzle will not eject drops after several
minutes of inactivity. Fig. 9 is a plot of drop velocity versus
drop number. This data is typical for a pen that hasn't

operated for several minutes. The first drops out are low-ve-

locity, but velocity quickly rises to normal as the viscous

fluid is cleared. In the PaintJet printer, these slow drops

are cleared from the nozzle before printing begins by eject-
ing the drops into an absorptive "spittoon" near the edge
of the paper.

High-Frequency Operation
From the beginning of the PaintJet printer project it was

obvious that the maximum carriage speed of the product
would be determined by the maximum drop rate of the print-
head. One of the main limitations to the speed of printing

Fig. 5. Photograph of drop ejection. The length of the tail
depends on the ejection velocity.

is the frequency of operation of individual nozzles. The
faster individual nozzles can eject drops, the faster the
printer can print.

Nozzle speed limitations can be thermal (heat buildup
in the printhead) or fluidic (how fast anozzle will refill).
After initial experimentation, it appeared that the problem
oI nozzle refill dominated, and that the maximum fre-
quency of operation of a PaintJet printhead would be about
3000 drops per second per nozzle.

After a drop is ejected from a nozzle, it is possible to
eject another drop as soon as ink again covers the resistor.
However, the second drop may be much smaller and mis-
directed. Since all drops should look the same, this is un-
acceptable. It was decided that a second drop should not
be ejected until the ink meniscus is near the rest position.
The refill dynamics behave like a nonlinear damped sec-
ond-order system, so the meniscus position goes through
a series of overshoots and undershoots (see Fig. 10). It is
not practical to try to eject exactly when the meniscus
crosses the rest position, so we wait until the meniscus is
sufficiently damped, so meniscus position variation pro-
duces only small variations in drop volume. This is any
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Fig,6. Directionality data for sev-
eral printheads, showing drop
ejection angle as afunction of mis-
alignment between the nozzle and
the heater res/stor.
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Fig.7. Cutaway view of the PaintJet printhead orifice region,
showing the three-sided fluid barrier.

time after the second crossing.
As ink is used up in the reservior, the negative pressure

(suction) increases. This causes the nozzle to refill more
slowly and moves the meniscus rest position slighly deeper
into the nozzle. Fig. l L shows the effect of negative pressure
on the peak time, or time to the highest point of the first
overshoot. The nominal drop volume decreases slightly as
a result of the change in meniscus rest position.

Many factors affect the shape of the refill curve. The two
major factors, ink properties and nozzle geometries, were
also subject to severe manufacturing and performance con-
straints, leaving little room for refining the design to in-
crease frequency response. Because ofthis, the refill charac-
teristics were tracked during development to ensure that
changes to the pen design for other reasons did not result
in slow refill.

As the design progressed and manufacturing issues
caused larger than expected fluid drag terms, the refill

slowed enough to cause the drop ejection to be on top of
the first overshoot in some situations. To compensate for
this, it was decided to increase the barrier height, which
decreases the fluid drag in the channel, resulting in faster
refill.

Reservoir Design
The primary requirement of the reservoir system is to

deliver ink to the thermal inkjet printhead at the optimal
head operating pressure. This pressure is below atmos-
pheric pressure to prevent leaking from the nozzles. The
drop generator (heater, barrier, and nozzleJ is designed to
eject the correct volume of ink to match the dot resolution
and the media (paper or transparency) in use. This local
geometry and the ink surface tension determine the pulling
force of the drop generator refilling process. If the reservoir
resisting force is too large, the drop generator will refill
too slowly and will not be ready to eject the next drop.
Therefore, the design of the reservoir system dictates that
the ink should be contained to prevent free flow but not
slow down the drop generator refill process drastically.

In addition to the ink delivery pressure, there are numer-
ous other design goals for the reservoir system. These in-
clude some musts-items that cannot be compromised-
and wants-items that can be considered trade-offs for
yield and cost considerations. Among the must items are
that materials be compatible and that the reservoir be inex-
pensive, robust, clean, manufacturable, and able to supply
bubble-free ink to the printhead under all operating condi-
tions. Desirable but negotiable goals for the reservoir system
include that it be lightweight, space efficient, and usable
in a three-color pen.

Initial Pen Prototypes
Basically, three different methods were examined: a grav-

ity system, mechanical pressure regulation, and capillary
ink containment.

The gravity approach, which stores the ink below the
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Fig.8. Diagram showing three nozzles, the ink feedslot, and
the fluid barriers. Hydraulic cross falk conslsts of ink flow
back down the barriers to the feedslot and to neighboring
nozzles.
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Fig. 9. Startup plot for a pen that has been inactive for several
minutes. Drop velocity ncreases as high-vlscosity ink is
purged from the nozzle. ln the PaintJet printer, these slow
drops are purged before printing begins.
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nozzle position and "hangs" the ink from the orifice, is
difficult to implement. The mechanical pressure regulator,
a collapsible bladder like the Thinkfet printer's, contained
too little ink (scaling up this design was risky). Also, if two
or three of these bladders were placed inside a single small
pen to make a multicolor pen, it would be difficult to avoid
interaction between the bladders.

Most of the liquid-ink pens on the market today use a
capillary ink containment system. Fiber-tipped and roller-
ball pens hold the ink supply within a capillary matrix or
tube. The reason for this is simple: fibers are cheap and
capillary forces are reliable and naturally balanced. The
reservoir can have any shape desired; only a continuous
path is needed between the supply and the pen tip. If the
body of a capillary pen breaks, the ink remains contained
within the matrix and will not run out freely.

Capillary Reservoir Thermal Inkjet Pens
Our first try at using a capillary reservoir on thermal

inklet pens employed standard felt pen fibers. The pen nib
has very small ink channels and therefore a strong ink
pulling force. To oppose this force and to provide design
margin against leakage, the reservoir of the felt-tipped pen
has a capillary pressure of approximately two feet of water.
That is, the bundle of fibers can pull water up two feet
above its surface by capillary force. The corresponding
pressure created by the meniscus at the orifice in our ther-
mal inkjet head is approximately g inches of water. The
felt pen type reservoir was just too powerful and emptied
the drop generator region as soon as it was installed.

Glass beads can provide a capillary force because of the
interstitial space between the spheres. The advantage of
beads is that they come in a variety of sizes, so the force
can be adjusted accurately and easily. Inkjet pens made
with a glass bead reservoir worked well and showed that

Fig. 10. Oscillations of the menis-
cus position during refill. The xs
are measured data and the solid
line is a curve fitted to the data.

a capillary system could be used for thermal inkjet technol-
ogy. They did not, however, meet all of the design goals.
Weight, volumetric inefficiency, and material concerns
convinced us that further exploration was desired.

Thicker fibers would reduce the capillary force, but they
are nonstandard and therefore expensive, and their effi-
ciency is marginal (around 40%). Other methods were
explored such as rolled-up plastic film or long plastic tub-
ing, but none met all of the requirements. The thin textile
fibers would be a perfect design if a method could be found
to maintain a G-fiber-diameter spacing between the strands
to give a proper capillary pressure with high volumetric
efficiency. Microphotographs showed that open-celled
polyurethane foam looked Iike the solution that we had
been searching for (see Fig. 12).

Ether-Type Polyurethane Foam
Polyurethane resin is made using two different base

molecules: ester and ether. The ester has the advantage of
better process control during foaming, but is not very stable
in a water-based-ink environment. Ether-based polyurethane
is more resistant to hydrolysis but does not have the process
control. The ether foam is made only one way-approxi-
mately 70 PPI (pores per inch). This pore count is too low
for the thermal inkjet pen reservoir, so the foam is crushed
under heat (felting) to compress the matrix. This technique
can give us any capillary force required. It also allows
testing of head operation at various back pressures.

When the foam is "blown," the air spaces are created by
large quantities of gas generated during setting or resin
cure. After the foam is cooled and finished, many of these
gas bubbles still exist inside the matrix. Thin walls of
polyurethane between the fibers still contain the foaming
process gas. This would cause no concern except that the
inkjet pen requires ink mobility, or the ability of the ink
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Capillary Forces in a Foam Matrix

Capil lary force is classical ly demonstrated by placing a thin
glass tube into a pond of water and observing the water level
rise inside the tube. This phenomenon occurs because the water
molecules are attracted to the glass tube wall more than they
are attracted to other water molecules. As the water wets the
glass and spreads up the wall ,  i t  pul ls the f luid up. The height
reached by the column is related to the surface tension of the
fluid (a measure of the water molecule's attraction to itself), the
wetting angle on the tube wall (a measure of the attraction of the
water to the glass), and the diameter of the tube (pul l ing circum-
ference), and is inversely related to f luid weight ( load). Modeling
the capi l lary pressure is simple lor a round tube but becomes
difficult when using beads, fibers, or foam.

To model the more complex capillary reservoirs, a few partially
scientific assumptions can be made about the energy require-
ments for raising the fluid. lf a capillary reservoir is injected with
a fluid, there is a relationship between the additional reservoir
surface wetted and the volume of ink injected. In other words,
the energy required to raise the fluid is balanced by the energy
available from wettlng the surface. For complex capillary systems
with small features, that is.

Characteristic distance < \/ t/N ,

where o is the surface tension of the fluid in ai, p is the density
of the liquid, and g is the acceleration of gravity, the effective
capillary pressure can be estimated by:

P"up : o
Incremental wetted surface

Fluid volume reouired to wet this surface

where d is the equil ibr ium wett ing angle,

To estimate the capillary pressure of the foam matrix, the den-
sity of the basic resin is determined, and by measuring the density
of the foam, the void ratio is calculated. Using the approximate
pore size of the foam (inverse of the pores-perinch count), the
capillary pressure is estimated by:

Pcap : o
!  (12 r(1 - Void rat io)
Poresize x Void ratio

This model assumes that the number of fibers wetted is large
and the angle at which they meet the fluid is constant as the
fluid level changes. Also, within the foam matrix, the pressure is
governed locally by the smallest feature because of the equali-
zation flow from a larger feature to a smaller feature higher in
the matrix. That is, i f  a small  empty capi l lary cel l  is above (higher
than) a ful l  larger cel l ,  the f luid may wick into the smaller higher
position.

The amount of ink delivery requrred governs the size of the
reservoir system. For all orientations of the pen, the reservoir has
to hold the ink up, not allowing leakage or vent coverage. lf the
operation of the head requires a very narrow range of supply
pressure, the size of the reservoir must be kept small and the
relative sizes of the capillary cells kept constant throughout the
matrix . lf not, the delivery pressure will vary considerably over
the life of the pen as the fluid level changes.

When the reservoir material has been selected, thetotalvolume
of available ink can be calculated by multiplying the difference
between the total volume and the capillary material volume by
the etficiency of the system. The efficiency is determined by the
amount of fluid left behind on the capillary surfaces. A reservoir
with many microfeatures will retain a greater amount of ink than
a system with smooth capillary surfaces.

to travel easily from one portion of the reservoir to another
(from the middle of the reservoir to the filter area). There-
fore, these walls of polyurethane resin must be removed,
leaving the fibers behind. This process, called reticulation,
consists of filling the foam with hydrogen and burning out
the walls from one end of the loaf to the other. This works
well except that a great quantity of residue consisting of
wall portions and burnt resin is left behind. This requires
the foam to be cleaned, a difficult process because the
contamination is inside the matrix and cannot be flushed
out quickly.

Preparation of the Foam Reservoir
Freon'* is used as a solvent to remove contaminants from

the foam cubes. The Freon is regenerated in a distillation
column that is part of the cleaning tool, thus providing a
closed system with minimal solvent loss. This system pro-
vides a safe and healthful work area. minimal environmen-
tal emissions, and low solvent replacement costs.

Two tests are used to determine the cleanliness of the
foam. One test involves extracting the residue remaining
in the clean foam and expressing this as a weight percentage
of nonvolatile residue. This verifies that the cleaning was
effective and that the majority of the contaminants have
been removed. It also provides a sample for chemical
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analysis if more information on the specific nature of the
contaminants is desired. The second test involves exposing
the clean foam to ink vehicle (ink without dye) and measur-
ing the decrease in the surface tension of the ink vehicle.
This test indirectly monitors the concentration of any sur-
factant-type contaminants that could lower the surface ten-
sion of the ink in the pen. Lowered surface tension can
cause the ink to leak out of the pen or affect print quality.

Testing Program
The key to the success of the PaintJet printhead is

thorough testing of the design to ensure supreme print
quality and reliability. Major emphasis was placed on de-
veloping a test strategy to address these issues. The product
specifications derived from user needs and a use model
were the starting points for defining realistic and concrete
goals for reliability and print quality. At each phase of the
development, test plans were generated to characterize the
technology to determine how well the goals were achieved
in terms of confidence levels (50% confidence at laboratory
phase and 90% confidence at introduction). This goal set-
ting process allowed us to look at the development cycle
with customers in mind.
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Print Ouality Testing
Print quality is a very subjective but extremely important

specification for printers. Print quality is influenced by
inks, media, printing mechanism, and customers. A process
was developed to set the design specifications and toler-
ances for dot size, dot location, color range, and other attri-
butes that determine print quality so that inks, media, and
a printing mechanism could be developed to meet user
needs for their applications.

There were two major efforts for print quality evaluation
during the design phase, one in engineering and one in
marketing. The marketing group identified the key market
segments, applications, and competition for the Paint)et
printer. The engineering group developed a list of approx-
imately thirty measurable print quality attributes and a set
of diagnostic print samples to simulate errors (see box,
page 14). The two groups also collected application specific
print samples that represent actual customer needs. The
printing technology was characterized to understand and
determine the bounds for the critical attributes and a print
quality survey was designed to derive design centers.

Samples were collected for three major application seg-
ments: word processing, merged text and graphics, and
presentations. The word processing sample was generated
in black only to evaluate text quality, while merged text
and graphics and presentation samples were printed in full
color. For each sample some specific print quality attribute
was tested to determine the design center and associated
tolerances on the basis of the acceptability of the print
quality for that application. The survey also included sam-
ples generated on other similar products on the market.

Reliability Testing
The disposable printhead concept makes inkjet printing

-2  -1  -6

ink supply pressure (inches of woler)
Fig. 11. Effect of negative head
on refill time.

capable of high reliability. The Paintfet printer reliability
testing program has been a major effort to ensure that its
performance satisfies both business and engineering cus-
tomers. The marketing group worked with the engineering
team to set realistic and concrete reliability goals based on
user needs and the use model. The printer will be used in
an office environment [15 to 32.5'C and 20 to B0% relative
humidity) and will have to perform with minimal customer
attendance. The print cartridge can be shipped anywhere
in the world without any shipping or storage restrictions

Fig. 12. Unreticuated foam.
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Print Quality and Pen Development

Print quality characterization played a crucial role in the de-
velopment of the HP PaintJet printer. This effort began with at-
tempts to understand print quality. A vision system was assem-
bled to characterize spot size and shape on paper and study
media/ink interactions. This tool was vital to early understanding
of drop characteristics and media characterization.

Later machine vision tools looked at plotter errors (paper ad-
vance errors, servo errors, carr iage al ignment errors) and pen
errors (dot size, dot placement, and satel l i tes), as shown in Fig.
1. Although the systems were ultimately too slow for assembly
line inspection, they were used to characterize pen and plotter
print qual i ty performance.

From the data gained from these and other instuments, we
created a customer survey to establish customer sensitivity to
error types. Using selected pens and a special PaintJet printer
with programmable dot placement, a number of error simulat ions
were produced, showing banding, spot size variat ions, pen{o-
pen al ignment variat ions, satel l i tes, and other errors. The results
of the survey were vital in establishing pen and product perfor-
mance specif icat ions. The customer survey establ ished a print
qual i ty inspection cri terion for the pen production l ine, where
performance is judged on pen functional i ty, consistent area f i l l ,
and stable l ine weight.

Third-Party Testing
Because of the risk and uncertainty inherent in the development

of a new technology, a vigorous strategy of third-party testing of
the pen and product design began nearly three years before
product introduction, and continues today. The goal is to identify
and observe operational problems and print quality changes that
may occur for a typical customer under specified environmental
extremes.

PaintJet printers are subjected to continuous testing in vanous
environmental conditions. The tests identify paper dust, user in-
terface effectiveness (priming, wiping, pen insertion success
rate, deprimes during operation, start-up deprimes, interconnect
rel iabi l i ty),  print qual i ty degradation, materials integri ty, and
MPBF (mean pages between fai lures). Besides normal print qual-
ity testing, some pens go through storage and shipping tests to
make sure that the pens can survive such conditions,

Because fai lure mode is very often dependent on user mode,
marketing feedback is used to make sure that the test ing repre-
sents what a typical customer may encounter when using the
printer and printhead. Each fai lure that occurs is analyzed to
identify the cause. The results of the testing are translated into
MPBF so thatthe relative severity of each problem can be assessed.
The engineers who own each problem investigate the fundamental
cause of failure and propose possible solutions. Very often, a
fai lure is caused by interaction of the printer and printhead, re-
quir ing changes to both systems.

2500 pens have been tested. As a result, five months after
oroduct introduction. there have been no returns from customers
because oi pen fai lure.

Third-party test ing is now used for qual i fying any changes in
processes to improve pen performance. The strategy will con-
t inue on to the next-generation inkjet printhead development,

Machine-Readable Diagnostic Plot

Scan Direction
Measurements

I Servo Performance
I Drop Velocity
I Mechanical Alignment

Dot Measurements

I Size
I Shape
I Position
I Spray and Satetlites

Fig. 1. Quanlitative print quality measurements used in de-
velopment and production of the HP PaintJet printer.

Audit Testing
Audit testing consists of a series of standardized tests to verify

the pen performance on a daily basis. The tests are used both
to guarantee the quality of pens produced and to qualify design
and process changes. Most of the tests and equipment were
developed in the early R&D phase to verify printhead design
and performance. Later, the tests and equipment became quality
assurance monitors for printhead manufacturing,

Some of these tests are: drop velocity, drop volume, operating
energy, print test, Iife test, altitude test, and simulated storage
test. Each test has a documented operating procedure and ex-
pected results. These procedures form a library, which is refer-
enced by the dai ly audit test plan.

With the audit tests written in this modular form, the daily testing
can be adapted to check more rigorously for suspect failure
modes after various tooling changes. The test library also allows
engineers working on process or design changes to use standard
tests and compare their results against historical results.

Dan Beamer
Mike Borer

May Fong Ho
Don Bergstedt

Development Engineers
San Diego Division
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and should have at least two years shelf life. The print
cartridge should print a minimum of a million characters.

These requirements drove the reliability goals for three
major testing categories: shipping and storage, shelf life,
and system operational testing.
Shipping and Storage. The goal here was to be able to ship
the printhead anywhere in the world without any restric-
tions. When customers receive these printheads, they are
assured of 99% reliability with 90% confidence that the
printer will operate after the activation process (priming
and wiping). At each development phase the reliability
was tested against the goal by simulating shipping and
storage conditions for temperature (high and low), shock,
vibration, and altitude.
Shelf Life. The 30-month shelf life specification is based
on the use model and the deliverable ink volume for the
printhead. Requirements are that the materials used for the
printhead (ink, foam, orifice plate, filter, pen body, etc.J
be compatible and that no major corrosion or performance
problems surface during that time. Printheads are stored
at 65'C for seven weeks and then tested for proper system
operation. During development, other printheads were
stored and periodically tested to confirm the validity of
the accelerated tests.

System Operational Testing
Three major categories of system failures can be ob-

served. A soft failure is a failure that fixes by itself during
printing. A nozzle that is turned off for some reason and
comes back on after some time is an example of this kind
of failure. A print cartridge can print 600 pages, with a
typical page having 1500 characters on it. Our goal for soft
failures was for mean pages between failures (MPBF) to
exceed 600 pages.

Medium failures are failures that need customer inter-
vention by priming and wiping the printhead. Our goal for
medium failures was aiso set at an MPBF of 600 pages.
Depriming, nozzle clogs, and the like are generally medium
failures.

Hard failures are failures that require printhead replace-
ment. Resistor failure, out of ink, and the like are examples
of hard failure. Two goals were set for hard failures. First,
one million characters can be printed before running out
of ink. Second, there should be 99% probability with 90%

confidence that the printhead will run out of ink before
any other hard failure will occur.

To meet the goal of 99% reliability with 90% confidence,
thousands of pens had to be made, and in fact, a year before
introduction, we were building thousands of pens per
month for the engineers to characterize designs through
the necessary testing. This multithousand-pen production
line also gave the process engineers and manufacturing
engineers ample opportunity to improve and iterate process
designs in parallel with part design to achieve the reliability
goals.

All of this led to a very stable, reliable product with a
very smooth startup. In fact, at introduction, the PaintJet
pen production line was in its third generation. As a result
of the initial investment in manufacturability, the black
and color pens are built on entirely the same tools on the
same production line and all assembly consists of single-
axis motions.

It is unfortunate that, since most of the processes that
were developed are considered proprietary, only a cursory
discussion of those processes is possible in this publica-
tion.
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Development of a Color Graphics Printer
Full-color graphics, reliability, and software support
received high priorifies rn the development of the HP
PaintJet Color Graphics Printer.

by James C. Smith, David C. Tribolet, Hatem E. Mostafa, and Emil Maghakian

T THE BEGINNING of the HP Paintfet printer pro-
ject, an assessment was made of our technological
capability, our customers' needs, and what our com-

petitors were doing. At that time, the HP San Diego Divi-
sion's product line and expertise revolved around vector
pen plotters. Vector plotters, in general, produce superior-
quality line graphics, so they are ideal for high-quality line
charts, pie charts, bar charts, text charts, and presentation
graphics. On the other hand, vector plotters are less than
ideal for text and images. Plot time is roughly proportional
to the number of vectors, so plots containing a large number
of vectors take a long time to produce.

Raster printers are more versatile than vector machines.
They are able to produce text, images, and graphics. The
perceived quality of raster output is very much dependent
on the resolution (Fig. 1). Output time with raster devices
increases with resolution simply because more dots are
placed on the writing media at higher resolutions. Also,
cost generally escalates with increasing resolution. So
balancing quality, throughput, and cost by selecting a res-
olution becomes a key engineering trade-off in the design
of a raster product.

In looking at our customers'needs, it didn't take us long
to realize that the main output requirement was for text.
Everyone had a printer. Most people didn't want both a
printer and a plotter, so they would often make do with
just a printer. We saw customers creating graphics using
the period of their daisy-wheel printer. It was obvious to
us that we had to add printing to our graphics because our
competitors would certainly add graphics to their printers.

So we contemplated the ideal output device for our cus-
tomers, It should be versatile. Our customers have a broad

range of output requirements such as reports, memos,
graphics, images, and presentations. It should be quiet, a
clear advantage in an office environment. Color is increas-
ingly important because of color monitors, new applica-
tions software, growing use of color copiers, and color scan-
ners. So color capability was a must. The quality should
be high and the cost should not be significantly more than
a monochrome printer. In addition, the throughput should
be high.

Raster technology was clearly the best fit for a versatile
product. But which raster technology? Within HP, signifi-
cant progress had been made on the evolvingthermal inkjet
technology. This drop-on-demand technology showed
great promise and was chosen for the color raster product
that came to be known as the HP PaintJet Color Graphics
Printer.

PaintJet Printer Features
The Paintfet printer offers seven colors at 180-dots-per-

inch (dpi) resolution: cyan, yellow, magenta, red, green,
blue, and black. At g0 pixels per inch the user can select
from a palette of 330 colors (Fig. 2). Throughput on color
graphics depends on the number of swaths made by the
carriage. On a full page of graphics the carriage makes about
200 swaths, which takes four minutes. The PaintJet printer
has a transparency mode in which the caniage double-
passes the image so that each dot position has two drops
of ink to improve color density. Color transparencies take
eight minutes, or less for images that occupy less than the
full length of the transparency. Burst speed on text is 167
characters per second at ten characters per inch and a typ-
ical page of text takes about 35 seconds.

90 dpi 18O dpi 300 dpi

Fig. 1. Vector plotting makes the srnoolhesl lines. The quality of raster lines depends on the
resolution.
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The PaintJet printer is compatible with nearly every lead-
ing personal computer. It is supported by a wide variety
of software including business graphics, word processing,
personal computer CAD, spreadsheet, productivity, and
utility software. Available interfaces are parallel, RS-232-C,
and HP-IB (IEEE 4BB/IEC 625).

A clear benefit of the thermal inkjet technology is its
inherently quiet operation. Other technologies, such as
multiwire impact printing, are very noisy. During the
PaintJet printer's development we found that the writing
system was so quiet that other noises in the product became
noticeable. Noise produced during carriage turnaround and
a snapping sound caused by the paper popping off the
sprocket pins were some of the areas attacked by the design
team. The ultimate result of this effort is a sound Dressure
level below 50 dBA.

Architecture Overview
The heart of the PaintJet printer's writing system consists

of two disposable print cartridges: one black and one color.
Each cartridge has a total of 30 nozzles. In the case of the
black print cartridge all 30 nozzles are dedicated to black,
while for the color cartridge 10 nozzles are dedicated to
each of the subtractive primary colors: cyan, yellow, and
magenta. The two print cartridges are held side-by-side in
the carriage, which is driven by a dc motor as it scans
across the paper (Fig. 3). A single-channel linear encoder
is used to close the loop around the dc motor. The 90-line-
per-inch linear encoder, in concert with a hardware extrap-
olator in a custom integrated circuit, also provides the edges
used to fire the nozzles at 180 dpi.

The paper axis consists of a platen with sprockets
mounted at either end. The sprockets have sprocket pins

Fig. 2. The HP PaintJet printer
produces colot graphics for over-
head transparencies and reports
an d near - lette r- q u al ity h i gh -s peed
text. It offers seven colors at 180
dots per inch or 330 colors at g0
pixels per inch.

that retract to avoid interfering with the carriage. The car-
riage rides on a thin metal shim that presses the media
against the platen. This arrangement allows the distance
between the printhead and the media to be minimized
without any adjustments. The paper axis handles Z-fold
paper, cut-sheet paper, and transparency film.

The electronics required to control the carriage and paper

axis motion and to control and pulse the print cartridges
are contained in two highly integrated boards: the main
board and the carriage board. The main board includes the
power supplies, motor drivers, memory, I/O, microcontrol-
ler, and custom IC (see article, page 51). This board provides
all motion and dot firing control. The carriage board in-
cludes the optics for the single-channel encoder plus two
identical custom ICs that translate the digital dot firing
control signals into the proper voltages and currents re-
quired to fire the print cartridges. These fire pulses are
carried from the carriage board via a flex circuit to the
beryllium copper interconnect fingers that make electrical
contact to the print cartridges. The extensive level of inte-
gration and component minimization on these boards was
achieved by optimizing the partitioning of the firmware
and hardware functions to make full use of the capabilities
of each component on the boards.

Recipe for Reliability
Our goal was to produce the most reliable product ever

to come out of our Division. We took a two-pronged ap-
proach to achieve this lofty objective. First, we devoted
much time up-front in designing the product for reliability.
Second, we subjected the PaintJet printer to more test hours
than any other product we had ever produced.

To design in reliability, we strove to minimize the com-
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Color Communication Standard

How can a computer (CPU) communicate color to a peripheral
device (e.9., a color printer/plotter, scanner, CRT, film recorder,
etc.)? Typically, a color image is input into the CPU from a soft-
ware program, scanner, data file, or other source. The CPU out-
puts this image to a peripheral device such as a color monitor
or hard-copy printer/plotter. In most cases, the image is first
displayed on the monitor and the user modif ies the image unti l
the desired appearance is achieved, The image can then be
printed with a color printer such as the PaintJet printer.

To match color between devices, it is essential that the color
intormation sent from the CPU be either precorrected to the spe-
cific device's characteristics or specified using a standard that
can be interpreted and correctly rendered by the device. Pres-
ently, each color peripheral has its own way of specifying color,
and standardization does not exist, For example, the color dis-
played on a CRT monitor is fairly arbitrary. The basic requirement
is that it represent an approximation of the color that the user
desires, since the human eye very easily adapts to the CBT
image, compensating most color distortions. This makes it a
problem to produce a color-matched hard copy, since the printer
has no knowledge of how the user is interpreting the CRT color
and the eye will not go through the same kind of adaptation when
looking at the hard copy. Furthermore, differences in the color
gamut obtainable from each device may limit the gamut of colors
that can be used. Regardless of the physical limitations, however,
it is accurate to say that without standardizing color communica-
tion, it is highly improbable that an accurate color match between
peripherals will ever be achieved outside of the laboratory.

In an attempt to improve this limitation, the PaintJet printer has
been designed to use a standardized method for color communi-
cation. While no industry standard has been fully endorsed as
the preferred method for color communication, the PaintJet
printer implements a method for color communication that is
compatible with the well-established standards of the past and
can also be easily translated into any future standard.

The PaintJet color communication standard was selected to
meet the following requirements:
I The color communication system must be device independent.

This infers that it should represent a color coordinate space
that can be obtained from standardized color measurement
methods.

I The color system should be well-characterized and its inherent
limitations understood and recognized.

I The color communication system should be capable of repre-
senting the ful l  color gamut of current and future color periph-
eral devices.
Since the computer industry is already familiar with various

RGB (red-green-blue) color coordinate systems, i t  was decided
that the PaintJet printer would use a coordinate space standar-
dized to the NTSC phosphors and illuminant C as described in
the fol lowing table.t

NTSC Standard Values
CIE 1931 Chromaticity

Coordinates x
Red

Green
Blue

l l luminant  C

0.670
o.210
0.1 40
0 .310

v
0.330
0.710
0 080
0 .316

(Al ignment white)

The adoption of a standard such as this has the lollowing
advantages:
r l t  provides a universal ly understood color communication lan-

guage for al l  peripheral devices.
I l t  provides a device independent color communication lan-

guage for all software packages.
! l t  al lows the specif icat ion of al l  visual colors, thereby al lowing

for future expansion to large color gamuts.
r lt is upwards compatible with any future color image standard

based on the principles of colorimetry.
The color communication method used by the PaintJet printer

is a first attempt to direct the industry towards a universally ac-
cepted color communication standard. lt is of the greatest impor-
tance to evolve this standard to one that is suitable for all
peripheral devices throughout the industry.

Future color standards should supplement this current stan-
dard by providing a more robust and compact coding of color
data, making it easier to compress and process a color image
with l i t t le distort ion. They should also provide expl ici t  black and
white compatibility and control over the basic color appearance
variables so that image enhancement and user interface can be
carried out in a portable and standard way. For instance, the
uniform color space cal led L-a.b., standardized by the CIE in
1976, is a good candidate for such a color communication stan-
dard. lt offers some of the advantages just mentioned by describ-
ing color data with variables that are well correlated with the
color's perceptual attributes. The adoption of such a standard
for color communication wil l  br ing to the user of HP peripherals
a level of functionality that has never been available.

iNTSC is the National Television Systems Committee. CIE is the Commission Inter-
nationale de l 'Eclairage.

Don Palmer
Emil Maghakian

Pro.ject Managers
San Diego Division

Ricardo Mofta
Member of the Technical Staff

HP Laboratories

ponent count. Therefore, we consistently opted for simple,
straightforward designs, and for extensive integration of
mechanical and electrical functions. Two tests that we
specifically focused on to verify reliability were the en-
vironmental strife test and the BEST (board electronics
strife test). Strife, which has become a standard HP test,
subjects the product to seesawing temperature extremes of
- 20'C to 75"C at the rate of 2.5'C/minute. This cycling of
temperature helps expose marginal designs and compo-
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nents in the product. Once exposed and understood the
problem is fixed with a permanent solution.

Field data over the past few years has shown that al-
though strife is an excellent tool for finding mechanical
weaknesses in the product, it has been a less effective screen
for electronics problems. Therefore, for the PaintJet printer
we developed BEST, which focuses solely on testing the
electrical system and its components. In this test the elec-
tronics, which have been separated from the product, are



Manufacturability of the
Paintfet Printer

Five months after introduction, the PaintJet printer assembles
in less than 20 minutes, has a 90% turn-on rate in the factory
and has had less than ten field failures. The product successfully
met its introduction finished goods inventory requirements and
continues to meet its production goals. Key elements leading to
this success were early manufacturing involvement, extensive
use of vendor and expert inputs, and a team approach to problem
solvrng.

Early manufacturing involvement was ensured by staffing the
project with two manufacturing engineers during the investigation
phase. This early presence allowed manufacturing to make
numerous inputs before designs were put on paper. Receptivity
to manufacturing inputs is high when the design is in a conceptual
phase with little momentum. During the investigation phase, man-
ufacturing engineers worked with the R&D team in defining the
mechanical architecture of the product, reviewing conceptual
designs, and investigating manufacturing process feasibility and
process selection issues. Following process selection, manufac-
turing engineers supplied design guidel ines to the R&D team
who tailored designs to the limitations of the specific processes.

Expert and vendor inputs were solicited extensively during
component design reviews that occurred during the product de-
velopment cycle. Tooling requirements, manufacturing process
requirements, tolerances, inspection strategy, material selection,
and ease of assembly were all reviewed before tooling and part
releases. These reviews by vendors, in-house tooling, plastics,
and inspection groups exposed numerous potential problems.
Design iterations solved many of these issues and others were
resolved through tooling and process feasibility studies.

A team approach atmosphere was in place during the project.
Manufacturing tried to avoid solely generatrng lists of manufac-
turing issues to be addressed by the R&D team. lnstead, the
manufacturing team identified potential manufacturing problems
and then worked with R&D to find improvements or alternative
solutions. This team approach helped create a more positive
working relationship betvveen manufacturing and R&D and re-
sulted in an increased level of manuiacturing influence on the
product.
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exercised while being subjected to temperature slew rates of
10'C/minute. The circuit boards are then vibrated to a level
that is four times higher than what our overall product is
exposed to. Using BEST, we were able to identify and resolve
six failure modes that were undetected by normal strife test-
ing. The elimination of these six modes should markedly
enhance the reliability of the overall product. Because of its

extreme effectiveness, BEST has nowbeen added to the reper-
toire of testing that all new products are subjected to at San
Diego Division.

Design for Low Manufacturing Cost
San Diego Division's first attempt to design a very low-cost

product was the HP 7 47OA, a two-pen X-Y plotter.l Although
the PaintJet writing system, paper handling mechanism,
and electronics are very different, many of the low-cost
design concepts used in the HP 7470A are also employed
in the PaintJet printer:
r Minimize part count by simple design and integration
I Eliminate adjustments
r Use injection molded parts extensively
I Avoid painting and machining operations
r Use snap fits rather than screws.

Of course, in the time since the HP 7470A, we have
moved farther along the low-cost learning curve. We now
believe the following items also belong on the list of best
practices for low cost:
I Use standard, well-understood processes. Historically,

when we have strayed from this concept we have suf-
fered low yields, cost increases, and many engineer
hours of process support and characterization.

r Minimize the number of parts that have cosmetic require-
ments. Cosmetic parts have lower yields and require
special handling and packaging. A corollary to this is to
avoid parts that have cosmetic requirements and tight
tolerances. The process window that produces a part
that meets both sets of requirements is usually narrow.

I Don't overintegrate. A part with too many specifications
has a low probability of meeting all of its specifications.
This translates into unsatisfactory yield and high cost.

r Get close enough to your vendors and their processes to
understand cost sensitivities. This has several benefits.
First, parts can be designed that avoid expensive or
poorly controlled processes. Also, when a vendor asks
for a price increase, it is easy to assess whether the in-
crease is justified.

Software Support
For an application program to support a peripheral it is

necessary for that application to have a specific driver for
the peripheral. The Paintfet printer is a completely new
kind of product for the San Diego Division. It is not a
plotter, and it requires special software support. To address
the needs of this product, existing programs were
strengthened to develop relationships with new software
vendors, and a product software integration group was
formed in the R&D laboratory to address the technical chal-
lenges of software support. This group's objective was to
develop the necessary tools and algorithms for proper sup-
port of the Paintlet printer.

It was deemed necessary that all of the key graphics
packages that support HP plotters also support the Paintlet
printer. Few of those packages supported raster printers at
that time, and those that did support them did a very poor
job. For example, some graphics packages tookten minutes
to output an Bx10-inch graph on an HP Laserlet printer at
75 pixels per inch. To get a more realistic view of PaintJet
software support, a driver for one of the popular business
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graphics packages was commissioned. The first driver took

45 minutes to output a full-page business graph on an IBM
PC class machine. This clearly was not acceptable. Our
goal was to be able to output a full page of graphics to the

PaintJet printer at 180 dpi in 3.5 to 4.5 minutes. This meant

the software support had to improve by an order of mag-

nitude.
Because the Paintfet printer is a raster device, its driver

must first convert graphical obiects using a vector-to-raster

converter. It must then format the data for the PaintJet
printer, attach the proper escape sequences to the data, and

finally, transmit the data. An B x 1O-inch graph requires

949.2K bytes of data. Our analysis of the commissioned

driver identified the following bottlenecks:
n Vector-to-raster conversion. The most efficient means of

raster conversion is a bit map. This is the technique used
by IBM PC class machines for supporting screens. To

use this method for the Paintlet printer, the driver would

need g50K bytes of RAM space. This is an unreasonable
amount of memory (the operating system can only ad-
dress 640K or 655,360 bytes). As a result,  the commis-

sioned driver windowed the image and drew it in six
pieces, each producing a 1.66-inch band of the graph.

e; Data transmission. On an IBM PC class computer, data
rates are very slow. At the operating system level one
can expect a data rate of zsO bytes per second. At the
interrupt 17 level, one can get about 1000 bytes per sec-

ond. Our driver transmitted the data using the interrupt
17 cal ls. As a result,  950 seconds or 15.83 minutes were
needed for data transmission.

Because software vendors did not want to spend their
resources to solve these problems, a software toolkit was
developed, and data compaction was implemented in the
PaintJet printer. The toolkit contains code for a high-speed
vector-to-raster converter, a data compactor, and fast I/O
routines. The toolkit can convert an B x 1O-inch image and
send the data to the PaintJet printer in 45 seconds, running
on a HP Vectra computer. The data compaction scheme
compresses the data 4.5 times, on the average.

The Toolkit
The primary objective of the toolkit is to solve the vector-

to-raster and I/O transmission bottlenecks. The secondary
objective is to serve as an example that software vendors
can tailor to their needs or use only parts of. It is written
in Intel 80BB assembly language, the program is fully
documented, and source code is included.

As mentioned above, the toolkit consists of three seg-
ments: a converter, a compactor, and I/O routines.
VPRC. The vector-and-polygon-to-raster converter first
converts vectors and polygons to a compacted form that
has all of the transformations applied to it, that is, all scal-
ing, clipping, rotating, and so on. It then rasterizes the
compacted objects. The compacted data form has a fixed
byte format, which means it is very easy to find the next
object in the list. Unlike most vector-to-raster converters,
this converter directly rasterizes polygons. This not only
improves the process, but also makes it possible to fill
polygons with raster fill patterns (binary patterns made by
turning bits on and off).

The converter uses a memory swath as wide as the print-
head (10 rows). This minimizes the memory requirements
of the VPRC to 12K bytes. It also allows overlapping of
rasterization with printing. While the printer is printing
swath i, the driver is rasterizing swath i*1. As a result,
there is no waiting for the VPRC.
Data Compactor. To facilitate the use of the printer's com-
pacted data transmission mode, a packing routine is pro-
vided. The packing scheme is run-length encoding in fre-
quency and pattern byte pairs. (The pattern byte contains
the raster information and the frequency byte indicates the
number of times the pattern is repeated in uncompacted
form.) Like any encoding process, run-length encoding can
produce an encoded line longer than the original, the worst
case being twice as long. To avoid this problem, an abandon
clause has been added to the compactor, which transmits
the unpacked data whenever the compaction process pro-
duces a longer data string.
Fast I/O. A hardware dependent I/O routine has been de-
veloped for IBM PC class machines and the Centronics
interface. Data can be transmitted at a rate of 30,000 bytes
per second on an IBM PC and 100,000 bytes per second
on an HP Vectra computer.

The toolkit is provided to software vendors under a no-
cost license. At introduction, more than 45 application
programs had drivers for the PaintJet printer.
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Mechanical Design of a Color
Graphics Printer
Among theissues were ensuring proper insertion of the print
cartridge, making reliable electrical connections to it,
moving the paper or film accurately, and designing a
primer.

by Chuong Cam Ta, Lawrence W. Chan, P. Jeffrey Wield, and Ruben Nevarez

ROM THE MECHANICAL DESIGN VIEWPOINT, thE
PaintJet Color Graphics Printer offered several chal-
lenges. Among the more interesting ones were the

development of the print cartridge latching mechanism,
the electrical interconnect to the print cartridge, the media
drive design, and the primer design.

Cartridge Latching
There were several objectives for the design of the car-

tridge latching mechanism. Since there are two print car-
tridges (also called pens), one black (Fig.1) and one three-
color (Fig.2), there has to be a way to identify the correct
placement of each type of cartridge in the print cartridge
carrier (Fig. 3), which is called the carriage. The latching
mechanism must be robust so that it won't be broken. and
more important, so that it won't damage the print cartridge
even if wrong placement of the cartrige occurs. The print
cartridge loading and unloading procedure should be sim-
ple and obvious to the user.

Since the repeatability of print cartridge registration to
the carriage directly affects the print quality, it must be
controlled as tightly as possible. The 3o repeatability goal
is 112 micrometers. When the mechanism is latched, the
print cartridges should not lose registration with respect
to the carriage after a shock or other disturbance. This made
it mandatory to design with stability in mind and choose
registration surfaces carefully.

Finally, the latching mechanism must be manufactura-

ble. This means a simple design, a reliable process, low
part count, and low cost.

lmplementation
Everyone knows one should read the instructions before

attempting to operate a new product. However, many users
skip this step and are frustrated if their attempt isn't a

Fig. 1. Black print cartridge
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success. More seriously, the user may blame the product's
design if something breaks during the attempt.

To help the user find the correct place for each print
cartridge, color coding is used. After priming and wiping
a new pen, the user turns to the carriage. The obvious place
to put the print cartridge must be one of the two openings
on the carriage. The question is which one. Color matching
the colored dots on the pen label with those on the carriage
lid lable (Fig.a) will lead the user to the right place. Even
if the cartridge is placed incorrectly, there will be no dam-
age to either the pen or the carriage. The mechanism will
refuse to latch to let the user know there is something
wrong. Try again.

Loading and unloading the print cartridge is simple, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. First, load the print cartridge to the
correct opening on the carriage. Gravity will hold the car-
tridge in the right position to be clamped. Next, pull the
green latch up to clamp the cartridge in place. To unload,
reverse the procedure.

The keys to satisfying the repeatability and stability ob-
jectives are picking the best set of plastics for the print
cartridge body, the carriage, and the latch to minimize the
coefficient of friction between them, and picking the right
locations for loading points and reaction points to
minimize problems with frictional moments that would
prevent the cartridge from moving freely to where it is
supposed to be. We were faced with a narrow set of plastic
options for the print cartridge body because of constraints
including compatibility with the ink and dimensional sta-
bility after molding and after trigger curing (a process for
quickly bonding the printhead to the pen bodyJ. Nor did
we have a great variety of plastics to choose from for the
carriage, because that plastic, aside from being a best match
with the cartridge body plastic, should be a good bushing
material, have high dimensional stability after molding,
and be conductive to protect the electronics from electro-
static discharge. The easiest material to choose was the
latch material, which needs to match the cartridge body
material and have low wear characteristics. We picked 20%
glass fiber filled Noryl (modified polyphenylene oxide) for
the print cartridge body, polycarbonate with 10% glass,
10% carbon, and 15% Teflon for the carriage, and polycar-
bonate with 20% glass and r5% Teflon for the latch. Picking
the right locations for loading and reaction points required
some careful judgments and verification of the chosen set
of locations by a free-body-diagram computer model of the
print cartridge body.

The print cartridge body has some uncertainty in dimen-
sion. This is partly because of material shrinkage after com-
ing out of the mold and partly because the body tends to
deform after the trigger cure process, which allows the
stress residue in the plastic to relax even more. To minimize
this effect, the x and y registration surfaces are chosen as
close to the printhead as possible. For the most positional
stability, the z registration surfaces are chosen as far from
the printhead as possible. Of course, these objectives have
to be balanced with the physical size constraints.

Final Design
Fig. 5 shows the final latching mechanism design. The

stainless steel spring A applies a load to the bottom of the
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latch B, which transfers the load to the two ears on the
sides of the print cartridge C. These loads keep the pen
cartridge against the x, y, and z registration surfaces D. The
eirs on the sides of the print cartridge are not identical.
One ear has a beveled surface, which provides a side load
to keep the print cartridge registered in the y direction. In
addition to the beveled surface on the ear, a plastic spring
E, which is part of the carriage, provides an additional side
load to keep the print cartridge against the y registration
surface in worst-case frictional conditions.

The assembly procedure for the mechanism is simple.
Well-known processes are used for part making. The
number of parts is minimized without risking design
simplicity and design margin. Worst-case analysis of the
final design was followed by exhaustive tests to guarantee
high reliability.

Electrical lnterconnect to the Print Gartridge
The main objectives in designingthe interconnect system

were high contact reliability, minimum head-to-paper dis-
tance to maintain acceptable print quality, and low cost.

The design concept is based on a direct electrical connec-
tion with the pen substrate using a set of spring-loaded
metal contacts. The leadframe, which makes contact with
the pen substrate, is electrically connected to the carriage
printed circuit board through a flexible circuit. The lead-
frame has four groups of contacts, each group consisting
of 16 contacts with a 1.1-mm center-to-center spacing. Fig.
6 shows a leadframe with its four groups of contacts. The
leadframe is gold-plated and is laminated on both sides
with Kapton, a polyimide film made by DuPont. The Kap-
ton helps maintain the position alignment of the contacts
and increases the rigidity of the system. The three holes
are for alignment with the registration features in the car-
riage.

Fig. 7 shows a leadframe in contact with the color and
black print cartridges. As the cartridge is latched into the
carriage, the substrate on the cartridge pushes the leadframe
contacts up to their final positions. The contact force be-
tween the leadframe and the substrate helps establish a

Fag.2, Three-color print cartildge



rel iable contact. Fig. B is a side view of a leadframe in
contact with a print cartridge, showing that one side of the
leadframe is in contact with the substrate pad and the op-
posite side is soldered to a f lexible circuit .

The relative motion between a leadframe contact and a
substrate pad during latching helps dig through or remove
any contamination on the pad, thereby improving contact
rel iabi l i ty. The height of a leadframe contact t ip is only 0.4
mm, which keeps the paper-to-printhead clearance to a
minimum. Furthermore, because the spacing between lead-
frame contacts is very close, the surface area of the expen-
sive gold pads in the substrate is reduced.

The leadframe is made of 0.008-inch beryl l ium copper
and is laminated with Kapton on both sides. Beryl l ium
copper is chosen because of its good formability and
mechanical properties. It is plated with nickel and gold;
the former serves as a diffusion barrier between beryllium
copper and gold, and the latter has excellent corrosion
resistance and high electrical conductivity. The flexible
cable is made of 1-oz copper and is laminated with Kapton
on both sides.

Fabrication Process
The flat leadframe is first chemically etched from 0.008-

inch beryllium copper sheets. The Kapton base coat and
cover coat are prepunched and then laminated onto the
leadframe under heat and pressure. The part is then formed
to its final shape. Finally, the leadframe is plated with
nickel and gold.

The flexible circuit is first chemically etched and then
laminated with a prepunched Kapton layer. Final ly, solder
is applied onto the solder joint areas by a silk-screening
process.

The leadframe, the flexible circuit, and the carriage
printed circuit board are soldered together using a reflow
soldering process. The three parts are placed in a fixture
that has alignment pins to define the parts' relative loca-
tions. The parts in the fixture are placed on a conveyor
belt which passes through several reflow stations. At each
stat ion, a spring-loaded clamp is appl ied to ensure that the
solder points are in physical contact. Then, a high-intensity
infrared lamp is turned on to solder the parts together.

Problems and Solutions
The goal of the interconnect system is to have a mean

time between failures (MTBF) of 20 months or more. The
interconnect system contains 32 contacts between the lead-
frame and each of the two pen substrates. If one or more
of the contacts is blocked electrically by contamination
during operation, the system is considered to have failed.
Because of the proximity of the substrate to the nozzle
plate, wet ink can easily be spread to the substrate area.
When the ink dries, the residue forms a thick nonconduc-
tive crust which could block the electrical connection be-
tween the leadframe tip and the pen substrate. Further-
more, the leadframe tips are very close to the paper. During
printing, coating flakes and fibers from the paper can fall
into the contact areas, and occasionally block the connec-
tion between the leadframe tips and the substrate.

To overcome these problems, each leadframe tip is
shaped so that it can.dig through the ink crust on the pen

substrate during latching of the print cartridge into the
carriage. The width of the t ips was reduced to 0.2b mm
from the original 0.40 mm so that i t  is less l ikely that a t ip
wil l  trap any contamination underneath i t .  A plast ic shield
is placed in front of the carriage facing the paper to block
any paper particles from making contact with the leadframe
tips. These features of the design help the system to exceed
the  MTBF goa l  w i th  some marg in .

Another goal was to prevent corrosion of the leadframe
tips for at least f ive years. Corrosion can be caused by poor
plat ing or excessive wear between the contact and the pen
substrate during latching. Higher contact force helps dig
through any contamination layers on the substrate and thus
increases the contact rel iabi l i ty, but i t  also increases wear
on the surfaces. If the gold plating on the leadframe tip is
worn through, causing the nickel layer to be exposed, the
nickel can react with atmospheric pollutants and conode.
Also, poor plating can leave minute pores on the gold layer,
which may allow atmospheric pollutants to attack the un-
protected nickel layer. Therefore, the gold layer has to with-
stand all the latching and remain intact at the end of five
years.

The solution is to select the optimal gold thickness and
hardness for the leadframe based on a series of wear tests.
The integrity of the gold plating is demonstrated by subject-
ing the leadframes to an accelerated corrosion test. By ex-
posing the parts in an enclosed chamber to some concen-
trated pollutants, the reactivity of the atmospheric pollut-
ants on the gold plating over a long period of time can be
simulated. Ten days in the test environment is equivalent
to f ive years of normal service.

Tolerances
The amount of deflection in each leadframe tip is based

on three components:
r The height of the substrate relative to the leadframe z-axis

datum after latching. This tolerance is relatively small
and easy to control.

e The height of the leadframe tip relative to its z-axis

Fig.3. PaintJet printer pen carriage, showing the openings
for the two pens.

i
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error Ae of a gear is related to the instantaneous error in
pitch radius AR by the following expression for small rota-

tions O of the gear:

A O :
EAR

R + A R

Latch
(B)

Fig.4. Matching the color-coded labels on the pen and the
carriage opening ensures proper placement.

datum. The higherthe leadframe tip, the less it deflects.
r The height variation between adjacent leadframe tips.

The variation makes it more difficult for the higher tip
to make contact with the pen substrate. When the sub-
strate touches the lower tip, the Kapton between the two
tips acts like a compression spring which pushes the
higher tip even higher until the deflection force of the
higher tip equals the Kapton force. This mechanism is
the largest tolerance in this group.

Manufacturing tolerances on all of these dimensrons are
chosen to guarantee that every tip makes contact with the
pen substrate after latching.

Other critical tolerances on x-axis and y-axis alignment
prevent situations in which certain leadframe tips make
contact with the wrong substrate pads or snagging occurs
between certain leadframe tips and the pen substrate or
nozzle plate.

Media Drive
The PaintJet printer sprays a swath of color precisely

1/18 inch wide. The print media (paper or f i lm) must then
advance to match. An advance slightly more than the swath
width will result in a gap between adjacent swaths, and
falling short of the required move will overlap swaths. The
challenge is to design the media drive to accommodate this
very specialized movement. Modeling, measurement, and
simulation were all involved in the solution. The design
uses a step motor and a two-stage gear reduction (see Fig. 9).

Modeling
The difference between the two extremes of pitch radius

in a gear is the total composite error (TCE), a measurable
quantity. The contribution of a particular gear to the total
drive inaccuracy is related to this parameter. An effective
analysis of this relationship can be made by modeling the
system using eccentric nonslipping discs, where the instan-
taneous radius of the disc is equal to the instantaneous
pitch radius of the gear. A larger disc will rotate an adjacent
disc more than a smaller one. The ansular transmission
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When the worst-case angular transmission error is re-
quired, the largest error in pitch radius can be approxi-
mated as AR : TCE/2. Then:

AO-or : o(rcE)
2R + TCE

Notice that the angular transmission error is dependent
on the amount of rotation (O) and is less for a large radius
(R). Therefore, higher step accuracies can be achieved
through smaller movements such as the 1/18-inch swath
width, and gears contributing the most to media drive in-
accuracies wil l  be small-radius gears.

Using injection molding technology, small parts can be
made more accurately than large parts. Thus the require-
ments lend themselves to an inject ion molding process
provided that the concentricity of the gear teeth and the
center mount is set in the mold very accurately. Through
inspections and iterations, the gear molds for the PaintJet
printer were adjusted to near perfection. The inherent re-
peatabi l i ty and accuracy of the inject ion molding process
for small  parts al lows these gears to f i t  wel l  within their
error budget.

Measurement and Simulation
Visual appearance of the graphics output shows how

well the media drive advances paper, but to analyze and
improve the system, a measurement technique was de-
veloped using a 50,800-count encoder coupled to the drive
rol ler. Measurement accuracy of 1/100 degree is possible.

This measurement was used to confirm the gear model,
but it also revealed another source of error in the motor.
Step motors have a step accuracy specification, and the
effect of this error was easily predicted as it was attenuated
through the gear train. The measured error was something
else. A strong every-other-swath event was observed. Its
cause was found by Fourier analysis of the drive roller
posit ion output. The Fourier analysis converted the en-
coder signal into a frequency-versus-magnitude map of the
drive rol ler 's angular posit ion. Each gear showed a peak at
its predictable frequency. The only component matching
the frequency of the every-other-swath error was the alter-
nating phases of the step motor. Each phase exerted a dif-
ferent torque and the dynamic effect of this difference re-
sulted in alternating overshoot and undershoot of the cor-
rect step size. Implementation of a motor decelerat ion al-
gorithm solved the problem by minimizing the "kick"
applied to the drive roller at the last step. The torque dif-

ference between phases then became insignificant.
How much step accuracy is required? Simulation of vari-

ous inaccuracies involving the frequency and magnitude
of each error was done by a combination of modeling and
measurement. With the encoder mounted to the drive
roller, the angular position of the roller could be measured
very accurately. With the appropriate high-resolution input
we could rotate the drive roller to any desired position,
perfect or not. A step motor with a 1000-to-1 gear ratio was
set in motion to drive the roller. When the right position
was reached the step motor was turned off and a graphics
swath was printed. Although slow, L0 to 12 hours per page,
the process produced a well-defined typical graphics out-
put that could be evaluated by a panel of judges for its
appearance.

Using the model, worst-case errors caused by individual
mechanism components were analyzed to assess their ef-
fect on the printed page. This ensured high-quality output
in even a worst-case scenario. Exhaustive testing then
proved we had a cost-effective, highly accurate media
drive.

Primer Design
Whenever the PaintJet printer's output is unacceptable,

the user needs a quick and easy way to correct the problem.
Also, when a user opens a new cartridge, it needs to be
serviced to begin printing. The primer (Fig. 10) and wiper
have been designed for these situations.

Typical examples of degradation are missing drops and
missing colors, which can be caused by trapped air bubbles,
contaminants in and on the nozzles, and shock to the car-
tridge. To correct these problems, the user can take the
cartridge out of the carriage, open the primer lid by rotating
it  1B0 degrees, and insert the pen into the primer l id. The
next step is to rotate the lid g0 degrees so that the pen
cartridge stands up and the primer lid windows are facing
upward. The primer lid is then pushed down against a
spring and held down until the windows are filled with
ink. This should take a few seconds. Once the windows
are filled with ink, the lid can be allowed to come up and
the pen can be taken out and wiped with a wiper located
under the carriage lid. The problem should now be cor-
rected and the cartridge ready for printing. However, it
may occasionally be necessary to repeat the procedure to
solve al l  of the print ing problems.

When the user pushes the primer lid down, the cartridge
is pushed against a rubber bladder, which causes a seal to
form. As the lid is pushed farther down, the bladder is
compressed, forcing air into the cartridge and pushing the

'-d r"

Fig.7. A leadframe in contact with print cartildges.Fig. 6. Ihe leadframe has 64 contacts tn four groups.
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ink out towards the nozzles. Air in front of the ink in the
nozzles is pushed out. Once the ink reaches the nozzles,
the capillary force holds the ink in the nozzles.

In designing the primer, the objectives were to minimize
the cost and to make the primer reliable and user-friendly.

To meet the objectives, a number of cost reduction ap-
proaches were taken. For example, most of the parts are
made of plastic, which allows integration of many features
into a single part, thereby reducing the number of parts.
Plastic also makes it possible to snap fit the parts together,
simplifying the assembly process. The primer lid is a good
example. It holds the cartridge for priming, holds the ab-
sorber pad that captures the ink that is ejected, holds the
chamois that draws ink away from the absorber pad, covers
the primer unit when not in use, and snaps into the primer
unit.

Having the user do the priming eliminates the need for
hardware and software to run the primer. As a result, the
challenge in the design was to make the primer reliable
and friendly while maintaining user control of the priming.

To make the primer user-friendly, the first step was to
develop a single procedure for the user to use whenever
there is a printing problem and when the cartridge is first
used. The procedure needed to be simple so the user would
have a short learning curve and remember it easily.

User Tests
Beginning with the first prototype, and continuing with

each successive iteration, a user test was conducted to de-
termine the friendliness of the primer. The test results were
analyzed and used to design the next iteration. The tests
were conducted by non-R&D personnel and videotaped. In
each test, nontechnical people unfamiliar with the PaintJet
printer were asked to unpack a print cartridge and follow
a set of directions, which included priming and wiping.

The user tests were invaluable. Our first iteration, for
example, did not have windows in the lid. The user was
simply instructed to push the lid down for three seconds
and then allow the lid to spring up. The videotapes showed
users pushing down slowly and only part way down, hold-
ing the primer lid down too long, and pushing down too
many times. It became obvious that some feedback was
needed to let the user know how long and how far to push

Fig. 8. Side view of a leadframe in contact with a print car-
tridge.
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Fig.9. Media dilve geat train.

down. A number of ideas were considered. The ideas
ranged from controlling the effective priming time to visual,
tactile. and audio feedback methods. Visual feedback-ink
filling the windows in the lid-was chosen. The advantages
of this feedback method are that the solution required sim-
ple tools, and most important, that it clearly shows the
user what is going on during priming. This is significant
since the hold-down time varies somewhat with how fast
the primer lid is pushed down and how much ink is in
the cartridge. Another advantage is that the amount of ink
wasted is diminished, since the cartridge is pumped only
until it is primed and no more.

Another lesson learned from the user tests was that if
there is an opportunity for the ink to get on the user, it
will happen. One of the problems faced while designing
the primer was what to do with the ink that is ejected out
of the print cartridge. The initial solution was to have a
small absorber pad that would soak up the ink as it was
being ejected. According to our user model at that time,
the absorber pad would become saturated at about the time
that one of the ink cartridges would need replacement. The
idea was to send a clean absorber pad with each print
cartridge so the user could replace the used one. However,
the test results showed increased risk of ink transfer to the
user. The design was then changed to eliminate the need
for the user to replace the absorber. The solution is to have
a permanent absorber pad that soaks up the ink as it is
being ejected, and to have a chamois in contact with the
absorber pad to pull the ink away from the pad. The
chamois has a large capacity for ink, and because the user
only needs to prime the cartridge approximately once per
month, there is sufficient time for the ink in the chamois
to evaporate between uses. The permanent absorber also
eliminates the need for the user to learn and remember
how and when to change the absorber.

Single Procedure
It is not always necessary to prime and wipe the pen to

solve a particular printing problem, some problems can be
eliminated simply by wiping the pen. However, the tests
clearly showed that the more of a thermal inkjet expert a
user was asked to become, the more likely it was that some-
thing would go wrong. What we found to work best was
to provide a single procedure that would be reinforced
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Fig. 10. The pilmer allows the user to activate the pen and
correct printing problems. These instructions are on a pull-out
card attached to the pilnter.

again and again. The procedure is included twice in the
user guide, once in the beginning to guide the user when
a new cartridge is used, and a second time in the trou-
bleshooting portion of the guide. For further reinforcement
and to serve as a quick reminder, a pull-out self-help card
is provided, and icons are placed on both the primer lid
and the front cover. The icons refer the user to the instructions
and give the order of the priming and wiping operations.

Besides being user-friendly, it is imperative that the
primer be effective at solving the problems that the user
may encounter. Problems can be caused by paper dust get-
ting on a nozzle or on the substrate, a small air bubble
depriming a single nozzle, or large air bubbles depriming
an entire color section. The whole cartridge can be de-
primed because it has been dropped, for example, or some
unknown contaminant has clogged the nozzles.

The different types of failures can be solved with the
prime and wipe procedure because they fall into two kinds
of failure modes. Contaminants on the substrate pads or
on the nozzles can be removed by wiping the nozzle plate

against the wiper, and the deprimes (from single nozzles
to complete deprimes) and contaminants caught in the noz-
zle can be fixed by priming and wiping (in this case the
wiping serves to clean off the ink left on the nozzle plate
after priming). Combining the two procedures yields a
single procedure that will solve just about any type of print-
ing problem that is user-correctable.

An important reason for visual feedback to tell the user
when priming is finished is that the print cartridge will
withstand only a limited number of primes. The more the
pen is primed and the higher the priming pressure, the
larger is the likelihood that the cartridge will develop air
paths through the foam that holds the ink. The pumped
air pushes the ink in the path of least resistance. In time,
a path can be created in which there is no ink, giving the
air a path to the nozzle plate. However, if the cartridge is
not primed for very long and the ink is allowed to reach a
state of equilibrium, the chances of creating an air path are
diminished. Once an air path is established, the pen cannot
be primed any longer. Visual feedback helps the user see
when priming is completed, reducing the tendency to
prime longer than necessary.

The higher the priming pressure, the less time is required
to prime the cartridge and the easier it is to dislodge air
bubbles around the nozzles. The lower the pressure, the
more times the cartridge can be primed without creating
an air path. The pressure had to be carefully chosen to give
high reliability and long life with the user in control of the
priming. The cartridge design team also made improve-
ments to the foam insertion procedure, which lessened the
likelihood of air paths forming and caused a marked im-
provement in the robustness of the cartridge.

Another area of concern in the primer was the absorber
pad which wicks the ink away from the nozzle plate. The
concern was that the absorber pad material would leave
some contaminants on the substrate pads or nozzles. The
absorber pad needs to have a very fast absorption rate, so
that when the color pen is primed, the three different inks
are absorbed into the pad and do not mix with each other
and contaminate the primary colors. The pad's capacity
has to be sufficient to hold ink for approximately four con-
secutive primes. The logical choices are fibrous materials.
Unfortunately, most fibrous materials tend to lose fibers,
expecially as they become wet. After a large number of
different materials were tried, a treated polyester was found
that left an acceptably small number of fibers on the cartridge.
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The Second-Generation Thermal InkJet
Structure
Changes in materials and processes increase resolution
from96to 180 dots per inch and extend printhead lifefrom
2 million drops to 7 million drops.

by Ronald A. Askeland, Winthrop D. Childers, and William R. Sperry

HE PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION of the HP Paintfet
print cartridge are identical to those of the HP
ThinkJet print cartridge.' Ink is channeled to speci-

fied chambers containing a thin-film resistor on the floor
and a small orifice on the ceiling. The thin-film resistors
are rapidly heated to temperatures exceeding 400"C. The
ink directly over an excited resistor is vaporized and a
bubble is formed. As this vapor bubble grows, momentum
is transferred to the ink above the bubble, which causes
this ink to be propelled through the orifice onto the paper.
Ink is refilled automatically to the resistor area by capillary
action.

The performance specifications of the PaintJet printer
required a second-generation material set rather than
further tuning of what had been developed for the Thinkfet
program. Print resolution is increased from 96 dots per
inch to 180 dots per incir. This requirement increased the
resistor count from 1,2 to 3O resistors per printhead. Usable
ink volume is increased from 3.5 ml to 12 ml. The ink
volume for each drop is reduced fuom22O picoliters to 100
pl. These changes require a 3.5-fold increase in resistor life.

The most striking performance improvement offered by
the PaintJet printer is its ability to generate over 330 differ-
ent colors. This is achieved by combining patterns of
magenta, yellow, and cyan droplets, all generated fronr a
single cartridge. This requires significantly different ink
management schemes.

Material Selection
A cross-sectional view of the PaintJet printhead is shown

in Fig. 1. Silicon has replaced glass as the substrate mate-
rial. Although substantially more expensive, it offers per-
formance improvements in the areas of defect density and
thermal capacity. Thin-film parameters and photolithog-
raphy parameters are also more easily controlled on silicon.

A thermal capacitor is required so that the heat generated
by the thin-film resistor is transferred to the ink. This heat
pulse lasts less than 5 ps and creates a vapor bubble. The
capacitor thickness is selected so that excess heat is re-
moved after bubble formation. Excess heat can cause un-
wanted secondary nucleation and drop performance degra-
dation. The main sources for heat removal are the silicon
substrate and the ejected ink. Several thermal barrier mate-
rials were tested, including Al2O3, SiO2, Si3N4, and SiC.
The optimum barrier was found to be a thin layer of SiOr.
This material was found superior for thickness uniformity,
defect density, and etch resistance to the chemicals used
to define the various thin-film materials.

The resistor film is TaAl and the conductor film is Al
doped with a small percentage of copper. These films have
been used in several printhead applications at HP over the
years. The resistor material is less than 0.1 pm thick and
therefore does not substantially contribute to the thermal
capacitance.

Next come Si3N4, SiC, and tantalum passivation layers.
These layers protect the resistor and conductor materials
from chemical attack by the ink. In addition, protection
from severe hydraulic forces induced by the collapsing
vapor bubble is provided. It is desirable to keep these
layers as thin and uniform as possible because they can

Interconnect Via

Interconnect Pad
(Au)

Resistor
(TaAl)
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Fig. 2. Contact pads on the printhead arc connected to con-
ducting traces by multiple interconnect vias.

negatively affect thermal response. The design thicknesses
are optimized for step coverage and pinhole density factors.

Contact between the print cartridge and the PaintJet elec-
tronics was a major challenge. The interconnect design was
driven by the requirements that contact be made directly
to the silicon substrate and that the cartridge be inserted
easily by the customer several times throughout its life.
Each time, a low-resistance contact to each of 30 resistors
must be achieved. In addition, this contact scheme had to
have an extremely low profile so that the minimum print-

head-to-paper spacing of less than 1 mm could be main-
tained. Durable, low-resistance contact pads are designed
along the periphery of the silicon substrate. Each pad has

a contact area of 1 x 1.4 mm and consists of a sandwich of
Ta and Au. The pad is electrically connected to a conductor
trace by a series of small vias etched through the Si.Nn and
SiC layers (see Fig. 2). The Ta film offers a very tough,
scratch-resistant base, and the Au film ensures a chemically
inert, low-contact-resistance surface. The multiple-via con-
cept offers some basic design advantages. Multiple parallel,
low-contact-resistance paths are formed. High reliability is
achieved since a failure at any of these independent sites
will not affect the overall performance of a trace. Intercon-
nect insertion tests have shown that cartridges can survive
more than L5 insertions and environments such as 65"C at
90% relative humidity without performance degradation.

Ink management was a major design consideration in the
Paintlet print cartridge. In the color cartridge each group
of ten resistors requires an isolated ink supply system (see
Fig. 3). The material selection constraints for the printhead
were driven by performance issues. To achieve 180 dpi
and conserve silicon real estate, the spacing between resis-
tors is 200 trr.m. The plated metal wall design used in the
Thinklet printhead cannot meet this spacing requirement.
To deliver a 100-pl drop, a channel thickness of approxi-
mately 50 plm is required. Fig. 4 is a micrograph showing
the resistor area and ink channel geometry. Channel fea-
tures of less than 100 pm are also required to achieve both
drop volume control and fluidic impedance balance. The
adhesion of the channel material to the silicon substrate
is very important. Finally, this material must be relatively
chemically inert since it will be in contact with the various
inks for periods as long as 2lz years.

A photoimageable polymer was identified and special
imaging and developing techniques were engineered to
meet these specifications. The 2lz-year storage life was
confirmed using an accelerated test procedure in which
cartridges were hermetically sealed and stored at 65'C for
seven weeks. The performance parameters for more than
500 cartridges were measured before and after storage and
found not to deteriorate.

To supply ink from the reservoir of the cartridge to the
channels, feedholes through the silicon are required. The
challenges associated with feedhole drilling include the

Fig. 4. C/oseup view of the resislor and ink channel area.
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Fig. 3. /n the PaintJet color cartridge, each group of ten
reslstors is supplied with ink through a laser-drilled hole.
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diameter required (300 pm through 5OO-pm-thick silicon),
the fragility of the thin films, and the manufacturing
throughput requirements (2 seconds/hole). A number of
alternative methods were investigated, including contact
drilling, chemical etching, and noncontact drilling.

The first two alternatives had serious disadvantages.
Contact drilling required frequent, costly tool replacement.
Chemical etching tended to damage the thin films. Laser
drilling was found to be the most cost-effective of the feas-
ible alternatives. Laser drilling is achieved by focusing a
high-powered Q-switched YAG laser with a beam spot size
of 150 pm. The beam is trepanned around the desired cir-
cumference to create a hole. Molten silicon residue (drill
slag) is minimized by strict control of all the laser cutting
parameters.

orifice Plate Propertaes
The orifice plate controls both drop volume and direc-

tion. This plate contains 30 precisely placed holes less than
50 pm in diameter. The dimensional tolerances required
by this part necessitated advances in plating technology.
In addition, new measurement techniques were developed
to ensure diameter accuracy.

The orifice plate, composed of gold-plated nickel, is man-
ufactured by electroforming. This process is illustrated in
Fig. 5. A sheet of stainless steel is coated with a thin,
electrically insulating layer. This layer is patterned and
subsequently defines the outline of the orifice plate as well
as the inkjet nozzles. The patterned sheet fmandrel) is
placed in a nickel-plating tank and brought to a negative
potential. Nickel electrodeposits onto the conductive sur-
faces. Electrodeposition cannot occur directly onto the in-
sulation layer, so the insulating discs result in circular
orifices. As electrodeposition continues, the nickel over-
plates the edge of the disc as shown in step 3 of Fig. 5.
The nozzle diameter decreases as the nickel thickness in-
creases. Once the electroforming is complete, the nickel
sheet is separated from the mandrel, cleaned, and gold-
plated.

There are a number of critical orifice plate properties.
Some of the most notable are corrosion resistance, surface

Nickel

ll

Mounted Mounted*,::il" Blil:
Fig. 6. System for measuring oilfice plate nozzle diameters
to an accuracy of !0.5 pm.

finish, sheet dimensions, and orifice diameter. The typical
nickel-plating chemistry required some modification for
this application. An organic brightener is added to improve
the electroform surface finish. This helps eliminate corro-
sion site defects and allows the use of a thinner protective
gold layer. Delamination of the electroform from the man-
drel because of tensile stress is eliminated by the addition
of saccharin, a commonly used stress reducer. This additive
produces a sheet with a controlled level of compressive
stress. The magnitude of this stress is critical to the control
of the overal l  sheet dimensions.

The most critical property is the orifice diameter. Micro-
meter variations in orifice diameter cause large drop vol-
ume changes, which have a dramatic impact on print qual-
ity. The final inkjet nozzle diameter is approximately equal
to the starting insulating disc diameter minus twice the
plated nickel thickness. Controlling the diameter of the
insulating disc is straightforward because semiconductor
photoimaging techniques are used. More difficult is control
of the amount of overplating. The tolerance control re-
quired is beyond normal plating industry standards. A very
precise plating current and plating tank geometry are re-
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Fig. 5. Orifice plate electrofarm
ing process.
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quired to achieve the tolerances demanded.
Measuring individual nozzle diameters to an accuracy

greater than 10.5 pm presented a challenge. This is ac-

complished using the Fraunhofer diffraction principle (Fig.

6). Laser Iight is directed through the nozzle orifice, produc-

ing a diffraction pattern which is detected by a point photo-

diode. This diffraction pattern is scanned to determine the
diffraction ring diameter. The nozzle diameter is a mono-
tonically decreasing function of the ring diameter.

Resistor Reliability
The PaintJet printhead reliability goal is for cartridges

to run out of ink before resistor failures occur. Black car-
tridges can print more than 1100 pages of text using an ink
volume of t2 ml supplied to 30 nozzles. Since the drop
volume is 100 pl, there is enough ink for 4 million drops
per nozzle if all resistors are fired equally. In normal print-
ing, resistors near the center of the printhead are used more
often than those on the edges; therefore the resistor reliabil-
ity goal was set at 7 million drops. The comparable goal
for the first-generation ThinkJet printhead was 2 million
drops (500 pages of text).

The printhead thin-film resistor and passivation layer
are subjected to chemical, mechanical, and thermal stresses
during operation. When a resistor is energized, a vapor
bubble is formed which causes an ink droplet to be ejected
through the nozzle. As the vapor bubble collapses, the pas-
sivation layer over the resistor is subjected to extremely
Iarge fluid cavitation forces. The mechanical pounding in-
duces cracks and craters in the passivation layer and thin-
film resistor and even damages the underlying SiO, layer.
This resistor damage leads to a constriction in the current
path across across the resistor and subsequent current
crowding resistor failures (see Fig. 7).

The high temperatures reached during operation result
in thermal stress to the resistor and overlying thin films.
While thermal stress alone does not cause resistor failures,
it does make the resistor more vulnerable to cavitation
damage and chemical attack.

Resistor life tests of more than 1000 cartridges were con-

Fig. 7. Scanning electron micrograph of a failed thinJilm
reslstor.

Millions of Drops Eiected

Fig.8. Weibull plot for printheads.

ducted to ten times normal printhead life using continuous-
ink printing life testers. The life testers were built from HP
747oA Plotters modified to hold PaintJet print cartridges.
The duty cycle, pulse width, and voltage supplied to the
printheads were precisely controlled. All tests were run at
worst-case product overpower conditions. Resistor failures
were detected by monitoring resistance values during the
test. Autopsies of failed resistors provided valuable feed-
back for printhead thin-film design.

Resistor life data was analyzed using the Weibull distri-
bution. This method allows us to estimate resistor life at
a given reliability with a specified confidence level. Paint-
Jet printhead resistor life exceeds our goal of z million
drops at 99% reliability and 90% confidence at worst-case
overenergy conditions (Fig. B).
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troforming), Rich Van de Poll (ink channel), and Shel Whit-
tington (ink channel). With 1500 miles between sites, the
management of this transfer was particularly challenging.
We thank Ron Prevost, Marzio Leban, and Rob Beeson for
the outstanding effort required to make this a success.
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High-Volume Microassembly of Golor
Thermal Inkjet Printheads and Gartridges
Miniature parts and micrometer mechanical tolerances
make high-volume assembly challenging. Adhesive
selection was the firsf sfep. Special fixtures,fools, automatic
m ac h i n e s w ith v i s i o n, i n stru m e ntati o n, an d sy ste ms h ad to
be developed.

by Cheryl A. Boeller, Timothy J. Carlin, Peter M. Roessler, and Steven W. Steinfield

I I THEN A NEW TECHNOLOGY slated forvery high-

UU volume production is being developed, manufac-
r t turing engineering concerns have to be addressed

early. In the case of the HP PaintJet print cartridges, the
R&D lab had its charter to invent designs and processes that
would satisfy performance and life objectives. In parallel,
manufacturing engineering had to ensure that the design
and processes would meet the objectives of high volume,
high reliability, and cost-effectiveness.

Manulacturing Constraints
The miniature sizes of the parts and the mechanical tol-

erances required to assemble a functional printhead proved
to be one of the more challenging aspects of this develop-
ment. While those working with electronic circuit man-
ufacturing and photolithographic processes are accus-
tomed to dealing with dimensions measured in single-digit
micrometers, mechanical engineers are most comfortable
thinking in terms of sheet metal, machining, or plastic
molding tolerances, where on a good day one can hold
tolerances of 100 micrometers.

Human Hair Thickness

75pmfr

Nickel Orifice Plate Thermal Expansion at AT = 150"C

F-2S rrm ---l

Silicon Substrate Thermal Expansion at AT = 150"C

F-|s l "m

Plastic Pen Body Thermal Expansion at AT = 100.C

180pm------*--J|------+|

Oritice-Plate-to-Substrate Alignmenl Tolerance

Hlorrm

Head-to-Body Alignment Tolerance

50 pm--------+l

Flg. 1. Comparison of notable thermal inkjet physical dimen-
slons fo the thickness of a human hair.
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Early tests showed that to obtain a printhead with accept-
able drop directionality characteristics, the orifice plate
needs to be aligned to the substrate with an emor no greater
than 10 pm. Furthermore, the alignment accuracy of the
printhead to the plastic ink reservoir had to be less than
50 pm to maintain black-to-color print registration and
electrical interconnections. These requirements seemed to
border on the limits of feasibility, especially if the the as-
sembly processes incorporate thermal cure adhesives. Fig.
L shows a representation of the relative distances involved.
Observe that the differential thermal expansions between
the mating parts considerably exceed the alignment re-
quirements for both orifice-plate-to-substrate and sub-
strate-to-pen-body assemblies.

Assembling the Printhead
To meet the extremely tight alignment specification

necessary for successful functioning of the printhead, care-
ful conceptual analysis of the assembly algorithm was re-
quired. At the time manufacturing engineering became in-
volved, the process that was in place consisted of placing

Fig.2. To align the substrate to the orifice plate, translation
and rotation stages are moved to align thinJilm targets on
lhe substrale with target holes in the orifice plate.



Drop Velocity Analysis Plot-Good Pen

Number of Pens in Population: 'l Total Number of Nozzle Measurements Represented: 30

Velocity Data Acceptance Window: 5 to 20 m/s

I ' 4EFN VELOCITY BY NOZZLE +

N o z z l e  I

S I G M F I  V E L O C I T Y  B Y  N O Z Z L E  *
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Drop Velocity Analysis Plot-Bad Pen

Number of Pens in Population: 1 Total Number of Nozzle Measurements Represented: 30

Velocity Data Acceptance Window: 5 to 20 m/s

MEFIN VELOCITY BY NOZZLE I

N o z z l r  l

SIGHR VELOCITY  BY  NOZZLE  +

N o z z  l .  I

Fig.3. Drop velocity analysis plots for good and bad pens.
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a film of thermal cure adhesive between the substrate and
the orifice plate and then aligning the assembly under a
microscope in a fixture that clamped the head with over
100 pounds of force. (Today we use roughly one pound of
force.) Next the entire fixture was placed in a 200'C oven
for one hour and then removed and allowed to cool before
removing the head from the fixture. Although the adhesive
bonded the orifice plate to the substrate adequately in the
short term. it was known to fail in the corrosive ink envi-
ronment after a fairly mild exposure. Furthermore, the sys-
tem as a whole did not meet the specified alignment toler-
ance. This was because of the mechanical clamping re-
quired as well as the high-temperature cure cycle (i.e., the
differential thermal expansion of the material set as de-
picted by the chart in Fig. 1). Finally, the practical manufac-
turing feasibility of mechanically fixturing each printhead
for over an hour was virtually zero. Clearly, this assembly
process was at best a temporary one.

We immediately began to investigate alternative systems
for building the printheads. For our new assembly scheme
to be successful, the bond between the orifice plate and
the substrate had to perform three functions: a tack func-
tion, a gasket function, and a structural function. We knew
that we had to bring the parts into alignment to within t10
pm, hold them together within the time constraints of high-
volume production (tack function), and then have that bond
resist continuous exposure to the highly corrosive ink en-

vironment for a projected 2.5 years without allowing any
leaks between color chambers or outside of the ink delivery
path (gasket function). Also, the bond would have to with-
stand various forces in handling and operation, as well as
temperature cycling excursions that typically cause ad-
hesive joints to fail as a result of fatigue, embrittlement,
and thermal stress effects (structural function),

We brainstormed many alternatives, including pressure
sensitive tapes, ultraviolet (UV) radiation activated cures,
two-part epoxies, and surface activated and dual-cure-
mechanism adhesives, in various combinations with
mechanical, magnetic, and other processes. We did a formal
decision analysis that looked at such performance factors
as handling time, cure time, dispensability, process con-
trollability, cure temperature, and number of process steps.

Twenty-eight different adhesion schemes were analyzed
and ranked in order of desirability. The result was that the
alternatives involving a thermal cure fell to the bottom of
the stack. So we set off looking for a UV/surface activated
adhesive that would give rapid holding strength with UV
exposure and then continue to cure at room temperature
once the surfaces had been brought into contact. Other
alternatives included various pressure sensitive tapes and
frozen, premixed two-part epoxies in preformed sheets that
cure rapidly when brought to room temperature.

However, we soon discovered in one test or another that
all of these convenient solutions didn't meet one or more

Automatic Alignment Machines

One of the first challenges confronting the PaintJet printer pen
manufacturing team was performing orifice-plateto-substrate
and head{o-body alignment and attachment in high-volume pro-
duction. Volume forecasts justified a fully automatic, high-speed
production machine. Since HP engineering resources were not
available to develop the system in-house, we contracted with
two companies. One specializes in machine vision and the other
in high-precision material handling.

Schedule constraints mandated that design of the pen align-
ment machine (PAM) begin before the assembly processes were
fully developed. Because of this, a major reset occurred when
the process was changed to require additional steps after orif ice/
substrate attachment. Because these steos didn't lend them-
selves to in-line production, PAM was solit into two machines
(Fig. 1): HAM (head al ignment machine) and SAM (skeleton al ign-
ment machine). HAM performs orifice/substrate assembly and
SAM performs head/body assembly, allowing the extra opera-
tions to occur off-line. The initial design of both machines was
done by our contractors, but major HP efforts went into optimizing
the design, improving reliability, developing the control software,
and integrating the components into reliable, fully operational
production machines.

Mechanics
The mechanical design of the machines was driven by many

constraints such as t ight al ignment tolerances, high throughput,
reliability, and cleanliness. The basic process steps, such as
singulat ing ori f ice plates, dispensing adhesive, and al igning
parts, are performed in modular stations. Substrates, orifice
plates, heads, and pen bodies are fed into the machines in

stackable part carriers and are conveyed from stalion to station
using vacuum to minimize handling damage. Feedback from a
variety of sensors informs the control computers of any machine
malfunctions, which might include jams, misplaced parts, and
mechanical failure of a machine comoonent.

A significant mechanical challenge is to position parts repeat-
ably using rotary arms up to 10 inches long. Motors with high-res-
olution encoders (4000 counts per revolution) are used in com-
bination with hard stops to meet the positioning requirements. A
carousel with eight high-precision pen body holding fixtures is
used on SAM to transfer pen bodies to each workstation. Each

Substrates

Oritice Plates Skeletons

Fig. 1. The pen alignment machrne conslsts of the head align-
ment machine and the skeleton alignment machine.

Pen
Bodies

Oritice Plates
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fixture accurately locates pen bodies for successive operations
such as: application of three adhesives, alignment of heads to
pen bodies, and adhesive curing.

To simplify the design and maintenance of HAM and SAM, a
concerted effofi was made to replicate components and use
common parts. Many components such as dc servo motors and
coordinated motion controllers were selected because they are
used for other purposes at San Diego Division. This allows easy
access to hardware with a history of good performance.

Machine Vision
Machine vision enables HAM and SAM to align the pen com-

ponents automatically to micrometer tolerances. HAM finds an
alignment hole at each end of the orifice plate and a square
target at each end of the substrate. The vision system views the
targets through the alignment holes and informs the controller
to rotate and translate the substrate such that the targets align
to within 9 pm of the centers of their respective alignment holes.
After alignment, the parts are attached and become an assem-
bled head. Similarly, SAM rotates and translates a head until the
orifice plate alignment holes are within 15 prm of their ideal loca-
tions on a pen body.

While machine vision is fast and accurate, there are several
elements that make human vlsion difficult to reolace. Dirt and
other surface imperfections, easily ignored by the human ob-
server, can make alignment features impossible for the machine
to find. The machine is also sensitive to changes in light levels,
making periodic calibration necessary. The small field of view of
the camera and the proximity of other potentially confusing fea-
tures make part misplacement a problem. A major effort was
required to develop complex machine vision algorithms and op-
tics to handle these situations and to minimize scraooino of func-
tionally acceptable parts.

Control Systems
HAM and SAM have independent electronic control systems

with similar designs. The components control led include 53
motors, 64 pneumatic valves, and 165 sensors. Each control
system has three major parts:
I A master control processor, an HP Vectra computer
r A vision system, consisting of a PDP-1 1 computer, an image

processor, and a TV camera with split-field optics
r Local control processors, which areZSO CPU boards.

The local control processors control the use of motor, pneuma-
tic controller, and analog-to-digital converter cards. All communi-
cation is via RS-232-C, and all major cards are offthe-shelt STD
BUS comoonents.

Software for HAM and SAM consists of extensive master con-
troller code and 280 assembly code. Several techniques are
used to keep this large amount of software maintainable. Master
controller code is split into control code and menu code. An
emulator was written to enable each part to be debugged without
the need for the other.

Both the master controller code and the ZB0 code run under
VRTX, a multitasking operating system. Reentrancy is used to
reduce program size. Program changes are minimized by allow-
ing commonly changed parameters to be downloaded to the
Z80s from the Vectra computer at run time. One of the difficulties
inherent in a project of this nature is thatto develop the mechanics
the software is required, and to develop the software the mechan-
ics are required. The development of both mechanics and master
controller software simultaneously was greatly accelerated by
making the 280 code capable of communicating with either a
Vectra computer or a dumb terminal.

Results and Lessons Learned
HAM and SAM do the job of ten operators and five manual

machines. Throughput and alignment quality have both improved
substantial ly since their implementation.

As in all major development undertakings, we learned some
important lessons from the PAM project. First, development time
can be reduced by ensuring that the assembly processes are
stable and well-characterized on manual tooling before design-
ing automated equipment. Automated equipment should be de-
signed in-house or contracted to experienced assembly machine
builders. Specialt ies, such as machine vision, can then be
brought in as needed. In no case should special ists be the pri-
mary system designers.

Jeff Beemer
Project Leader
Mitch Levinson

Glen Oldenburg
Mick Trego

Ed Wiesmeier
Manufacturing Engineers

San Diego Division

of the "must" requirements. Surface curing adhesives and
epoxies either cured too slowly or did not survive in the
ink environment, tapes did not guarantee a consistent seal
and did not have long-term dimensional stability, and other
schemes were either not dispensable or not available as an
off-the-shelf product. The adhesive testing process is de-
scribed in detail later in this article.

In the tests, the only alternatives that met the perfor-
mance "musts" were thermally cured. So we needed to
rethink our alternatives given the additional constraint that
a thermal cycle of up to one hour would be required on
the printheads. In a high-volume environment it would be
impractical to hold one hour's worth of production in
traveling alignment fixtures. We had to develop a tacking
scheme that would allow quick removal of the assembly
from the alignment station and maintain the relative posi-
tion of the orifice plate to the substrate until after the ther-
mal cycle was complete.

We chose an ultraviolet-curing tack scheme once it was

shown to be possible to cure some UV adhesives in under
one second if radiation of the proper wavelength and inten-
sity is used. Originally, we used screen printing to dispense
a layer of adhesive approximately 75 pm thick. The effort
to.make it work was abandoned following the realization
that the processes could not be made reliable enough for
our manufacturing environment. Later, precision dot dis-
pensing using an air-pulsed syringe was found to be
superior for our application. In the present process, one
dot of a UV curable tack adhesive is placed in each of the
four corners of the substrate before the alignment station.
This is done with an HP-designed dispensing tool that uses
a special optical sensing scheme to locate the syringe rela-
tive to the parts and thus ensure accurate dot placement.
The volume of each dot dispensed in this way is typically
25 nanoliters. To put this in perspective, if you placed one
dot per second into a one-gallon container, it would take
over five years to fill it up. Because of this miniscule use,
adhesive vendors were not interested in developing custom
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formulations for our application. Therefore, we were limit-
ed to off-the-shelf products.

Once the adhesive is dispensed onto the substrate, the
problem of aligning the orifice plate to the substrate re-
mains. Very early in the development of the manufacturing
plan, an automatic pen alignment machine (PAM, see box,
page 34) was contracted. In the meantime, several iterations
of HP-designed manual tools were designed and built. The
original assembly line incorporated three of these manual
tools, which facilitate production cycle times of around 15
seconds per printhead. Both the manual tools and the new
automatic machine PAM are based upon closed-loop align-
ment of the substrate to the orifice plate, with translation
and rotation stages being moved to align thin-film targets
on the substrates to target holes on the orifice plates (Fig.
2). Once aligned, each tool drives an orifice plate onto a
substrate under a specific load to ensure intimate contact
between the parts. Once the proper load is achieved. UV
light sources flood the printhead components to cure the
tack adhesive.

The Gap Problem
After we had developed the process and tools to build

the printheads, we began to notice variations in their per-
formance. Fig. 3 shows a representation of the printhead
where the vertical vectors correspond to parameters mea-
sured on the IULIO system (see box, page 37). To have
good print quality it is critical that the drops of ink travel
from the printhead to the paper at a controlled speed, and
that the drop volume is held within an acceptable window.
The plots in Fig. 3 show an example of IULIO data from a
good pen and a bad pen. In the bad case, the nozzle-Io-noz-
zle drop velocity variation is unacceptably high.

We discovered that this unhealthy drop velocity charac-
teristic was associated with small gaps between the orifice
plate and the substrate, as represented in Fig. 4. These gaps
could be on the order of a couple of micrometers and still
have a drastic effect on drop velocity. With a gap present,
some of the energy from the thermal pulse of the resistor
is lost in the crevices, and the resultant drop ejection rate
is decreased and highly irregular. The crevices were also
ideal locations for air bubbles to accumulate, further de-
grading drop formulation and ejection.

This problem was complicated by the interaction of the
ink with the printhead materials over time. The barrier
material would swell and change shape after several days

Fig. 4. Sma// gaps between the orif ice plate and the substrate
caused reduced and irregular drop velocities. A new process
eliminates them. (Not drawn to scale.)
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Fig.5. The printhead has to be aligned with molded features
on the pen body, shown in black on this drawing.

or weeks of contact with the ink, and this would affect the
shape of the firing chamber and the occurrence of gaps.
We needed to develop a process that would eliminate the
gaps and ensure intimate contact between the orifice plate
and the barrier material for the life of the pen. This is
exactly what we did. Unfortunately, the process is propri-
etary and cannot be divulged here.

Making the Print Cartridge
In parallel with solving the problem of printhead assem-

bly, we were developing a strategy for bonding the finished
printhead to the ink reservoir. This problem had many of
the same constraints that we had been facing with the print-
head, namely extremely tight alignment tolerances and part
handling difficulties. Also, the same cycle time, environ-
mental, and ink exposure resistance requirements would
have to be met.

There were some fundamental differences as well. In-
stead of adhering the orifice plate to the barrier and thin-
film materials, this problem was one of adhering the sili-
con-backed printhead to the polyphenylene oxide pen
body. The thermal expansion difference between the mat-
ing parts (i.e., silicon and polyphenylene oxide) was much
greater than in the orifice/substrate case (see Fig. 1), making
thermal cure adhesive systems even less attractive. Further-
more, in the head/body system, the printhead has to be
aligned with respect to molded features on the pen body
(see Fig. 5), rather than the much friendlier concentric
targets simultaneously visible when aligning the orifice
plate to the substrate.

Our initial approach to head/body alignment relied upon
closed-loop optical positioning of the printhead in a fixture
that held the body in a presumably known position. An
operator would adjust the printhead's position with respect
to a template representing the proper location. We soon
encountered difficulties with this system. First, the crea-
tion of a template that satisfied our specifications was dif-

Resislor



JULIO

Eady in the development stages of the PaintJet print cartridge,
head architects identified the need for a measurement instrument
to quantify the drops being ejected by the printhead. The first
such instrument is cal led JULIO, for " jets (of ink) under laboratory
intensive observation. "

JULIO can control head temperature, ink back pressure, resis-
tor drive voltage, pulse width, and frequency. lt can measure
drop velocity, drop trajectory, and drop volume. Drop velocity is
measured with an optical system consisting primarily of a laser
beam and a pair of photodetectors (Fig. 1). When the drop flies
through the beam, the signals at the photodetectors are inter-
rupted consecutively, signal ing the event. JULIO then calculates
the velocity using the known distance and the measured flight
time between the detectors.

Drop trajectory is measured by locating the drop in two planes
approximately paral lel to the nozzle plate. A strobe l ight i l lumi-
nates the drop from two orthogonal directions parallel to the
nozzle plate, and a camera and frame grabber capture the drop
images. The printhead is then moved up a specified distance,
the nozzle is fired again, and two new views of the drop are
captured. These four images of the drop are digitized and the
centroids of the drop images are calculated. Knowing where the
drop is in both planes, the angle of the drop can be calculated.
The drop's trajectory relative to lhe nozzle plate is determined
by probing the surface of the nozzle plate with a sensor that
determines its angle relative to JULIO's coordinate system.

Drop volume is measured by f ir ing drops into a cup which is

Fig. 1. Top v i ew of the opti cal path of th e J U LI O measu reme nt
syslem.

0.0
9.2 10 .8

Voltage

Fig,2, Typical result of an operating window test of a print-
head.

then weighed on a precision balance to determine the average
drop weight. Volume is calculated using the known ink density.
JULIO verifies that the drops are fired using the laser and detec-
tors to ensure that the weight measured represents the correcl
number of drops f ired.

An application of the drop velocity measurment on JULIO is
the operating window test (Fig. 2). In this test, the velocity is
measured as a function of the resistor drive voltage to determine
the correct drive pulse for the pen. In the start-up test, the ve-
locities of a specified number of drops are measured and plotted
against order fired to observe the variation oJ drop velocity over
t ime.

The tests on JULIO were invaluable in evaluating the perfor-
mance of the printhead during its development. They are still
used daily to monitor the quality of printheads made on the pro-
duction l ine.
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Load Cell

Fig. 6. Peel tester used rn the adhesive fests.

ficult at best. Also, operators had a difficult time doing the
alignment. Parallax, depth of field, and cycle time were
some of the major obstacles.

A major breakthrough occured when one of the engineers
suggested a simple open-loop alignment scheme. Histori-
cally, the relatively loose tolerances on the substrate edges
made this approach seem impractical. To get around this,
the scheme takes advantage of the near perfect photolitho-
graphic dimensions of the orifice plate. A vacuum chuck
was designed which has three pins that protrude only
0.003-+0.0005 inch. The pins are wired to LEDs which
illuminate when in contact with the electrically conductive
orifice plate. When the operator sees the three LEDs light
up, the printhead is fixtured in the right place. Our model
shop quickly fabricated the extremely delicate vacuum
chuck. Using the same pen body holding fixture and UV
sensitive tack adhesive as before, along with a built-in UV
light source, the new open-loop aligner proved not only
feasible, but superior to the optical method in every way.
We improved our initial alignment, yield, and cycle time
considerably.

Adhesive Testing Process Details
Adhesives were the obvious means of fastening the

Paintlet printhead together and attaching it to the pen body.
However, selecting from existing products was more dif-
ficult than initially anticipated and problems with these
products continue to occur occasionally in production. Un-
like mechanical fasteners, adhesives are unruly and
plagued with endless unknowns. They also appear to be
endless in variety and potential as technology improves.
Thus the adhesive selection process can also become endless.

An iterative trial-and-error mechanical testing approach
was used to find a working adhesive set. A general under-
standing of adhesive chemistry was useful in controlling

variables. Greater expertise in the field of polymer science
would have streamlined the selection process, but would
not have eliminated the necessity of trial-and-error selec-
tion. Most adhesive compositions are proprietary and the
compatibility of various adhesives with substrates and ink
was unknown. Vendors were relied upon to supply prod-
ucts that they felt were appropriate and these products
were tested to determine their feasibility.

Reliance on chemical analysis was heavy in the later
stages of adhesive screening. Those in-house with chemical
expertise supplied information on optimal cure conditions,
analysis of contaminants, batch-to-batch variations, and
quality control methods and measurements.

Problem Definition
The selection process began with a definition of bond

requirements, which were determined from:
I Physical requirements for a functional pen, such as pen

geometry, pen material set, and alignment tolerances
necessary for proper pen operation.

I Desired life and environment of product, including the
handling loads the bond might see and the environment
the bond must survive during the product's life.

r Production requirements, such as tacking time, cure
time, open time, shelf life margins, and safety require-
ments.
Requirements were easily quantified in some cases. In

other cases, we relied on engineering judgment. For exam-
ple, handling loads that the bond might see during the life
of the product were determined by assumptions regarding
the worst-case loading that the product might be subjected
to by its users. Along with the list of requirements was a
long list of desires that would simplify assembly or some-
how reduce cost.

Vendors were then queried as to which adhesives they
would recommend to satisfy requirements. Many vendors
generously supplied samples of any product they felt had
the potential to perform acceptably. As with all design
processes, flexibility was important. Requirements were in
a constant state of change. Priorities often needed to be
reordered, which meant that previous adhesive candidates
had to be reevaluated in terms of the new priorities and
vendors had to be recontacted with revised requirements.

Sample Preparation
For initial screening, test specimens were used instead

of real parts. These had some advantages: they simplified

Fig.7. Typical data from a peel test
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Factory Systems

Information System
Foreseeing the dif f icult  engineering chal lenges ahead, one of

the key manufacturing objectives for the PaintJet printer pen
assembly l ine was to have an information system with the abi l i ty
to reconstruct the manufacturing environment experienced by
any particular pen and to detect trends and problems in the
manufacturing process. The manufacturing environment in-
cludes per-pen data such as component lot numbers, important
process parameters, and quality decision data. Objectives for
the information system included data accuracy greaterthan 97%,
minimum operator interaction, easy access to the information by
engineers and managers, complete independence from process
or material movement control systems, ability to adapt to chang-
ing data needs, and convergence with systems used for other
HP thermal inkjet l ines.

An HP 9000 Model 550 Computer is used as the data base
machine and information system controller. At the first step of
the assembly l ine, each pen body is labeled with a high-density
code-39 bar code to serve as the pen's identification number.
At signif icant process steps, the bar code is scanned along with
process information to record portions of that pen's manufactur-
ing environment. Part carriers are also bar-coded to map compo-
nent lot numbers to each pen identification number. Reject track-
ing is handled on-l ine with a bar-code menu system.

An easy-to-use menu system helps engineers and system
users create their own reports. Through the use of Informix 4GL
software, users can easily pick specific data elements irom the
data base and configure i t  according to their needs. Ad hoc
analysis is performed by downloading the data to a local personal
computer. The system can also report grouped data to produce
standard management reports and graphs.

The information system's capabilities have proven to be ex-
tremely important in problem-solving situations as well as for
engineering and management decision making. By using the
system's abi l i ty to track each pen individual ly, potential ly elusive
and costly production problems can be identified and analyzed,
and a course of action recommended soon after realizing that a
problem exists. For example, engineers were faced with the prob-
lem of orifice plates peeling ofi the substrate when the tape was
removed. Engineers used the information system to identify
exactly when and how those pens were made, what if any unusual
events were occurring during the t ime the pens were made, and
what common elements were shared among the reject pens.
They were then able to determine that the problem was caused

by a malfunctioning ori f ice plate/substrate al igner. This was rein-
forced by reject Pareto charts for that time period, and the af-
fected pens were immediately recalled and reworked. The sys-
tem has proven to be an indispensable t ime and money saver.

Factory Design
A primary manufacturing objective for the PaintJet pen was to

fol low the just- in-t ime (JlT) or demand-pul l  phi losophy in the fac-
tory and pen l ine design. Fol lowing the JIT phi losophy was not
an easy task during the production start-up phase, but the im-
provements seen in yields and uptime have proven its worth.
When problems occur with particular tools, processes, or parts,
the entire line is quickly forced to shut down by low work-in-pro-
cess levels. This approach focuses engineering attention on
problem situations, and encourages process improvements in-
stead of temporary fixes.

Several processes in the head assembly section of the PaintJet
pen l ine require contamination, temperature, and humidity con-
trol. Therefore, an available clean room was modified to meet
these environmental requirements. With the increase in produc-
tion levels, the clean room became a less-than-optimal environ-
ment, and steps are being taken to move the environment sen-
sitive processes out of the clean room and into a normal manufac-
turing environment. The installation of laminar llow benches for
processes that require environmental control was a ma.jor step
towards this objective. This approach has major advantages such
as: high flexibility, improved work environment, leverage to future
processes, relatively low cost, and reusable equipment. The
cleanliness of the work area and the pen performance are mon-
itored for any changes resulting from environmental control. The
plan is to provide as much operator, engineering, and manufac-
turing f reedom as possible within the l imits of the process require-
ments.

Stan Eyans
Manufacturing Engineering Manager

Carol Beamer
Mary Ann Beyster

Diane Fisher
Manufacturing Engineers

Diane Armstrong
Systems Administrator

San Diego Division

the design of the strengh testers, they were less costly to
fabricate than real samples, they were tangible subtrates of
appropriate size and material that could be shown to ven-
dors, and their uniformity could be controlled. They had
the disadvantage that any deviation from the actual product
implied the introduction of known and unknown variables.

Many extraneous variables sneak into tests as a result of
sample fabrication. In an attempt to control them, samples
needed to be carefully prepared. Substrate surface prepara-
tion for bonding needed to be consistent from sample to
sample and accurately reflect the eventual real part prepa-
ration. Adhesives needed to be handled carefully. Some
adhesives were sensitive to even short open times before
cure. Many adhesives were refrigerated to maintain their

reaction potential. Physical bond geometry also needed to
be maintained from sample to sample. Bond shape, thick-
ness, and area affected the strength test results.

Testing Apparatus
Peel Tests. Bonds can be subjected to peel stresses from
user handling and product wiper operation. Since bonds
are typically weak in peel, this is a vulnerable failure mode.

A peel tester was used to determine the relative peel
strength of adhesive bonds. The silicon substrate, repre-
senting the circuit, was clamped to the stationary fixture
of the tester. The orifice plate substrate was pulled at 90
degrees from the axis of the silicon substrate at a constant
rate of 0.002 inch per second fsee Fig. 6).
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10 Seconds

Fig.9. Typical creep shear fesf resu/t.

The resulting data was a load-versus-deflection curve
(Fig. z). Initial peel strength is the load required to initiate
peel. Notch peel strength is the load required to sustain
peel. Peel resistance is proportional to the width of the
bond.
Creep Shear Tests. Although most systems have little creep
in their fully cured state, creep was a consideration for
partially cured tack bonds and for testing bonds made using
double-sided tape.

Bonds were tested by clamping the silicon subtrate to a
static fixture and clamping the orifice plate (or pen body)
to a moving fixture which also held a mirror (Fig. 8). One-
pound and two-pound weights were applied for ten sec-
onds to simulate handling loads. A laser was used to mea-
sure the changing distance to the mirror. Displacement was
plotted versus time (Fig. 9).

Peel and creep shear tests were run on bonds subjected
to different conditions:
r Initial handling strength tests were performed shortly

after cure or on partially cured tack bonds.
r Full-property tests were performed on bonds that had

acquired full strength.
r Post-environmental tests were performed after bonds

were subjected to fifty thermal cycles between - 40oC
and 75'C.

I Post-reflux tests were performed on bonds after immer-
sion in ink for 10 or 30 days at 65'C.

I Post-bag tests were performed on bonds that had been
placed in an air-tight chamber with ink for 10 or 30 days
at 65"C.
Ink resistance was the most difficult criterion to meet.

Most bonds subjected to ink degraded significantly. Failure
was typically in adhesion to one of the substrates when
bond surface sites were displaced by moisture.

Adhesives that best met the requirements included ul-
traviolet cure tack adhesives and low thermal cure one-part
epoxies. The ultraviolet cure mechanism allows infinite
open time before cure and tack strength in one second
following exposure to UV light. The disadvantage of UV
curing adhesives is that they are typically acrylic-based
systems with limited long-term ink resistance. They are
not employed for structural bonding but lor fixturing sub-
strates following alignment. They are required only to sur-
vive long-term exposure to ink without coming off and
potentially disturbing pen function. Some of the low ther-
mal cure one-part epoxies proved to have high bond
strength and good long-term resistance to degradation in
ink.
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Ink Retention in a GolorThermal Inkjet Pen
Keeping the ink in the pen and off the user is a nontrivial
engineering problem.

by Erol Erturk, Brian D. Gragg, Mary E. Haviland, W. Wistar Rhoads, Jim L. Ruder, and Joseph E.
Scheffelin

HE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PAINTJET PEN and
its assembly processes was recognized as being one
of the toughest projects undertaken by HP's San

Diego Division. Our objective was to supply our customers
with a high-quality pen that could be mass produced. The
primary job of the final assembly processes is to get ink
into the pen and ensure that it stays there until the pen is
used by the customer.

Fig. 1 shows special clear-bodied empty and full Paintlet
pens. Inserting the foam (ink reservoir), filling it with ink,
and sealing the pen are very complex tasks. Aside from
the inherent problems encountered when using a low-tech
material in a high-tech application, the foam is required
to fit precisely into the pen cavity. Once saturated with
ink it must retain the ink over a wide range of environmen-
tal conditions throughout the pen's life. The plug must
hermetically seal to the pen and allow it to vent to the
outside atmosphere. The packaging must provide a physi-
cal barrier to ink leakage at the nozzles, and must limit the
pressure drop and water loss that the pen may experience
during shipping and storage.

Foam Insertion
The process used to insert the foam reservoir into the

pen cavity has a major impact on the pen's ability to retain
ink. The foam must be compressed on the filter, it must
remain in contact with the internal walls and corners of
the pen, and it must be inserted to a controlled depth. If
any of these three conditions is not met, the pen may leak.

If the foam does not contact the filter, the negative pres-
sure in the pen is lost. Foam compression on the filter
prevents the ink leakage that would otherwise result if a
column of unsupported ink contacted the filter. This col-
umn of ink can include both the ink between the filter and
the nozzles and the ink in the void space near the filter.
The ink in the space around the filter is eventualy absorbed
into the foam as it becomes less saturated during printing.
Without the negative pressure provided by the foam, ink
leakage will occur.

A second and less obvious benefit of compressing the
foam against the filter is improved ink extraction efficiency.
A region of locally higher-density foam is created when
the foam is compressed on the filter. The resultant increase
in density (pores per inch) tends to provide a slightly higher
capillary force in that region of foam. This attracts ink from
other lower-foam-density regions, which results in less ink
left in the foam toward the end of the pen's life. Thus the
user gets more printed pages per pen.

Several steps are used to insert foam into the pen cavity.
A vibratory bowl feeds the foam to a mechanical compres-

sor station. The compressor station uses a compress-re-
lease-compress sequence to compress the foam, which is
initially larger than the pen cavity. The compressed foam
is then pushed out of the low-friction compressor blocks
into a thin-walled square tube. The tube is inserted into
the pen cavity, and the foam is extruded into the cavity by
pushing from behind as the tube is withdrawn.

lnk Fil l
Tightly coupled to foam insertion is the ink fill process.

A very dense ink fill is required for two reasons: it allows
more ink to be put in the pen, and it minimizes trapped
air. Any air trapped in the pen will expand at high temper-
atures or altitudes, forcing ink out of the foam. Ink not held
by the foam can lead to leakage.

Achieving a dense ink fill is particularly challenging.
Initially, the foam is hydrophobic, so ink must be forced
into it. The fill is accomplished by placing the pen in a
vacuum environment and injecting ink using hypodermic
needles. Evacuating the pen cavity in the presence of a gas
that is more soluble than ambient air in ink tends to
minimize the volume of gas left in the foam. Furthermore,
degassing the ink before injecting it into the foam decreases
the volume of gas initially injected into the foam. The pro-
prietary process used to fill the Paintlet print cartridge with
ink requires tight control of evacuation rate, vacuum levels,
needle location, ink injection rate, vacuum release rate,
and a host of other variables. This process, complemented
by a precise and repeatable foam insertion before ink fill,
produces the ink delivery system necessary for a drip-free

Unsaturated
Band

Fig. 1. Clear-bodied full and empty PaintJet printer pens
(print cartridges), showing foam ink reservoir.

Empty
Pen

Ful l
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pen.

Foam/lnk Interactions
Fig. 2 shows critical foam insertion and ink fill features

and their failure modes.
Foam/ink process interactions were prevalent through-

out the development of the ink delivery system. Only after
uniform compression of the foam on the filter was achieved
could a repeatable ink fill process be developed. As the
ink fill process evolved and higher quantities of pens were
manufactured, the more subtle problems became evident.
Among these were foam tilting in the cavity and foam gaps
in the corners, both of which eventually could lead to ink
leakage.

Foam tilting occurred during the foam insertion process.
The foam was slightly tilted as it was compressed and
transferred into the square tube. The foam remained
slightly tilted after it was transferred from the tube to the
pen cavity. If the foam tilted toward the filter, it resulted
in a local high-capillarity region, which improved ink ex-
traction efficiency. If the foam tilted away from the filter,
it resulted in the opposite phenomenon. The extreme cases
of tilting resulted in gaps along the foam-to-pen-wall inter-
face. The gaps complicated ink fill by allowing ink to
bypass the foam and flow randomly on top of the foam and
into the tooling as it was injected. Tilting was virtually
eliminated after extensive redesign of the foam compression
mechanism.

The last major hurdle encountered after foam tilting was
eliminated was ink "spouting." Spouting was caused by
insufficient contact between the corners of the foam and
the internal corners of the pen cavity. Inadequate contact
let ink spout along the corner gap during the fill operation

and end up on either the ink fill tooling or on the top of
the foam (see Fig. 2). Because the ink is rapidlyforced into
the hydrophobic foam, any areas where the foam does not
make intimate contact with the pen walls form low-resis-
tance paths for the ink to havel along. Ink ends up where
it wants to. instead of where it should be. Thb most difficult
area in which to achieve good contact during foam insertion
is the corners of the cavity.

Spouting can contribute to ink leakage through several
different mechanisms. First, an unsupported column of ink
remains in the gap in which the spouting initiated. A net
positive head can occur if the foam is saturated (as it is
early in the pen life) and ink leakage out of either the vent
or the nozzles can occur. Second, the spouting ink is depos-
ited on the intentionally dry band of foam located on the
plug end of the pen. The vent is not designed to handle
large volumes of ink coming into contact with the plug.
Therefore, any ink that is not absorbed into the foam may
leak through the vent holes. Finally, the low-resistance ink
paths along the corners alter the fluid front formed as the
pen is filled. This results in dry pockets in the foam. The
air in these pockets expands at high temperatures or high
altitudes, forcing ink out of the pen.

A foam design change and several insertion process mod-
ifications eventually eliminated the spouting issue. The
physical dimensions of the foam were changed to increase
the forces it exerts on the cavity walls. Although this makes
insertion more difficult, it results in more repeatable and
robust processes, both at foam insertion and at ink fill. The
thin-walled square tube used to insert the foam was refined
by modifying corner radii, improving its position relative
to the pen cavity, and reducing friction between the tube
and the foam. The improved design greatly enhances our

lnk Fill Needle

I
Inkspoutins 

{

No Free Ink

Air Trapped in Foam

Free Ink

Ink Leakage

Poor Foam Insertion/lnk Fill

Nonuniform Fluid
Front during

lnk Fill
Dry Foam

Unsaturated Foam

Uniform Fluid Front
During Ink Fill

6
6

Void Space Filled with Ink

Good Foam Insertion/lnk Fill
with Plug Inserted

Fig.2. Critical foam insertion and ink fill features and their failure modes
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Activating the Pen

Whether a pen is in a package or being built on the production
line, it requires an activation step before it can be used. The
activation process must provide a continuous, air-free ink path
between the filter and the meniscus in each nozzle. To get ink
flowing from the filter to the nozzles, a differential pressure is
applied to the pen. This process is cal led priming.

The priming process consists of injecting air through the vent
holes on the back of the pen, thereby moving the ink front through
the pen. The purged ink is drawn off lrom the nozzles. The pres-
sure profile applied to the pen is defined by a pressure-drop/flow-
resistance model of the ink path f rom the f ilter through the nozzles.
The model assumes that pressure drops are inversely propor-
tional to the cross-sectional area of the airlink interface and are
heavily dependent on geometrical constrictions.

When pressurized ink comes out of the foam, it flows through
the f i l ter. Unti l the air l ink interface reaches the nozzles, the cross-
sectional area for fluid flow remains relatively large. The pressure
required to get ink up to the nozzles is typical ly around 0.75 psi.
The airlink interface requires much more pressure in the area of
the orifice plate and substrate, where channels are small and
constrictions are abundant. Since it takes more work to move
the airlink interface through the smaller channels, the pressure
required is increased to around 6 psi.  Under ideal condit ions,
f irst applying 0.75 psi and then applying 6 psi would result in an
air-free pen every time.

Actual conditions are less than ideal because of imoerfections
of the parts and capillary forces that cause air bubbles to be
trapped in the ink path. l f  the bubbles are large they wil l  most
likely be around the filter area, and if they are small they are
most likely to be under the orifice plate. Large bubbles are dis-
lodged from the walls by mechanical shocking and are flushed
to the substrate area. The bubbles then get forced through small-
er channels where their leading edges take on the curvature
defined by that geometry. lt takes work to deform a bubble and
force it through the constriction against capillary resistance.
Going through such a constriction, a bubble's length-to-diameter
ratio becomes unstable and the bubble breaks into many smaller
bubbles. To purge out the smaller bubbles, a high pressure
differential is applied to the pen to overcome capillary resistances
and geometrical constrictions. The pressure is limited by how
quickly the foam can replenish the purged ink and the require-
ment that no air go through the filter.

For the reasons mentioned above, the priming process that
gives the best results is one where low pressure is applied first,
followed by higher pressure, with mechanical shocks applied
throughout the process. The optimal low and high pressure levels
and durations were defined empirically.

The PaintJet printer prime station used by the customer has
only a single pressure source. lt is designed to solve the most
common fai lure mode, small  bubbles under the orrf ice plate.
Since the prime stat ion cannot clear al l  bubble fai lures, i t  is
necessary to ensure that all pens are virtually free of bubbles
before they are shipped. This is done by dedicated production
machinery capable of delivering both low and high pressures
and mechanical shocks, and by carefully handling the pen until
it is taped. The tape keeps the pen primed by maintaining an
airtight seal until the pen is ready for use.

Erol Erturk
Manufacturing Engineer

San Diego Division

ability to inject ink to a known location and keep it there.
The final requirements of the foam insertion and ink fill

processes for a drip-free pen are to control the foam inser-
tion depth and to avoid forcing ink out of the foam as the
plug is attached. During the ultrasonic welding of the plug
to the pen cavity, the plug is positioned to a depth at which
it contacts the foam. Contact is necessary to prevent the
foam from moving away from the filter if the pen is mechan-
ically shocked. Foam inserted too deeply into the cavity
eliminates the foam-to-plug contact, resulting in possible
shock failures or leaky pens.

If the foam is above the desired level in the cavity, the
plug overcompresses the foam as it is welded. This can
force ink out of the pen or cause localized ink stranding.
The free ink may move to locations within the cavity that
can cause leakage. Although the foam depth is tightly con-
trolled at the insertion process, additional margin is ob-
tained by providing a band of unsaturated foam on the plug
end of the pen. Besides eliminating the possibility of free
ink after the plug is attached, this band of foam provides
an overflow safety zone for any ink that is displaced at
extreme environmental conditions by small amounts of gas
that remain trapped in the ink reservoir.

(b)(a)

Fig. 3. fhe molded plastic plug is designed to seal the pen
and allow it to vent without losino ink.

Pressure
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Plug and Vent
The molded plastic plug is also critical to keeping ink

in the pen. It must hold the foam in place against the filters,
hermetically seal the pen, seal between chambers on a color
cartridge, and allow the pen to vent without allowing ink
to escape.

Fins are designed into the plug to press against the foam.
This keeps the foam away from the vent, which is critical
to vent performance and keeps the foam in place even
during mechanical shocks.

A hermetic seal between the plug and the pen body is
essential to both retaining ink and priming the pen. Ul-
trasonic welding was chosen from several bonding pro-
cesses for this application. The welding process proved to
be dependent on many things, including the mass and
geometry of the plug and the foam height. Although this
interdependence of parts made process development a real
challenge, welding the plug has proven itself extremely
reliable.

The most challenging design aspect of the plug was the
vent. Bidirectional air flow is required for pressure equali-
zation as ink is removed through printing or if environmen-
tal conditions change, but the ink must stay inside the pen.
The design met with serious stumbling blocks until break-
throughs in foam insertion and ink filling guaranteed only
small amounts of free ink, if any, around the plug under
worst-case conditions. This allowed a vent design that can
be molded as part of the plug. The vent begins with a
volcano-shaped projection into the pen (Figs. 3a and ab),
which allows the pen to breathe as long as the ink level
does not cover the peak in any pen orientation. If ink gets
between the volcano and the walls, the geometry draws
the ink toward the base of the volcano regardless of the
orientation of the plug (Fig. 3c).

At the base of the volcano and around the inside of the
plug are small channels, which draw in the ink and spread
it throughout the channel system. The capillary force is
strong enough to hold this ink independent of pen orienta-
tion. In this manner the capillary system can keep ink away
from the vent regardless of pen orientation.

If ink manages to get into the vent, a second capillary
system takes over. The tube's small size makes it a capillary
trap. Once ink gets into the tube (Fig. 3d) no more ink can
enter. The capillary force is large enough to keep more ink
from entering the vent, since the new ink would have to
eject the ink currently in the tube. However, the force is
small enough that during normal operation, as ink is de-
pleted during printing, the vent will clear itself (see Fig.
3e) without the pen's exhibiting any print quality problems.
On the other hand, if a positive pressure out of the pen is
experienced because of an increase in temperature or al-
titude, the small amount of ink in the tube clears as shown
in Fig. 3f. The small outer volcano shape acts like the large
volcano shape by drawing the ink to its base, where the
ink will dry (Fig. 3g).

This system, all part of the one-piece injection molded
plastic plug, keeps ink in the pen and allows air to flow
freely through the vent.

Pen Packaging
The pen package provides two additional barriers to leak-
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age. Tape provides a physical barrier to nozzle ink leakage.
A sealed canister provides a physical barrier to ink evapora-
tive loss and isolates the pen from pressure changes at high
altitude. The requirements are no visible free ink and <t%
evaporative ink loss over 1.5 years.

Pressure and temperature extremes can cause ink leakage
by disturbing the force between the foam and the nozzle
capillary pressures. At high temperature, ink viscosity de-
creases and surface wettability increases, allowing ink to
flow more easily. Low pressure (high altitude) and high
temperature cause air bubbles to expand. These two factors
tip the balance in favor of ink leakage, not retention.

The tape consists of adhesive on a polyester carrier. The
nozzle plate is wiped with deionized water to remove ink
residue. Then the tape is pressed onto the nozzle plate.
The process is done quickly to prevent ink from being
wicked through the nozzles before the adhesive produces
a seal. After customer removal no adhesive residue remains.

Fig. 4 shows an exploded view of the pen package. The
canister consists of a PVC-coated aluminum deep-drawn
flanged cup and a peelable PVC-coated aluminum lid, heat-
sealed together. The seal must be hermetic and survive
altitude-induced stresses, yet be easily peeled apart by the
customer.

Aluminum is nearly impermeable to water vapor, satis-
fying the water loss requirement. Unfortunately, only very
thin gauges can be deep-drawn or peeled, so the resulting
canister is not puncture-resistant. Drop-in plastic liners
add the necessary puncture resistance.

The canister works as a pressure vessel at high altitudes
by restricting the expansion of the trapped air surrounding
the pen. The canister limits this air volume expansion (and
thus the pressure drop) to about 5%.

The single most important lesson learned from the ther-
mal inkjet pen development project is that many of the
processes involved in this technology are intenelated. The
successful development of a drip-free pen could only be
achieved by developing all of the assembly processes
simultaneously, from foam insertion to packaging.

r"p"-fi*
I \Ly'- 

Pen (Print cartridge)
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Fig.4. Exploded view of the pen package
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Ink and Media Development for the
HP PaintJet Printer
The ink, paper, overhead transparency film, and printhead
for the HP PaintJet Color Graphics Printer had to be
designed as a sysfem because of the complex interactions
between these elements.

by Donald J. Palmer, John Stoffel, Ronald J. Selensky, Peter C. Morris, M. Beth Heffernan, and Mark
S. Hickman

HE DESIGN OF INK, paper and overhead trans-
parency film for the PaintJet Color Graphics Printer
required substantial interaction between the ink,

media, print cartridge, and product teams. Throughout the
program, design issues were approached from a system
perspective so that the best overall performance and reli-
ability could be achieved.

Ink Design
The PaintJet printer combines black, magenta, yellow,

and cyan ink drops in a 2 x 2-pixel cell to generate a palette
of 3go different colors. The inks are composed of a solvent
carrier (vehicle) and a colorant (dye). The vehicle functions
to provide the essential thermodynamic, kinetic, and fluid
properties required to generate a superheated vapor bubble
and eject a drop. Additionally, the vehicle acts as a carrier
for the dye, bonding it onto the surface media (paper or
film) with the necessary spot diameter and permanence to
meet user needs for print quality

The vehicle is a combination of water and hydroxylated
alkyl ethers and the dyes are organic compounds that have
been solubilized in the vehicle using sulfonates and mono-
valent species such as Li* and Na*, or cationic organic
amines.

The inks have many chemical and physical require-
ments. They must withstand changes in pH, suppress bac-
terial and fungal growth, resist decomposition, and have
chemical compatibility with the material set used in the
print cartridge. Additionally, the ink must exhibit little
change in its physical properties as a result of evaporation
of the vehicle solvent, which can affect viscosity, wettabil-
ity, and surface tension. This is important to maintain drops
that are ejected with controllable volumes, velocities, and
shapes.

During the firing of a drop, the layer of ink covering the
surface of the heating element can reach a temperature of
about 340'C. At this temperature, the decomposition of ink
can deposit residue on the surface of the heating element,
a process known as kogation. Kogation affects the volume,
shape, and velocity of the ejected drop, causing the quality
of the printed output to vary. Consequently, it is essential
to design an ink that resists such decomposition over the
useful life of the print cartridge.

The residue from kogation was found to be largely car-
bonaceous with varying amounts of dye and inorganic salts
included in the carbon matrix. In the Paintfet printer, ko-
gation was eliminated by careful selection of vehicle sol-
vents, dyes, and electrical drive characteristics.
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Impurities introduced into the ink from the vehicle com-
ponents, dyes, or other additives can also cause kogation.
Therefore, all of the constituents used in the PaintJet ink
are purified.

Prevention of Clogging
Traditionally, clogging of the pen has been the biggest

complaint of the the inkjet printer user. With closer inspec-
tion, the types of clogging can be divided into two
categories. First, a soft plug can occur, causing the initial
droplets to be missing. Second, a hard plug can form, re-
quiring the customer to clear an obstructed nozzle.

The root of the clogging problem lies in the exposure of
the ink to air. In a roller-ball or felt-tip pen, the ink is
protected against exposure to air by a tight cap. A tight cap
could not be used in the PaintJet printer because of the
position of the interconnect and the potential problem of
forcing air into the nozzle. Therefore, the ink is exposed
to air and the water component of the vehicle does evapo-
rate. Consequently, the concentration of dye and cosolvent
(nonvolatile component of the vehicle) can increase
dramatically at the inkJair interface.

This rise in dye and cosolvent concentration causes the
customer to experience clogging by two different mecha-
nisms. First, the viscosity increase in the orifice, caused
by increased dye and cosolvent concentration, can prevent
the ink droplet from being ejected. This soft plug can usu-
ally be cleared by repeated firing of the pen, but the initial
characters printed would be misformed or missing (Fig 1).
This condition is especially prevalent under cold and low-
humidity conditions. Evaporation of water from the orifice
can also cause a hard plug to develop at the inkJair interface
and prevent the ink droplet from being ejected. This hard
plug (crusting) forms as the dye crystallizes out of solution
because of the increased dye concentration and the change
in the vehicle composition (less water and more cosolvent)
at the ink/air interface (see Figs. 2 and 3).

In the development of the Paintlet inks, a hard plugging
problem was experienced with the black ink. Lowering the
dye concentration would solve this problem, but the
printed image would suffer a loss in optical density. In-
creasing the initial cosolvent concentration would reduce
the increase in dye concentration near the orifice, but
would increase the viscosity of the ink, which could actu-
ally increase the amount of viscous plugging, force a design
change in the pen, or create problems in media develop-
ment. Still another solution to the crusting problem would
be to increase the solubility of the black dye. Increased
solubility would keep the dye in solution as its concentra-
tion increased as a result of water evaporation.

Alternate cations were used in the hope of increasing
the solubility of the dye. Increasing solubility (or the solu-
bility product constant K"o) by exchanging cations looked
promising because the solubility product for the black dye
is proportional to the fourth power of the cation concentra-
t ion:

K"o a [dye][cation]a

Thus, the K"o (and therefore the solubility) can be in-
creased greatly by replacing one cation (sodium) with
another (lithium, potassium, TMA, etc.).

**tf.
* *  
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Fig. 1. Misinformed character (bottom) resulting from soft
plug formatron. The top photo shows the character as it should
tooK.
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Fig.2. Hard plug formation (crusting) on an orifice plate.



Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrograph of crusting on the
orifice plate.

Selecting a cation that would increase solubility of the
dye in the ink vehicle followed two different theories. First,
it was thought that increasing the solvation of the cation
would increase the stability of the dye in solution (make
it more favorable energetically). The second pathway to
increased solubility involved increasing the size of the ca-
tion. It was thought that increasing the the size of the cation
would destabilize the crystal structure of the dye. Thus,
increasing the solubility could be obtained by two methods:
increasing the stability of the solvated state or decreasing
the stability of the crystal structure.

Lithium, potassium, TMA (tetramethylammonium), and
other organic cations were then substituted for the sodium
cation in the black ink. Results showed that the solubility
of the dye increased dramatically when using Li or TMA
as the cation for the black dye. Crusting was also eliminated
by using these cations. Thus, both methods of increasing
solubility seem to work, Increasing the solvation of the
cation by using lithium (Table I) and decreasing the crystal
stability (TMA) both eliminate crusting in the pen.

in the amount of time before the viscous plug forms, com-
bined with the elimination of crusting, makes TMA the
most desirable cation for use.

Strong correlation was found between the time it takes
for viscous plugs to form and the increase in effective ionic
radius due to hydration. The effective radius actually de-
creases going down the column in group I of the periodic
table (see Table II). This decrease in effective radius of the
larger ions results from a lesser amount of hydration be-
cause of a more dispersed charge.

Table ll

Approximate Effective Ionic Radii
inAqueous Solutions at 25oC

Ion a(A)

Li+ 6
Na* 4
K * g

In conclusion, the TMA ion reduces both the crusting
(hard plugging) and the viscous plugging (soft plugging) of
the black ink to such a large extent that the amount of dye
in the ink can be increased. Thus, both the start-up perfor-
mance and the optical density of the black ink are improved.

Paper
The paper designed for the PaintJet printer has a coated

surface so that the optimum print quality can be achieved.
The coating serves two basic functions. First, it interacts
with the ink and localizes the dye to the coating surface.
This surface localization provides maximum optical ab-
sorption, since the dye is not hidden in the fibrous paper
structure. Second, the coating interacts with the vehicle to
generate the required spot diameter and shape. The op-
timum spot diameter is a function of dot resolution and
differs between graphics and text printing. Optimizing spot
diameter for text requires a knowledge of the desired font
designs. Spots that are too small will not sufficiently over-
lap adjoining spots, resulting in scalloped edges and poor

Table I
Enthalpy and Free Energy of Hydration

Ion Enthalpyof FreeEnergyof
Hydration Hydration

dH(kJ/mole) dG(k/moleJ

Li*
Na+
K+
Rb+
Cs*

-544
- 435
-352
-  326
-293

- 506
- 406
-  330
-  310
-276

5 2oo
q)

I  150
E
.E
o
6 100
CI

at

With the substitution of cations, the rate of viscous plug-
ging at room and low temperature is affected dramatically.
The lithium ion decreases the amount of time before the
viscous plug forms while the TMA ion increases the
amount of time before the viscous plug forms. This increase

0 40 80 120 160 200
Drop Volume (pl)

Fig. 4. Spot diameter as a function of drop volume for the
PaintJet printer inklpaper system, with other papers shown for
comparison.
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optical density. Spots that are too large will suffer a loss
of character resolution and edge acuity. In graphics appli-
cations, spots that are too small result in the loss of optical
density (because of the admixing of the white paper be-
tween spots) and dot placement patterns (banding). Spots
that are too large degenerate resolution and increase the
minimum line width. A plot of spot diameter versus drop
volume serves as a useful tool for developing and charac-
terizing paper (Fig. 4). It is necessary to establish the allow-
able spot diameter range for both text and graphics appli-
cations. The drop volume range is also plotted in Fig. 4;
the minimum volume represents the black, magenta, yel-
low, or cyan drops and the maximum drop volume reflects
the double dotting of the subtractive primaries to generate
red, blue and green. The minimum and maximum spot
diameters and the minimum and maximum drop volumes
define the box in Fig. 4. Papers suitable for use with the
Paintjet printer must not exceed the spot diameter range
over the given drop volume. Hewlett Packard's ThinkJet
paper and an office bond paper are shown for comparative
purposes.

Converting PaintJet Paper
Fanfolded paper is presently used in a variety of HP

inkjet printers. While the printed image is of key impor-
tance in the paper design, the ability to produce a final
form of the highest quality is also vital.

To produce the fanfolded PaintJet product, bulk roll
paper is converted. Paper in very large rolls is slit into
smaller rolls that can be used on the converting press. On
the press, the smaller rolls are fed and tensioned through
a series of stations that vacuum the paper, print key infor-
mation along the sprocket strips, punch sprocket holes, cut
cross perforations, cut side perforations, and perform a
final vacuuming before the paper is folded and separated
into discrete stacks (see Fig. 5). Proper control of the per-
foration strength must be maintained to ensure product
reliability.

Many factors affect the perforation strength, including
coating abrasiveness, web tension on the press, sharpness
and alignment of the blades, depth of cut, precise matching
of web speed to perforation drum rotation, thickness vari-
ation of the paper, nature of the fibers in the base paper,
tooth geometry, number of teeth per inch, and the direction
the sheet is folded at the end of the press.

PaintJet paper is converted using blades having tooth
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Fig. 5. PaintJet pilnter paper con-
verslon press s c h em ati c d i ag r am.

densities great enough to produce microperforations. Mi-
croperforations produce a nearly clean edge when separa-
tion occurs; they result from using blades having 40 or
more teeth per inch. As the number of teeth increases, the
distance between teeth remains constant from one blade
to the next but the width of the tooth decreases. Therefore,
the cumulative cutting length varies inversely with the
number of teeth per inch. The result is an increase in the
strength of the perforations with increasing number of teeth
(see Table III and Fig. 6).

Teeth/
Inch

Table l l l
Cumulative Cutting Length as a

Function of Teeth oer Inch

Distance Tooth Cumulative Perforation
between Width Cutting Strength

Teeth Length

40 0.006 in 0.019 in
50 0.006 0.014
60 0.006 0.010
72 0.006 0.008

0.760 a.0 lb/ in
0.700 5.4
0.600 7.o
0 .576  9 .5
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Many of the factors affecting perforation strength are
strictly functions of the press used in the conversion. Other

Number of Teeth per lnch

Fig.6. Cumulative cutting length decreases and perforation
strength increases as the nurn ber of teeth per inch increases.
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factors are more easily adjusted and controlled. Blade align-
ments and tooth geometries are optimized for the thickness
and abrasiveness of the coating while penetration of the
blade is controlled by correctblade alignment. Figs. 7a and
7c show the tooth geometry of two widely available blade
types. The resultant blade impressions in the paper are
shown in Figs. zb and zd.

The underlying source of perforation strength is the base
paper on which the coating is applied. Depending on the
depth of cut and the direction of folding, fibers in the base
sheet can be completely separated and broken (see Fig. B).
The result is a reduction in perforation strength. Papers
with greater fiber resilency show smaller variation in per-
foration strength.

Overhead Transparency Film
Overhead transparency film differs from paper. It is con-

structed from an optically clear polyester substrate, which
is nonabsorbent. Therefore it is essential to apply an ink-
receptive coating to the film. The same rules regarding
print quality and spot diameter that apply to paper also
apply to overhead transparency film.

Post-printing "development" of film images is part of

the Paintfet solution to providing high-quality inkjet trans-
parencies. Image protection and development control are
provided by specially designed protective sleeves supplied
wi th  each sheet  o f  f i lm.

We needed to establish a coating or treatment for clear
polyester film that would absorb ink quickly and spread
the drops by a factor of 3% until optimal overlap of adjacent
dots is achieved. This is required to obtain high image
density and bright colors. Handling flexibility was con-
sidered crucial. This includes the ability to operate at ele-
vated humidity and to store the film in the protective plastic
sleeves typically used with three-ring binders.

Characteristics of paper and film differ greatly. Porosity,
and therefore ink absorptivity, can be much greater in
paper. Film porosity is restricted because of transparency
requirements. The portion of film contributing to ink ab-
sorptivity is limited to a smooth surface coating a few mi-
crometers thick. The result of lower porosity is that ink
penetration at the film surface is slower than for paper,
allowing ink drops to coalesce if touching while on the
surface. This coalescence causes images to appear blotchy,
or "puddled." To avoid this, ini t ial  dot diameters must be
less than the dot spacing. The dot size must then grow

Fig.7. Two blade types and the lmpressions they make tn the papel
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Fig.8. Depending on the paper and other factors, fibers in
the paper can be separated in the perforation process,

considerably, after the drops have penetrated the surface
of the film, to reach the optimal dot size.

Coating design is further complicated by the fact that
hydrophilic coatings, required to accept our water-based
ink, have a tendency to absorb environmental moisture and
become tacky at high humidity. Fingerprinting, printer
feed, and drying speed are all significantly affected by this
tendency.

The handling robustness requirement turned out to be
our most challenging design constraint. In particular, being
able to store freshly imaged film in protective sleeves with-
out damaging the image was a difficult goal to achieve.
Evaporation of the ink vehicle from the film is critical to
the stabilization of the images created using our post-print-
ing dot-spread mechanism, yet many commercially avail-
able sleeves have virtually no water vapor transmission.

To implement the principle of post-printing develop-
ment, the film coating is matched to the inks to achieve a
dye transport mechanism similar to thin-layer chromatog-

raphy. The dot growth is controlled by evaporation and
absorption of the ink vehicle after imaging. Once the ink
vehicle concentration in the coating falls below a critical
level, the transport of the dyes through the coating is halted.

To use a protective sleeve with the film, yet allow it to
dry as if it were in air, a sleeve was designed from a breath-
able, clear plastic. This plastic absorbs and transmits mois-
ture, and acts as a barrier to environmental changes, lead-
ing to more uniform image development across a wider
range of conditions than we would get from film dried in
air alone.

Because a special sleeve is required for this film, we
decided to provide a sleeve with each sheet of film, as part
of our commitment to providing the customer with a com-
plete solution. This does not meet our initial aim of being
able to store the film in any commercially available protec-
tive sleeve, but it has allowed us to provide film that has
both high image quality and good handling robustness,
which was our primary goal.
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Golor Thermal Inkjet Printer Electronics
The design objectives were to minimize part count while
m axi m i zi n g costl pe rfor m an ce.

by Jennie L. Hollis, Philip C. Schultz, and William J. Walsh

HE PAINTJET PRINTER PRO]ECT had to develop a
Iow-cost, high-volume product on an aggressive
schedule. It was important that the product have a

low part count and be easy to manufacture. For the elec-
tronics, we needed a high level of integration, and wanted
to select the cheapest parts that could do the job. Flexibility
was required, however, to fix the inevitable development
and production problems. We also needed to respond to
changes in the product as more was learned about customer
needs. Such changes could occur at any pointbefore prod-

uct introduction.
When weighing design trade-offs, these were our main

constraints. We would like to show how our constraints
affected one particular area of the Paintfet electronics and
firmware design, namely, some circuitry that was added
to the PaintJet printer's custom chip to alleviate weaknesses
in the microprocessor we chose.

Performance Requirements
The PaintJet printer was designed for a very high target

production volume and there was a maximum cost target
for the electronics. These two constraints suggested a very
simple design, a minimal part count, and automated assem-
bly. Since low part count would not only aid design and
assembly but also enhance reliability, eliminating parts

became a primary focus.
On the performance side, the printhead had to fire at 3

kHz. To achieve 180 dots per inch (dpi) across the printer's
eight-inch width, firing forty nozzles (ten nozzles each in
cyan, magenta, yellow, and black), 57,600 fire pulses must
be sent to the pens each half-second. The commands being
sent to the printer need to be converted to fire pulses with
little or no delay in carriage motion.

Design Alternatives
Selection of a microprocessor became another focus of

the design team. Using a general-purpose microprocessor
can vastly reduce the quantity of discrete electronics re-
quired. Because of the cost constraint, however, higher-per-
formance processors (such as the Motorola 68000) were
eliminated early on.

We knew that the carriage servo would require some
custom electronics for modulating the motor-drive signal
(see "Low-Cost Servo Design," page 54J. We also knew that
a low-cost processor couldn't send each fire pulse to the
head drivers at exactly the right microsecond. So adding
a custom-designed VLSI chip to work with the micropro-
cessor seemed to be the best way to meet our objectives.

The main areas of this'custom chip were defined to be:
servo motor support, dot-firing control, I/O support, and
firmware support. The custom chip was named the Diaper

cnlp.

Firmware Support
One firmware support feature of the Diaper is a three-byte

barrel shifter.
The first step in printing is to construct a RAM image of

the swath of dots to be fired on the next pass of the carriage.
At a resolut ion of 180 dpi and a width of B inches, this
image is 1440 dots wide. Text (or black-and-white graphics)
uses only the black printhead, which is thirty nozzles high.
For color printing, forty nozzles are active, as explained
earlier. So the swath buffer is thirty nozzles by 1440 dots
per nozzle for black and white, or forty nozzles by M4o
dots per nozzle for color.

To print text at 12 characters per inch [cpi) requires a
character bit map 15 dots wide and 30 dots tall. To build

Pulse width
Modulatol

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the custom CMOS lC in the HP
PaintJet Color Graohics Printer.
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up the swath buffer, each of the 30 bit rows of a character
needs to be "pasted" to the previous characters in the buf-
fer. Since our RAM is organized in bytes, a bit-map row
may have to be shifted before pasting, to maintain byte
alignment. The worst case is a seven-dot shift, requiring a
three-byte (fifteen dots plus seven dots) shifter.

Only one of the low-cost processors being evaluated had
accumulators wider than eight bits. For the others, shifting
would have to be done in three parts, with bits passing
from one byte to the next through the carry bit. And these
bytes would have to be continually swapped in and out of
the accumulator. This scheme resulted in unacceptable per-
formance, so a shifter was added to the Diaper. This shifter
is also used in preparation for dot firing.

There was a finite cost per gate in the design of the
Diaper, and the number of input and output pads was lim-
ited, so there had to be some value judgments concerning
cost, number of gates, and performance. Based on a generic
eight-bit processor, a preliminary interface between the
Diaper and the processor was roughed out.

Two firmware tasks were chosen as being probable per-
formance bottlenecks: sending fire data to the thermal ink-
jet head drivers, and copying a character bit map from ROM
to the RAM swath buffer. Assembly code for these tasks
was written for each processor under consideration. Stan-
dard benchmarks were of little use since the tasks were so
specialized, and because the Diaper chip could be counted
on to fix specific problems. This code was hand-assembled,
and the speed and size of the code were entered into the
processor decision matrix along with the increased cost of
the Diaper (because of firmware support), interfacing com-
ponents required, availability of development tools, and
vendor reliability.

The Choices
The combination chosen was an Intel 8032 micropro-

cessor, an BK-byte ROM, BK bytes of RAM for the swath
buffer, and the following circuits in the Diaper:
I A three-byte shifter
I A byte doubler
r A pixeller for 2 x 2 superpixels and RcB-to-black map-

ping
r Dot-firing support
I Servo motor support.

The servo support circuit is described in the box on page
54. This article will only touch on the dot-firing circuitry
and the shifter.

There were two main contenders for the custom chip
technology: standard cell and full custom. Full custom de-
signs are more flexible and have a lower per-piece price.
But standard cell designs have a shorter lead time. So we
did it both ways.

The Diaper chip is a 5000-gate standard cell device. It
was used in our prototype development since we couldn't
wait for a full custom design. Once the Diaper was debugged,
a full custom chip design (called the Spider) was begun.
This is our production chip. Both chips are made by HP's
Integrated Circuits Division using HP's CMOS-H process
technology. Fig. 1 shows ablock diagram ofthe Spider chip.

The Intel 8032 was chosen for several reasons. It was
being used in the HP ColorPro plotter (HP 7440,4,), under
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development at the same time. Some coding tools existed
for the HP 64000 Logic Development System. It was an
easy chip to interface to the main board, requiring only
+ 5V and an oscillator/resonator. Our 8032 bottleneckbench-
marks were the second fastest in performance. Finally, the
chip was the least costly by far, especially when purchased
in volume with the ColorPro plotter.

For contrast, another chip in the matrix was the NEC
7809. The 7809 was unsupported on standard code de-
velopment sy,stems, and it cost twice what the 8032 did.
But it won the performance tests hands down, especially
before adding the shifter. (It has two accumulators, one of
16 bits and one of a bits. Thus, three bytes can be shifted
around in two parts with no accumulator-to-RAM swap-
ping.) Adding a shifter to the Diaper diminished the 7809's
performance advantage. The aggressive schedule (under
two years) precluded developing our own code develop-
ment tools, and cost was the final straw.

The 8032 is the ROM-less version of the 8052. While our
projected code size was under the 8052's 8K-byte limit, we
chose to use the 8032, despite adding a ROM to the part
count. Why? There was no EPROM version of the 8052, so
prototype development would be difficult. We wanted to
avoid retooling the processor just to change the code. (Re-
tooling a processor is more expensive and takes longer than
changing a ROM or EPROM.) Also, we wanted to use the
same part as the ColorPro plotter.

We decided to add just enough functionality to the Diaper
to allow the 8032 to run at around S0% of its bandwidth
while firing dots at the paper. This allowed 20% for servo
and I/O interrupts and future code fixes. While 20% margin
may seem large, the servo interrupt was projected to take
5%. To put this in perspective, no San Diego Division plot-
ter servo had ever run at less than 25% bandwidth per axis.
And this design was agreed to before a breadboard even
existed.

Changes
Over the course of development, the flexibility of the

design was tested many times. Because of the lead time
and tooling cost of changes to the Spider, its design was
frozen about a year and a half into the project. After that,
our flexibility was limited to code and main-board changes.

It should also be noted that all code was written in assem-
bly language. No highJevel languages were supported at the
time we started, and the tight performance margins made
size and speed scarce commodities from the beginning.

New Character Fonts
About a year before introduction, some of the character

sets were changed from 15-dot-wide elite fonts to 1B-dot-
wide pica fonts (see Fig. 2). It was mentioned earlier that
the Spider's shifter is only three bytes wide. Shifting an
l8-dot character seven bits would favor a 25-bit shifter.
But the Spider design was frozen.

In addition, the ROM storage required for pica character
bit maps is 50% higher than for elite fonts, unless the
characters are packed. Of course, unpacking slows the per-
formance while printing.

The compromise adopted was to pack only the bit rows
that exceed 15 dots, to shift piecewise only if the character



bit row is 18 dots wide, and to limit downloaded characters
to the original 1S-dot width. (Increasing the width of down-
loadable characters would have required more RAM, which
cost too much.) The design was flexible enough to allow
this change with only small cost and performance changes.
The development effort was nontrivial, but firmware was
far from the critical path.

ROM and RAM Expansion
The original design assumed code (ROM) requirements

of 8K bytes, and BK of RAM beyond what was internal to
the 8032. It was decided that performance could be in-
creased by having an BK I/O buffer in addition to the BK
swath buffer. Particularly for full-page graphics, adding
this buffer could dramatically increase throughput. This
RAM is also used for implementing downloadable charac-
ters, which was not on the original feature list.

As development problems arose, we always attempted
to fix them with firmware. Code added little or nothing to
the final production cost, and didn't require any tooling
changes. And as more was learned about cristomer needs,
product features were added. So the final product has a
64K-byte EPROM, with 34K bytes of character sets alone.

Increasing code size beyond 64K bytes would have re-
quired a paging scheme because of the 8032's addressing
limits. Since the Spider was frozen, this would have added
new parts to the main board. So the PaintJet printer's code
limit was 64K bytes.

EPROMs come in fixed sizes, and the sizes increase by
powers of two. So if you have 9K of code, you jump from
an BK EPROM to a 16K chip. And then 32K, 64K, 128K,
and so on.
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In general, the code was squeezed to stay within the
current EPROM size. Then some "must have" feature
would come along and justify the cost of doubling the
ROM. The extra room would quickly fill up, since features
and fixes could be added at no cost. Then it was time to
squeeze again.

Since there was so little performance margin, the
slightest addition could visibly affect throughput. Our gen-
eral philosophy was to make the new feature pay the per-
formance penalty. For example, if downloadable characters
are used, the I/O buffer shrinks and the throughput goes
down slightly. But if you don't activate downloadable
characters, the full BK buffer and the top speed are avail-
able.

Having a flexible design made the expansion of RAM
and ROM relatively straightforward. Changes to the Spider
were not necessary. Implementing the new features in-
creased code development time, but the time was available,
and substantial functionalitv was added.

Additional l/O Options
In the original design, the only I/O interface to be offered

was Centronics. Just before freezing the Spider design, it
was decided to add an HP-IB option. This had been antici-
pated, so only minor changes were required.

The 8032 has a built-in UART (universal asynchronous
receiver/transmitter), which is used for RS-232-D inpuUout-
put. But the UART output pins can be used for other pur-
poses, and we were short of input/output pins. It was felt
that the UART might be useful in setting up an internal
monitor for debugging in the environmental chambers,
where we couldn't put all of our development tools. So we

Fig. 2. During development,some
of the fonts changed from 1 S-dot-
wide characters to l]-dot-wide
characters.
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As a raster output device, the PaintJet printer differs from its
plotter predecessors in a number of ways, One unusual feature
is the optical encoder on the carr iage axis. This l inear, single-
channel encoder provides carr iage posit ion data that is used
both to control the f ir ing of drops from the inklet print cartr idges
and as feedback for the servo control l ing the carr iage motion.
Its design meets objectives of high accuracy and low cost, but
introduced problems for servo design and development. The
encoder and i ts impact on the PaintJet servo are described here.

The PaintJet encoder is designed to del iver high measurement
accuracy and low hardware cost. l t  consists of an encoder unit ,
a l inear scale, and a special circuit  cal led the extrapolator. The
encoder unit  is a pair of inject ion-molded plast ic parts which
hold an infrared detector, an aperture plate, and an emitter. The
scale, shown in Fig. 1, is made of clear polyester f i lm with a
photographical ly produced pattern of opaque bands. The scale
mounts to the PaintJet chassis paral lel to the caniage axis and
passes between the emitter and detector in the encoder unit ,
which r ides on the carr iage. Carriage motion is encoded by the
detector as a logic signal representing the presence or absence
of an opaque band between i t  and the emitter. Only the fal l ing
edges, or I ight-to-dark transit ions, are decoded. The extrapolator
is a circuit  that operates on the detector output in a way that
mult ipl ies the effect ive scale resolut ion. l t  keeps track of t ime
between the last two encoder transitions and uses this value to
insert up to three addit ional transit ions fol lowing the most recent
one. l f  the carr iage speed is held constant the extrapolated data
is very close to that of a scale with four t imes the resolut ion. This
al lows the use of a low-resolut ion scale, which in turn al lows the
use of lower-performance, less expensive optoelectronic parts.
Accurate photographic production of the scale and direct mea-
surement of the carr iage posit ion also contr ibute to low cost and
high accuracy.

In servo architecture, the PaintJet printer shows some similari ty
with i ts plotter cousins. The carr iage is driven by a dc motor via
a pul ley and a t iming belt.  The PaintJet printer 's custom lC (see
accompanying article) extrapolates the encoder data as de-
scribed above and decodes i t  into a posit ion word. This is read
by the printefs processor, in which the loop is closed and a
control word is generated. The processor writes this back to the
custom lC where a pulse width modulator converts i t  to a signal
control l ing a motor driver lC, which forces the dc motor with a
voltage. The main dif lerence from plotters is the PaintJet encoder.
I ts single-channel output l imits decoding to simply counting tran-
sit ions, with no measurement of the direct ion of motion as in a
quadrature encoder. As a result,  the posit ion of a velocity sign
change is uncertain and a posit ion measurement error results.
Potential ly, this creates a problem each t ime the carr iage re-
verses its direction at the end of a sweep. To overcome this,
opaque bands wider than the normal scale pattern are added
to the encoder scale (see Fig. 1)to serve as absolute posit ion
references. These reference bands mark the l imits of the print ing
area and the carriage sweep area, and can be detected in the
encoder signal with f irmware. The print l imit band is also detected
by a circuit  in the custom lC, which in turn signals the drop f ir ing
hardware to begin print ing on the next val id encoder transit ion.

These encoder limitations complicate the servo that controls
carriage motion. The primary control objectives are regulation of
carr iage speed while print ing and adequate transient response
while reversing after a sweep. While print ing, speed is regulated
by a position controller with velocity feedback. The control law

can be expressed in the form:

Un : Kp(Rn - X.) - Ku(X. - X, ,) /T,

where Un : motorvoltage at t ime tn
Rn : reference posit ion
Xn : measured poslt ion
(Xn - Xn 1)/T: est imatedvelocity
Ke : posit ion gain
Ku = velocitygain.

A reference speed is set by ramping the reference posit ion at
a constant rate. The position loop guarantees a steady-state
speed error of zero. This control law is also used in part to reverse
carriage velocity by prof i l ing the posit ion reference. The print
and sweep l imit bands complicate this by lntroducing errors into
the feedback signal. To compensate for this, algori thms in the
servo f irmware detect the l imit bands and open the loop. Addi-
t ional algori thms adjust control parameters depending on which
gap is involved and whether i t  is the beginning or end of a sweep.
The loop is reclosed upon exit ing a l imit band.

Design of the carr iage servo containing these algori thms re-
quired expl ici t  solut lon of the velocity response. Root locus de-
sign was used to determine gain values in the above control law
that would provide desired response characterist ics away from
the effects of the l imit bands. In and immediately fol lowing the
l imit bands the response is best characterized through expl ici t
solut ion because of interaction of the open-loop compensations
with the control law. A simulator was written to compute the
servo's response numerical ly under these condit ions to aid in
algori thm design. lmplemented in BASIC on an HP 9000 Model
216 Computer, the simulator is bui l t  around a dynamic model of
the carr iage axis. This model is a matrix dif ference equation
forced with voltage and Coulomb fr ict ion and having motor cur-
rent and carr iage velocity and posit ion as states. Models of the
PaintJet encoder, extrapolator. and pulse width modulator are

l.-ru,n,nn o,""--l P'ii::s-
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added to this. The result is a block that accepts a digital control
word and returns a oosition word as in the hardware architecture
described above. A second block contains a software state
machine in which the control law, reference generation, and l imit
band compensations are implemented. This block reads the po-
sition word from the first block and writes a control word back,
which is also analogous to the hardware architecture. Confidence
in simulated responses is gained by verification of the carriage
axis model against measured responses in prototype hardware
and by numerical equivalence between servo software in the
simulator and firmware in the product. As a design tool the
simulator al lows tracking of a large number of variables over a
wide range of model parameters. This was very helpful in the
development and worst-case verification of the carriage servo,
in part icular the l imit band algori thms.

Testing of the carriage servo was also affected by the limita-
t ions of the PaintJet encoder. Compensation for the l imit bands
increased firmware complexity both in the number of algorithms
and in the potential for interaction. Some servo failures occurreo
only after effects had rippled through several algorithms. In these
cases, tools providing traceability back to the initial cause were
needed. This was obtained with two tools. One is called the servo
snapshot. At each servo interrupt it writes values of the servo
firmware state pointer, the position error, and the last position
change into a circular buffer in the printer 's RAM. l f  a fai lure
occurs, the servo interrupts stop and the data is frozen. lt can
be read out through the l/O or printed out by the PaintJet printer

decided to reserve those pins as long as we could.
Eighteen months before introduction, an RS-232-D op-

tion was requested. The Spider's design had been frozen
long before. Fortunately, we still had the UART pins avail-
able, so no change to the Spider was necessary. The design
of the RS-232-D main board was straightforward. We were
able to keep the three main boards the same, except for
one corner dedicated to the I/O connector and support
chips. This also allows the use of a single board tester.

The main problem was performance. Reception of data
at'1.9.2 kilobaud while firing the heads would result in the
loss of either bytes or dots. Since the processor just didn't
have any spare cycles, 19.2 kilobaud was impossible.

Even at 9600 baud, interrupts couldn't be locked out for
more than a millisecond or bytes could be lost. This had
been one of our main speed boosters. Therefore, a substan-
tial amount of code had to be reworked, in addition to
adding the RS-2gz-D code.

There is only one version of firmware, even though there
are multiple main boards. The code checks to see which
board it has been plugged into, and acts appropriately. This
aids in assembly, purchasing, and version control. Of
course, it made pin allocation during the design phase a
little more difficult.

Nozzle Heating and Spitting
As mentioned in other articles, nozzle clogs can develop

at low temperatures or when a nozzle has been idle for
some time. Viscous plugs can form because of evaporation
or low-temperature thickening of the dye-carrying agent.
Some means of automatically detecting and removing these
plugs was desired.

The dot-firing mechanism of the Spider is designed to
be flexible. We had no idea what the final parameters of

if the failure was soft, and provides a picture of the servos oe-
havior leading up to the failure. The second tool is the encoder
monitor, which is an external board that times the period of suc-
cessive fal l ing edges in the encoder signal. The storage of these
values into a circular buffer is driven by encoder transitions which
stop in a failure. In this case the data can be read and reduced
to a plot of carriage speed versus position, Because these two
tools sample at different points in the hardware and one is internal
while the other is external, they complemented one another very
well. They were very useful in determining if a failure was
hardware or firmware driven and where the problem started.

In summary, servo hardware cost in the PaintJet printer was
lowered at the expense of additional complexity in the servo
firmware and the custom lC. The simulator and debug tools were
essential ingredients in developing a servo around the PaintJet
encoder. The servo has very been reliable in production.
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the firing pulse would be. So most of these parameters
(pulse on time and off time, for example) are set by the
microprocessor. There is a temperature-sensing device on
the carriage so we can determine whether the temperature
is above or below some threshold value. Adding this capa-
bility required only a minor change to the main board.

Much work was done by the pen group to profile nozzle
performance at various temperatures, idle times, and ratios
of dye to carrier. We wished to incorporate as much of this
knowledge into the code as we could. While it would have
been nice to log the use of each nozzle, we had neither the

Fig. 3. Ihe firmware tracks idle time and fires each nozzle
into a eube of absorbent pulp called a spittoon to clear viscous
plugs before printing begins.
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processor power nor the RAM for keeping track of every-

thing. We had no way of detecting plugs, either. What

emerged was a scheme that tracks carriage idle time and

temperature, and uses a spittoon.
A cube of absorbent pulp is glued to the chassis near the

right sprocket assembly. This cube functions as a spittoon
(see Fig. 3). Printing is interrupted every five minutes by

firing each nozzle into the spittoon. This prevents viscous

plugs from forming. And if the machine is ever idle for

over half an hour, the idle time and cunent temperature

are used to determine whether the nozzles need to be heated

and how many drops will be required to clear plugged

nozzles. (The PaintJet printer has a "soft" power button.

As long as the machine is plugged in, the processor is

running. Thus, idle time can be tracked, even when the

machine is off.)
Pens are heated by defining a firing pulse width so small

that it doesn't create enough force to eject a drop from the

nozzle. Several thousand of these pulses can be fired in a

second, heating the ink in the nozzle considerably. This

loosens viscous plugs. Heating can be done without moving

the carriage, since the Spider provides a manual fire mode.
(Spitting uses the encoder-based fire mode and normal
pulse widths.J

This is perhaps the best example of how the design was

altered to fix an unanticipated problem. The electronics

didn't change, the spittoon itself was cheap, and the ROM

required was small. The development and implementation

of the antiplug model took a fair amount of development
effort, but the schedule was not affected.

In  H inds igh t . . .
What would we do differently now? When designing the

Diaper (standard cell), we had no idea how many gates

would fit into the Spider (full custom). So anything that
could save a gate or two looked good. One gate-saving

shortcut was to mix synchronous and asynchronous cir-
cuits in the chip. This was a debugging nightmare. Any
time a problem showed up, the timing of the circuit in
question had to be checked laboriously. Even if it checked
out, we were never quite sure we'd thought of all the pos-

sible races. Adding Iogic to the chip to aid design verifica-
t ion would have helped, too.

The main headache, though, was the acknowledge timing
for the dot-firing portion of the Spider. As stated earlier,
the Spider takes care of firing forty nozzles at a time. So
the 8032 prepares a forty-nozzle batch and hands it off to
the Spider for firing.

There are three timing constraints in communicating
with the Spider's firing circuits. Every nibble of dot data
(four dots) must be prepared within 24OO 1ts for all forty
nozzles. (The pixeller works with nibbles, and is used in
the preparation of dot data.) Dot interrupts from the Spider
must be acknowledged by the 8032 within 300 ps. These
interrupts occur every 600 ps, worst case. And dot data
must be loaded into the Spider every 600 ps. If any of these
windows is missed, some dots won't show up on the paper.

While the 300-g.s and 2400-ps windows are tight, we
never really bumped into those limits. The dot loading was
another matter. Although the servo interrupt only takes 5%
of the processor's time, it is a 220-ps interrupt every 5 ms.
The I/O interrupt can interfere, since its priority is equal
to the dot interrupt's. The worst-case I/O interrupt is the
RS-232-D routine, at around 90 trr.s, and the code to prepare
and load the dots needs around soo ps. These routines
were constantly being modified for more speed, resulting
in some loss of code elegance. Adding gates to buffer dot
pairs (or quads) would have been helpful, since we could
have loaded less frequently, but this is a significant number
of gates.

The Bottom Line
While parts of the design are not elegant, it meets the

objectives we set for it. The final electronics cost is within
acceptable limits, the main board is assembled on an auto-
mated line, and the performance meets our design goals.

Flexibility/cost trade-offs present some truly challenging
choices to an engineer. We hope that we have illustrated
one way of tackling such a design.
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HP-RL: An Expert Systems Language
HP-RL is an integrated set o/ artificial intelligence
programming tools that has been used at HP for many types
of expert sysfems experiments.

by Steven T. Rosenberg

OR SEVERAL YEARS, the expert systems depart-
ment of HP Laboratories investigated knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning techniques in artificial

intelligence (AI). One of the ways we approached this was
through the consbuction of an expert systems language
called HP-RL (Hewlett-Packard Representation Language).
Our goal has been to create a powerful and integrated col-
lection of tools that is usable over a wide range of applica-
tion domains.

FIP-RL is now a mature experiment, and work on it has
come to an errd. Much of the research involving applica-
tions has already been published. This paper complements
previous articles describing applications in whose develop-
ment HP-RL played a part and presents a retrospective look
at the HP-RL research effort.

HP-RL has been supported in the past for experimental
use by interested projects within HP, and has been distrib-
uted to selected part icipants in HP's U.S.950,000,000 Uni-
versity Strategic Grants program, where it has been used
in teaching graduate students and as an aid in research.
Over the years, groups at HP Laboratories and HP divisions
have used HP-RL to construct a variety of applications
including smart software tools,l intelligent instrumenta-
tion,2 and natural language processing.3 Fig. 1 shows a
partial list of the types of HP-RL-based expert systems ex-
periments conducted at HP. We have used the feedback
from these experiments to evolve the language to its final
state. In addition, through the University Strategic Grants
program, we received feedback from external users over a
different range of uses. The result of this engineering loop
has been the evolution of a robust and powerful expert
systems technology that has been applied to a wide range
of problem areas of interest to HP. Although HP-RL is a com-
pleted experiment, the increased availability of third-party
tools and HP Prolog on the HP 9000 Series 300 Computers
provides a variety of commercially available tools for those
who wish to experiment with expert systems technology.

Expert systems languages such as HP-RL are part of an
evolution in computer science to increasingly higher-level
programming languages. Expert systems programming is
characterized by the attempt to take maximum advantage
of the knowledge and problem-solving skills of human ex-
perts. Consequently, expert systems programming lan-
guages are designed to simplify the task of translating an
expert's knowledge into computer-usable form. The goal
is to raise the level of description possible in languages
such as C or Pascal through the use of various constructs
for knowledge representation and reasoning.

HP-RL is an example of a modern high-end, frame-based
integrated expert systems tool. Commercial products with
similar functionality include ART, KEE, KnowledgeCraft,
and GoldWorks. Today, integrated knowledge representa-
tion and reasoning tools are the predominant paradigm for
expert systems applications. Frame-based solutions to pro-
viding this integration have been the most favored and
widely used approach. HP-RL is one of many expert sys-
tems languages that have emerged in recent years as useful
tools for supporting the development of expert systems
applications.

HP-RL contains a frame-based component to support
knowledge representation, a rule-based component to sup-
port reasoning, and a powerful query language. It supports
a range of functionality and a variety of programming styles.
For example, frames (the basic unit used in knowledge
representation) support message passing that is consistent
with object-oriented programming in Common Lisp, and
the rule-based inference engine supports both backward
chaining and forward chaining reasoning paradigms. In
addition, a great deal of customization and modularization
is possible. The frame-based knowledge representation
component can be loaded and used without the rule-based
inference engine. The user has the ability to declare away
functionality to customize a simpler, more convenient sys-
tem. On the other hand. the user can also customize a more
sophisticated solution. For instance, the user can define
an individual algorithm for inheritance to control the use
of abstraction hierarchies in the knowledge representation
component, and can also define an individual strategy for
controlling reasoning.

A part of our philosophy has been that an experienced
programmer needs a variety of programming tools, some
of which are expert systems tools, while others are more
conventional programming tools. Like a craftsman, the pro-
grammer needs the flexiblity of choosing which tools to
use for a particular task. While HP-RL can function as an
expert systems programming shell, we prefer the toolbox
metaphor, in which various tools from the expert systems
drawer can be readily intermixed with Common Lisp, ob-
ject-oriented programming in Common Lisp, or conven-

HP-RL Applications

a Smart Instruments
a Fault Diagnosis
I Nalural Language Processing
O Software Analysis
a Integrated Circuit Design and Manutacturing

Fig. 1. Parti al I ist of the types of expert syste ms experiments
based on HP-RL that have been conducted at HP.
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tional programming languages. Historically, most of the
applications built using HP-RL have been heterogeneous
in nature, so our toolbox approach has proven to be fruitful.

History
Frame representation languages were first developed in

the mid-1970s in response to attempts to apply expert sys-
tems techniques to areas where knowledge is richly struc-
tured. Previous research had often focused on tasks that

emphasized reasoning strategies, which in turn used sim-
pler types of knowledge bases. HP-RL is a third-generation
expert systems language. It is based on the notion of frames
as the fundamental data structure for knowledge represen-
tation. Frames were first described in a paper by Marvin
Minsky in 1975.4 HP-RL and other frame-based languages
are the result of over a decade of development.

Minsky's theory of frames was first embodied in lan-
guages like FRL,5 a precursor frame representation language

developed at MIT in 7977. Two major developments that

distinguish FRL from HP-RL are that FRL did not support

reasoning, and that FRL was built around a straightforward
and simple implementation model. A simple implementa-

tion allowed users to experiment readily with the language,

modifying features to suit their needs with a minimum of

effort. The cost, however, was a relatively inefficient lan-

guage. In the early 1980s, while working at the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory, Douglas Lanam and I extended FRL

to include simple tools to support reasoning.6 The earliest

version of HP-RL7 was created at HP Laboratories in 1982-

83 from the preceding FRL version. In this implementation,
attention was paid to improving efficiency and increasing

the power of the reasoning component so that the knowl-

edge representation and reasoning components were of

equal levels of utility.
This version of HP-RL was successfully used within HP

Laboratories and HP divisions for a variety of projects.

Among other examples, it served as the vehicle for pro-

totyping systems known internally as PLATO and AIDA.

PLATO'z is an expert system that interprets low-resolution
mass spectra, infrared spectra, and other user-supplied in-

formation, and produces a list of the functional groups

present in an unknown organic compound. AIDAB is a
prototype of an intelligent HP 3000 core dump analyzer.

This early version of HP-RL was also used to support sev-

eral of the demonstration applications that were shown at

the ninth International foint Conference on Artificial Intel-

ligence in 1985 to launch HP's AI Workstation product.e

In addition, it was delivered to several universities. At the

University of California at Berkeley, it was used in two

master's theses on CAD.1o'11
In 1984-86 we created the next generation of HP-RL. The

language was reimplemented to allow for greater space and

run-time efficiency. The syntax was redefined for greater

clarity and elegance of expression, and the knowledge rep-

resentation component was refined and extended, based

on feedback from previous applications. The power of the

reasoning component was also refined and extended
further. Support for the merger of frames and objects was

added by providing message passing for frames. The user

was given more control over the trade-offs betv,reen effi-

ciency and functionality, allowing a range of choices from
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a rich but slow prototyping environment to a faster, leaner
run-time environment. This version has supported the de-
velopment of the Photolithography Advisor and Micro-

Scope, among other applications. The Photolithography
Advisorl2 is an expert system that diagnoses process errors
causing defects in the manufacturing of integrated circuits.
MicroScopet is a knowledge-based tool designed to assist
programmers in developing an understanding of the design
and structure of Iarge software programs.

An Example
To give the flavor of HP-RL, it is worthwhile to look at

an extended example. HP-RL consists of three main compo-
nents. These are a frame system for representing knowl-
edge, a query language for asking questions, and an infer-
ence engine for reasoning over the knowledge base. The
following example briefly illustrates some of the features
of each of these components to provide a feel for their
usefulness. The example shows how software can be de-
scribed with a frame system, how this description can then
be used to generate answers to questions, how questions

can be embodied in rules so that they can be reused, and
how the use of rules allows us to deduce the answers to
more complex questions.

The example is patterned after our intelligent software
analysis tool, MicroScope,l but is deliberately simplified.
While it is illustrative of how MicroScope works, it is not

drawn from actual code. A knowledge base of a program's

structure and components is created using frames. Fig. 2
shows how information about a typical function is rep-
resented as a frame. The frame is a cluster of information

about a single software component, in this case, Procedure-
1. Various features of the function, such as which variables
it sets, which functions call it, which module it belongs

to, or whether it is good-quality code, are all combined in

the frame. Thus frames provide the basic mechanism for
representing and describing code.

Besides describing individual entities, the task of knowl-
edge representation often involves representing relations
among entities. This may involve representing organiza-
tional or structural relationships. For instance, MicroScope
creates descriptions of programs. These descriptions are

Fig. 2. A single function, Procedure-1 , represented
frame. with its relationshils to other frames.
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About HP-RL

HP-RL is an expert systems construction tool, intended for use
on a personal workstation, such as the HP 9000 Series 300 work-
stations. Expert systems are gaining increasing popularity as a
method of automating technical and white-collar skills. They are
a means of extending a scarce resource, namely human skill
and expertise, by "cloning" it in a computer program-an expert
system. Among the major areas for which commercial expert
systems applications are being developed are: fault diagnosis,
intelligent signal interpretation, computer-aided work, computer-
aided design, and financial applications.

Expert systems languages are tools designed to make the
construction of expert systems applications easier, through the
use of constructs for organizing knowledge and reasoning about
it. Typical high-end tools, such as HP-RL, consist of three com-
ponents (Fig. 1):
I A knowledge representation component for organizing a

knowledge base of information
I A reasoning component, which solves problems using the

information in the knowledge base
1 A query language for accessing information in that knowledge

base.
In HP-RL the knowledge representation component is frame-

based. A frame is similar to a record in Pascal. lt allows the
clustering of information common to a concept in a single data
structure through the use of a structured description. Frames go
beyond simple records by providing advanced features such as
abstraction hierarchies and lnheritance. In addition, frames can
have active procedural components for computing values and
achieving side effects. The collection of frames used to represent
the knowledge concerning the task we are applying the expert
system to is referred to as the knowledge base.

The reasoning component in HP-RL consists of a data base
of rules (called the rule base), together with a rule interpreter,
which applies these rules to the knowledge base to deduce new
facts. Rules in HP-RL are modular itthen slatements, which ex-
press logical implications (e.9., "lf Socrates is a man, then Soc-
rates is mortal."). The rule interpreter uses the rules in conjunction
with known facts from the knowledge base, and deduces new
facts. The query language is used to extracl information from
the knowledge base. These queries can also be used to invoke
reasoning, causing the deduction of new facts needed to answer
questions. A rich query language allows us to ask interesting'
questlons.

Query Language
"ls Socrates mortal?"

Knowledge
Base Rule Base

He,g
Flg. 1. HP-RL consists of a knowledge representation com-
ponent ot knowledge base, a reasoning component or rule
base, and a query language.

represented as a set of relations among the frames describ-
ing the individual procedures and other components of the
program. For example, in Fig. 2, we can also see how Pro-
cedure-L is linked to other functions and to the program
variables. Procedure-1 uses Procedure-10. We also record
that Procedure-10 is used by Procedure-l.. Links also exist
to the variables that are set. We exploit the frame descrip-
tions we have created of the individual program compo-
nents to create a description of the structure of the program.

Frames are organized in an abstraction hierarchy. Abstrac-
tion hierarchies are one of the principal means used to
achieve economy of description and conceptual clarity in
a frame system for knowledge representation. An abstrac-
tion hierarchy allows us to represent information common
to many entities in a single location. This means that the
values associated with frame descriptions are stored at the
highest level of generality. These values can then be inher-
ited. For example, Fig. 3 shows a hypothetical abstraction
hierarchy for MicroScope concepts. We can see that
routines are broken down into types, methods, procedures,
and so on. Information common to routines in general is
stored on the routine frame. Thus information common to
a class or conceptual category is stored just once, on the
frame representing that class. Information specific to the
various subframes, such as the procedure frame, is stored
there. The frame describing Procedure-1 can now be seen
as a specific instance of the procedure class, which in turn
is a subclass of the routine class.

Through the mechanism of inheritance, values and pro-
cedures common to a class are made available to appro-
priate subentities. Abstraction hierarchies provide an ele-
gant way to share common information. For many applica-
tions they provide a very natural way to group knowledge
and organize concepts. HP-RL supports powerful exten-
sions to simple inheritance of single values. For instance,
HP-RL supports the inheritance of multiple values as-
sociated with a feature of a class, as well as multiple inheri-
tance (i.e., an abstraction hierarchy in which a class can
have multiple parents). HP-RL also supports higher-order
classes, which allow more complex descriptions to be con-
structed. Higher-order classes allow the user to describe
the abstraction hierarchy itself through higher-order classes

Fig. 3. A hypothetical abstraction hierarchy for an expert
svstem called MicroScope
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whose members are the classes of the abstraction hierarchy.
Frame languages contain mechanisms that allow frames

to be more than records. For instance, they can contain
active values that compute a current value with each re-
quest. In particular, HP-RL provides several kinds of pro-

cedural attachments for frames, such as methods and differ-
ent types of daemons. These can be used to do side-effect
programming, maintain consistency in the knowledge base,
and determine values dynamically. Procedural attach-
ments can also be inherited.

Fig. 4 shows how one kind of attachment, a daemon, can
be used to maintain consistency in a MicroScope knowl-
edge base by automatically calculating and recording in-
verse links. Here we see two procedures, Procedure-12 and
Procedure-S4. A daemon watches the Uses slot of these
procedures. If a value is added to the Uses slot of Procedure-
12, namely that Procedure-12 uses Procedure-54, the
daemon will recognize this fact. The daemon then finishes
the job by calculating that the correct value for Procedure-
54's Used-by slot is Procedure-12. This value is automati-
cally added by the daemon. Daemons can be inherited. The
daemon illustrated in this example would be stored on the
frame defining a routine. It will then be available to all
types of routines we have defined, such as methods and
procedures, through inheritance. The actual daemon exists
in only a single copy, but is made available to all appro-
priate entities and applied when relevant.

Knowledge representation can be difficult. Depending
on the task, it is not always easy to decide on the right
organization and description of knowledge. We can think
of this task as analogous to designing a data base. Construct-
ing the knowledge base is then similar to depositing data
in a data base. However. once this is done. how do we
make effective use of our knowledge base? For instance,
once we have created descriptions of code in MicroScope,
how do we use them? We can, of course, programmatically
access the information stored on particular frames. Within
an expert systems language such as HP-RL, another way
we can make use of our knowledge base is by using a query
language. If we think of a knowledge base as analogous to

Two frames describe
Procedures-12 and -54

Procedure-12 uses
Procedure-54 is
asserted

Daemon automaiically
adds the fact that
Procedure-54 is
used by Procedure-12

Fig. 4. A daemon is one kind of attachment for frames. This
example shows how a daemon can be used to matntatn con-
srsfency in a knowledge base.
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Knowledge Base Queries

Simple Queries

Find all procedures used by Procedure-1.
(Solve-All ({Procedure-l} Uses ?x))

Find all Variables whose data type is Vector.
(Solve-All (?Vai Type Vector))

Find all relationships between any procedure and the
variable var-45.

(Solve-All (?Procedure ?Relation {Var-a5}))

Complex Ouery

Example Ouery to Find Dead Code:

Find all internal procedures that are not called by any
other procedures.

(Solve-All
(AND

(Nor (Some ?Caller)
(?f Called-by ?Caller))

(?f Exported NIL)))

Fig. 5. Examples of questions that can be asked using the
HP-RL query language.

a data base, then a query in HP-RL can be thought of as

similar to a data base query.

One of the tasks we will want to accomplish in analyzing

the program structure is to ask questions about the program

description we have created. HP-RL provides a query lan-

guage that makes this easy to do. For instance, in Fig. 5

we see examples of some of the simple questions we can

ask using the query language. These queries can be embed-

ded in code analysis programs that need this information.

These queries are fairly straightforward. HP-RL also pro-

vides a rich set of constructs that allow a user to compose

more complex queries. For example, the query in Fig. 5 to

find dead code makes use of the logical operators AND and

NOT. A query similar to this has been used by MicroScope

to identify dead code in an implementation of Portable

Standard Lisp.13 HP-RL also provides procedural escapes

so that programmatic computations can be embedded

within a query.

A problem with queries, however, is that they must be
regenerated each time we need the information. The ques-
tions are not reusable. Of course, if we have embedded a
query in some code it can be reused, but then its use may
be restricted to just the routine that executes that query.
We can make queries more useful by turning them into
rules. As rules they can be used in answering questions
posed by users, by programs, or by other rules. For example,
Fig. 6 shows how our earlier query would look as a rule
for f inding dead code.

A rule is represented as a piece of knowledge in the
knowledge base. HP-RL contains a rule interpreter, which
understands how to use rules to answer questions. Because
rules-are stored in the knowledge base, they are not ephem-
eral, and can be used whenever necessary. This rule is an
example of a backward chaining rule. If the premise of the
rule is true, namely that "An internal procedure is not
called by any other procedure," then we are able to con-
clude that the "then" portion of the rule, "It is a piece of
dead code," is also true.

Individual rules work to determine answers to questions
that are not directly answerable by the lookup of values.



Thus our rule answered the question, "Is there dead code?,"
for which no answer was directly recorded. It did this by
asking a question for which the answer could be found,
namely, "Are therp internal procedures that are not called
by any other procedure?" Notice that our rules use vari-
ables. This allows us to answer a wide range of questions
using the same rule. For instance: "Is procedure X dead?,"
or "Is there a procedure that is dead?," or "What are all
the procedures that are dead?" are all questions that this
rule might be invoked to help answer.

Suppose there were many different kinds of bad code.
We could have several different rules that each knew one
answer to the question. By giving a single query, we could
get all the answers, without having to ask all the specific
questions embodied in the rules. Fig. 7 illustrates this.
Queries are able to invoke rules. Rules are able to work
together, in a process called backward chaining, so that
one rule asks questions that another rule is able to help
answer.

A query can invoke all rules that match its pattern. This
is how a single query can cause several rules to provide
answers. For example, in Fig. 7, the single query "Is there
bad code?" matches against the conclusions of Rules 1, 2,
and +. Individual rules can invoke other rules through the
process of backward chaining. This essentially means that
if a rule's premise is unknown, then that premise is turned
into a query in the hope that other rules are available that
can provide the answer. For instance, Rule 2 needs to know
whether a bug is minor or not. Rule 3 provides the answer
to this question.

HP-RL also provides a host of other features for reasoning.
For instance, forward chaining rules add new facts
whenever their premises are true. These rules are useful
in data-driven programming. For example, rule 5 in Fig. 7
is a forward chaining rule. It will succeed whenever data
is added to the knowledge base concerning a code module
whose quality is bad. When this case happens, rule 5 prints
out the name of the module containing the bad code. This
means that whenever rules 1-, 2, or 4 succeed and add new
information about bad code modules to the knowledge
base, rule 5 will print out the name of the module.

The Language
Our goal in developing the final generation of HP-RL

was to create an industrial-strength tool for constructing
expert systems. The term "industrial-strength" means that
we wish to maximize the range of suitable applications

Knowledge Base Inferencing

Example Rule to Infer Dead Code:

It an internal procedure is not called by any other
procedure, then conclude that it is a piece of dead code.

(Def ine-Backward-Rule Dead-Code
(Premise

(AND
(NoT (Some ?Caller)

(?f Called-by- ?Calle|)
(?f Exported NIL)))

(Conclusion
(?f Attribute Dead-Code)))

Fig. 6. Queries can be turned into rules. Here is how the

complex query of Fig. 5 looks as a rule for f inding dead code.

while minimizing the cost of developing and running these
applications. These goals can be achieved through satisfy-
ing a corresponding set of design constraints. We will
maximize the range of suitable applications by maximizing
the expressive power of the language. We will minimize
development costs by maximizing the usability of HP-RL.
Finally, we will minimize run-time costs by maximizing
the efficiency of the language.

The expressibility of a language determines what it is
possible to say in that language, and as a result, what prob-
lems can be solved. For example, without the expressive
power of arithmetic, problems involving numeric calcula-
tions could not be attempted. For an expert systems lan-
guage, questions of expressive power involve the scope of
the knowledge representation and reasoning tools. For
example, first-order logic provides considerable expressive
power for symbolic reasoning.

Usability refers to how easy the language is to use. Are
there good tools for debugging, or browsing knowledge? Is
the syntax easy to understand? Can design decisions be
easily undone?

Efficiency refers to how convenient it is to build large
applications. Do they run fast enough? Can they be deliv-
ered in a small, cost-effective machine? We would like an
application to be able to run efficiently enough for its in-
tended use.

These goals are to some degree mutually incompatible.
That is, maximizing any one goal can result in minimizing
the others. For instance, first-order logic is a highly expres-
sive language. It is, however, not highly usable, unless you
are an experienced logic programmer. We also know that
it is possible in first-order logic to have theorems that take
extremely long times to prove. On the other hand, there
are very simple syntaxes that are easy to learn and easy to
use. Because they are simple, they can be made to run
quickly and efficiently. However, they are not very useful
because the limited expressive power reduces the range of
applications they are relevant to. A good expert systems
language strikes a balance between these goals. HP-RL tries
to achieve a balance of these goals that provides the best
all-around utility.

HP-RL is an integrated set of artificial intelligence pro-

Knowledge Inference Using Rules

"Find all bad quality code."

Ru le  1 .
lf a module's author is John Doe.
then the code quality is bad.

Rule 2.
lf a module's number of minor bugs is greater than 5,
then the code quality is bad.

Rule 3.
lf the severity level of a bug is less than 3,
then it is a minor bug.

Rule 4.
It a module's number of serious bugs is greater than 2,
then the code quality is bad.

Rule 5.
When lhe code quality is bad, then print the module name.

Fig. 7. Rules can work together, resulting in reasoning.
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gramming tools that form an extension of the HP Common
Lisp Development Environment,e as Fig. B shows. Thus
the first feature offered by HP-RL is Common Lisp itself.
HP-RL allows the user to escape into Common Lisp from
a rule or frame, and to call HP-RL from Common Lisp. An
application developer can program the procedural compo-
nents of an application in Common Lisp without being
forced to emulate procedural programming consbucts
within an expert systems shell. HP-RL is similarly inte-
grated with object-oriented programming, allowing frames
to receive messages in the same syntax as is used for Com-
monObjects.lt This allows the programmer to intermix
frame and CommonObject code as needed.

An objective in designing HP-RL has been to use a de-
clarative syntax throughout. Declarative representations
are easier to formulate and understand than procedural
representations. By using a uniform syntax forboth reason-
ing knowledge and domain knowledge, the expression and
understanding of code are simplified. Knowledge becomes
easier to examine and understand in this form. It also be-
comes easier to change. For example, in editing a frame,
we merely replace one piece of data with another. In editing
a procedure, we must be aware of how arguments are passed
and of the flow of control.

Using a declarative representation, uniformity of descrip-
tion is achieved by describing all kinds of information as
frames. Economy of description is achieved through inheri-
tance, which allows attributes and processes common to a
class of entities to be represented just once, and shared by
all relevant instances. Finally, power of description is
achieved through attached procedures, constraints, default
values, and methods. Many other features exist, of course,
and can be found in the manual.ls

Within HP-RL, frames are used as the single vehicle for
representing rules as well as domain knowledge. As a re-
sult, rules, which express reasoning knowledge, share in
the usefulness of a declarative representation. Rules can
be annotated with belief metrics, print strings, or whatever
the programmer finds useful. Rules can be related to one
another or to other frames. Segmenting rules into different
classes can be used to focus search. The space of rules can
be accessed via the query language, resulting in a powerful
method of extracting information concerning the rules
themselves. In short, all the advantages of frames for knowl-
edge representation are available for rules. The syntactic
burden is simplified, and the accessibility of rules is en-

Fag. 8. HP-RL is an integrated set of artificial intelligenge
prcgramming tools forming an extension of the HP Common
Li s p Deve I opment Env i ron m e nt.
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hanced in the development environment.
The reasoning component provides facilities for both

backward chaining (goal-directed reasoning) and forward
chaining (opportunistic reasoning). The defined semantics
allow interaction between the two modes in which forward
chaining can interrupt backward chaining, and vice versa.
This is very useful in constructing expert systems that in-
teract with the user, as many diagnostic applications do.
Various mechanisms for the control of search are provided.
These include hooks for agenda control and mechanisms
for doing a type of reasoning called metareasoning. Finally,
multiple rule domains allow the partitioning of problems
into more compact subsets. To complete the picture, the
rule interpreter itself can be represented as a frame, allow-
ing users to examine and change the features of the rule
interpretation process. This is useful in metareasoning, and
in the control of search during reasoning through agenda
control. (Metareasoning allows a program to reason about
its own decision processes. Agenda control allows the pro-
grammer to control search, in cases where enough is known
to improve on the default strategy.) These and other tools
for tackling more complex reasoning tasks are described
in more detail in the manual.1s

The Development Environment
HP-RL's development environment is an extension of

the Hewlett-Packard Common Lisp Development Environ-
ment. In particular, we use the notion of browsing as a way
to access information. The environment for using frames
provides various mechanisms for browsing frame data
structures. Since frames are the single representation de-
vice for both knowledge and rules, these knowledge
browser capabilities are also available for examining
reasoning knowledge. This provides a uniform metaphor
for accessing knowledge, and reduces the cognitive burden
on the programmer. A uniform set of tools for creating,
modifying, and examining frames provides the user with
a rich environment of debugging and development tools.
These tools allow the user to create, examine, and modify
knowledge at an appropriate level of abstraction.

We require of our expert systems tool that it be efficient.
Efficient in this case means that it minimizes the effort
required to prototype an application, locate defects in a
running program, modify the program to correct the defect,
and deliver as small and fast a final program as possible.
Thus efficiency here means development-time efficiency
as well as run-time efficiency. Achieving these goals re-
quires an expert systems development environment that
facilitates fast prototyping as well as the development of
a fast delivery vehicle. The HP-RL development environ-
ment facilitates fast prototyping. Methods are also available
in HP-RL that help turn the initial prototype into a smaller,
faster run-time program. However, achieving an optimal
run-time version of IIP-RL is still an open issue.

A specialized environment is necessary to exploit fully
the power of HP-RL. HP-RL contains complex tools to rep-
resent knowledge and control reasoning. Effective use of
these tools can become difficult, for a variety of reasons.
As the size of a knowledge or rule base grows, it can become
hard to keep track of the interrelations and constraints.
Syntactic details can cause problems. Debugging becomes
correspondingly more complex as the chains of reasoning



grow. HP-RL's development environment is intended to
aid in the rapid prototyping of expert systems software by
providing three features.

First, it allows the user to create and modify code at the
descriptive level embodied in HP-RL's constructs. Thus a
programmer need not be overly concerned with syntactic
issues as opposed to semantic ones. Through the use of
various templates and menus, a programmer can focus on
the task of writing rules and representing knowledge,
largely insulated from details of syntax. The use of various
browsers allows code to be examined at this level of abstrac-
tion. and modified as needed.

The HP-RL user environment also allows the user to
follow the execution of a program at this level of abstrac-
tion. A variety of tracing and stepping tools can be used
to understand program execution without needing to drop
down to the level of Common Lisp. To gain further insight
into the behavior of a program, the user can examine deci-
sion trees, ask for justifications of inferences, or examine
the consequences of alternative choices on the program's
behavior.

Finally, the environment allows the user to control the
execution of a program dynamically, again at this higher
level of abstraction. The user can dynamically take control
of various rule and goal agendas, and by so doing select
execution choices different from those built into the appli-
cation. This allows the user to experiment with alternatives
without having to modify code.

Since all knowledge, including reasoning knowledge, is
represented declaratively as frames, at any moment in time
an HP-RL program can be considered a structured data
base, which can be browsed and queried. As a structured
data base, an HP-RL program can be accessed by various
kinds of browsers. Browsers provide the unifying metaphor
for accessing information in the HP-RL user environment.
For example, a frame browser allows the user to browse,
filter, and organize collections of frames. A stepper browser
allows the user to follow the execution of rules and to
change the sequence dynamically. Reasoning is typically
annotated with traces and dependencies that the user can
browse to understand why reasoning followed the path
that it did.

Program developers typically want an environment that
supports fast prototyping. Yet, when delivering a program,
considerations of speed and size become important. HP-RL
tries to give the application developer some control over
the trade-off between functionality and efficiency through
the use of declarations. These declarations allow a de-
veloper to declare away functionality on either a global or
local basis. When this is done, speed is improved and space
is saved. An application developer will typically start with
a fully functional version of HP-RL to ensure maximum
flexibility. As an application takes shape and the developer
becomes aware of which language features are used in the
application, the other features can be successively dropped
from the language, creating a smaller, more efficient version
for use with the run-time program.

Conclusions
HP-RL is now a mature experiment. It has been a success-

ful vehicle for supporting the development of expert system
applications within HP. Along the way, we have been able

to extend our understanding of the needs of application
builders and gain valuable experience in constructing this
class of expert systems tool. There are currently no plans
to turn HP-RL into a supported product. HP-RL's role has
been as an experimental tool for fast prototyping of expert
systems applications.

Once an application has been prototyped, the developer
has several choices. The application can be transformed
into one built in a more conventional programming lan-
guage. For instance, both our natural language parsing proj-
ect and our MicroScope project were able to produce run-
time versions where frames are replaced by CommonOb-
jects, resulting in a program that is built entirely in the
Common Lisp product supported code. Of course, this
transformation may require some care. Conversion to Pro-
log, C, or Pascal may be possible as well. For example, the
Photolithography Advisorl2 has recently been converted
to run in HP Prolog.

Often when starting an application, a developer does not
know what functionality will be required. This makes the
choice of a commercially available expert systems tool dif-
ficult. If an inexpensive tool is purchased, it may lack es-
sential features. On the other hand, an expensive tool re-
quires a large initial investment. By prototyping in HP-RL,
an application developer can determine what the real needs
are, and even whether the project is feasible, before invest-
ing large sums of money in software tools. By understand-
ing what functionality the application requires, the de-
veloper may be in a better position to determine which, if
any, low-end tools can satisfy the needs of the application.

The use of an internal tool such as HP-RL also gives the
developer access to the source code. This can be very use-
ful. It is often the case that an application developer wishes
to use only a part of HP-RL in an application. For instance,
only the knowledge representation component may be re-
quired. In some cases, it is necessary to augment or modify
the features of HP-RL for an application. For example,
PLATO'z required a special solution for the propagation
and combination of negative and positive evidence as-
sociated with various possible partial solutions. In other
cases, such as the Photolithography Advisor,l2 a hand-
crafted interface is necessary for success with end users.
This requires the ability to access and modify the source
code as needed.

For these and other reasons, HP-RL has proved useful as
an experimental prototyping tool for the construction of
expert system applications within HP. HP-RL is a pro-
totype, and not a product. Thus it lacks some important
aspects of commercially available products. HP-RL is an
average-size expert systems development tool compared to
the commercially available high-end shells. However,
HP-RL lacks a sophisticated graphics-based development
interface of the type usually available on commercial prod-
ucts. This has made HP-RL harder to use, especially for
less experienced programmers, than the comparable com-
mercial products. As a delivery vehicle, HP-RL may be
slower than some tools. Little time has been spent optimiz-
ing the implementation. In addition, a performance cost
was paid for the flexible implementation we chose to use.
Many commercial tools now provide C-based (rather than
Lisp-based) delivery environments, which may offer
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further benefits in terms of size, speed, portability, and
maintainability.

Commercial Systems Similar to HP-RL
HP-RL, as a completed lab prototype, is no longer avail-

able for general use within HP. However, there are a variety
of third-party expert systems tools available on both the
HP S000 Series 300 Computers and the HP Vectra personal

computer. The commercial expert systems offerings typi-
cally contain reasoning and/or knowledge representation
tools embedded within a programming environment that
provides a uniform shell for application development. The
products can be divided into the high-end shells, which
run on the HP 9000 Series 300 machines, and the low-end
shells, which run on the Vectra. Some of these products
offer functionality similar to that of HP-RL.

Evaluating third-party products is a complicated task.
An excellent recent review articlel6 provides a framework
for assessing commercial expert system tools. The article
also contains valuable references to the literature on
evaluating expert systems tools.

The high-end shells are suitable for developing large or
complex expert system applications. Both Intellicorp's KEE
and Inference's ART have features similar to HP-RL's. and
will be available on the HP S000 Series 300 workstations.
The PC-based shells offer less power, but are relatively
cheap and easy to learn. These shells can be used to con-
struct smaller applications. Since these tools typically have
a much smaller and more restricted set of features than the
large tools, it is more important that there is a good match
between the features of the particular tool and the require-
ments of the application. However, since these tools are
not expensive and can be learned quickly, it is easier to
experiment with them. There are numerous vendors of PC-
based shells. GURU and Nexpert are two Vectra-based tools
that have been used within HP. While no PC-based tool
has the full functionality of the HP 9000-based shells, some
do provide similar (although simpler) functionality to HP-
RL. One that does is Texas Instruments'Personal Consul-
tant Plus.

Another alternative is a product that falls between the
large tools and the small tools. This is Gold Hill's
Goldworks. Goldworks provides frames for knowledge rep-
resentation and an inference engine for backward and for-
ward chaining. Goldworks requires an add-on board for
the Vectra, but provides significantly more power than
most other PC-based tools. Finally, for some users, HP Pro-
log may provide a a useful alternative. For instance, the
Photolithography Advisor has recently been converted
from HP-RL to HP Prolog.

Expert systems shells in their present form, while useful,
still lack certain features that can restrict their use in some
cases. Currently, there may not be an acceptable way to
deliver applications to end users. These shells are just be-
ginning to tackle the problem of delivering applications in
conventional programming environments. The high-end
shells can be large and sometimes slow. Depending on the
application, this may present problems. Finally, these
shells do not provide access to conventional data in an
easy fashion, nor do they provide convenient ways to create
large data bases of knowledge, which require the support
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that a data base management system provides.
Current technology trends are addressing all of these

issues. The expert systems shell vendors are developing
ways to deliver applications in standard computing en-
vironments, and in conventional languages. They are mak-
ing their shells smaller and more efficient, porting them
to C in many cases. Both the shell developers and the data
base community are working on solutions to the problem
of large, heterogeneous knowledge bases.

The low-end shells may lack functionality that is impor-
tant in a particular application. Restrictions on the number
of rules and the amount of data can similarly restrict their
range of applicability, and require care on the user's part
in matching the tool to the task. However, the marketplace
is changing at a rapid rate. Expert systems technology is
becoming more generic, while PC-class machines grow in
power. As a result, low-end shells are adopting more of
the features and capabilities ofhigh-end shells. This should
result in cheaper and more powerful tools in the near fu-
ture.
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ture control he designed.
J im earned his BSEE de-

gree at the University of Wisconsin in 1 978, and his
MSEE degree at Stanford University in 1981. He
was born in Monroe, Wisconsin, and now resides
with his wife and two children in San Marcos,
California. His recreational activities include soc-
cer,  running,  b icycl ing,  and science f ic t ion.

Jeffrey P. Baker

James C. Smith
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Emil Maghakian Chuong Cam Ta

w

Ruben Nevarez

L#

As a project manager for
PaintJet software support
toolk i ts ,  Emi l  Maghakian
drew from his experience
with the HP 7310A
Graphics Pr inter  and as-
sociated software develop-
ments.  Emi l  lo ined HP in

21 - -  Mechan ica l  Des ign

P. Jeffrey Wield

A design engineer at  HP's
San Diego Dlvision, Jeff
Wield was responsible lor
mechanical development
of the paper axis for the
PaintJet printer. Before this
assignment,  he developed
microelectronics process-
es.  His educat ional  back-
ground is in both chemistry

and mechantcal  engineer ing,  wi th a BA degree
f rom the University of California at San Diego (i 927)
and a master's degree from the San Diego State
Univers i ty  (1980).  Thls d iverse background is re-
flected in Jeff 's earlier activities as a stable-isotope
chemist for the U.S. Geological Survey. A patent
application is pending for a method he developed
for molding plastic gears. He is a registered profes-
s onal engineer and resides with his wite in San
Diego, Cal i fornia.

Lawrence W, Chan
The focus of Lawrence
Chan's professional in-
terests is mechanical de-
s ign.  His BS degree (1979)
and his master's degree
(1980) are in mechanical
engineering and are lrom
the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. When he
came to HP's San Diego Di-

vision in 1 985, Larry was assigned to the PaintJet
development team, where he worked on the design
of the electrical interconnect system. Wjth the proj-
ect completed, he has now redirected his efforts
to the design of a new plotter. Before coming to HP,
Larry worked in the paper industry, where he de-
signed a patented test apparatus. He was born in
Hong Kong and now resides with his wife in San
Diego, California. Larry enjoys traveling and
photography.

After receiving his BSME
degree from the University
of California at Santa Bar-
bara, Ruben Nevarez
joined the San Diego Divi-
sion of HP in 1982. As a de-
s ign engineer on the
PaintJet Color Graphics
Printer project, Ruben
worked on lhe interconnect

system and the primer. His ideas contributed to two
PaintJet patent applications. Ruben was born in
Durango, Mexico, and is active in the Society of
Hispanic Professional Engineers. He is married
and lives in San Diego, Cali{ornia. In his ofthours,
Ruben enloys running, soccer, and participating in
bib le d iscussion groups.

A project leader at the San
Diego Div is jon,  Chuong
Cam Ta has been involved
with the design of printers
and plot ters s ince he jo ined
HP in 1979. Among his proj -

\ I 1979, soon after he re-
u ceived his MS degree in

/  r  ects as a design engineer
F .  j  were lhe HP 74704. HP
" 
f i r tssoA. 

and HP 36304 Ptot .
-Ilfl ters. Presently, Chuong

computer sc ience l rom the Virg in ia Polytechnic In-
st i tute.  His BS degree (1976) is  f  rom the same in-
st i tut ion.  Before jo in ing HP, Emi lwas an instructor
in computerscience at  Hol l ins Col lege in Virg in ia.
His professional interests focus on peripheral lan-
guages, sottware productivity tools, and human in-
terfaces. His present assignment at HP's San
Diego Div is ion includes languages,  dr ivers,  and
toolkits for future products. Born in Tehran, lran,
Emil is active in various Armenian-American or-
ganizations and the Boy Scouts of America. He is
marr ied,  has two chi ldren,  and resides in Escon-
dido, California. Among his varied avocations
are soccer,  camping,  h istory,  music,  and publ ic
speaking.

David G. Tribolet
As a prolect manager at
HP's San Diego Div is ion,
Dave Tr bolet was respon-
sib le for  the design of  the
PaintJet  mechanism. In the
past, he has been involved
in the development of  other
HP plotters as both en-
gineer and prolect leader.
Two patents resulted from

his work, one for a switchless pen sensor, the other
for a bidirectional pen changer. Dave's BSME de-
gree is {rom the University of Arrzona (1978), an
MSME degree (1 979) and an MSEE degree (1 982)
are both from Stanford University. He was born in
Tucson, Arizona. Now a resident o{ San Diego,
Cal i fornia,  Dave l ikes to spend his le isure t ime
bicycl ing.

Hatem E. Mostafa
An R&D project manager at
the San Diego Division of
HP, Hatem Mostafawas in-
volved in the development
of firmware and electronacs
used in the PaintJet printer.
Since he came to HP in
1979, Hatem has worked
on other printer/plotter de-

,- " :i srgns. In particular, he con-
tributed to the electronics for the HP 75804 Draltino
Plotter and to the electronics and servo forthe Hp
75504 Plotter. Hatem earned his BSEE degree at
the university of Minnesota in 1g7g and holds an
MSEE degree ( 1982) f rom Stanford University. He
has coauthored articles for the HP Journal on some
of his previous projects. Hatem was born in Cairo,
Egypt, is married, and lives in San Diego, Califor-
n ia.  Running,  scuba div ing,  and bodysurf ing are
his favorite oastimes.

t

heads the design of a new color graphics printer.
He was born in Hanoi ,  Vietnam, and completed his
educat ion in Saigon,  where he received his BSME
degree from the Natronal Technical Center in 1 974.
He also holds a BSME degree f rom the University
of  Minnesota (1S79) and an MSME degree f rom
California State University at San Diego (1984). Be-
fore coming to HP, Chuong was a planning en-
gineer at The Nestle Company in Vietnam. He is
married and lives with his wife and two children in
San Diego, California. His recreationalactivities in-
c lude camping,  waterskl ing,  and downhi l l  sk i ing.

28 IThermal lnk iet  Structure

Winthrop D. Childers
With a bachelor 's  degree in
physics from the Colorado
School of Mines (1 982) and
an MS in physics from the
University o{ California at
San Diego (1983),  Win
Chi lders jo ined the San
Diego Div is ion of  HP in
1983. As a development
engineer on the PaintJet

proJect ,  h is responsibi l i t ies inc luded the or i f ice
plate, barriers, printhead assembly, and cartridge
assembly.  In a previous posi t ion,  Win has worked
on materials science research for a large chemical
concern. He was born in Princeton, New Jersey,
is married, and makes his home in San Dieoo.
California.

As an R&D project leader,
Ron Askeland's specific
area of interest ln the
PaintJet printerwas the re-
liability and failure analysis
of the thinjilm resislors in
the printhead. Ron came to
HP in 1984 wi th a BS de-
gree in biology from Man-

i kato State University
(1976), and an IMS degree in microbiology (1980)
and a PhD degree in chemistry (1983) from Col-
orado State University. His previous professional
activities include work with environmental chemis-
try at the U.S. Naval Ocean Systems Center. He has
published three articles on subjects closestto his
interests. Ron is a member of the American Chem-
ical Society. Born in Madelia, Minnesota, he is mar-
ried and has a daughter. ln his ofthours, he likes
racing model sailboats, tending his bonsai trees,
and playing tennis and golf.

*{F

Ronald A. Askeland
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William R. Sperry
Joining HP in 1973 as a pro-
duct ion engineer,  Bi l l
Sperry has worked on a
variety of assignments, but
the many performance and
manufacturing aspects of
printhead design have
been central to his career.
He has been a production
engineer,  an R&D en-

gineer, and a project leader. A project manager Ior
the PaintJet printer during the past several years,
h is responsibi l i t ies inc luded the development of
thin-film components, the barrier, and the nozzle
plate, and the prototype assembly of the printhead.
Bi l l 's  1968 BS degree in physics is  f  rom Cal i fornia
State University at San Diego. His several publica-
tions are on the subject of microwave delay line de-
sign and lhe fabrication ol TaAl resistors. He is mar-
r ied and l ives wi th h is wi fe and three chi ldren in
Poway, Cal i fornia.  Bi l l is  a member o l the Nat ional
Ski Patrol and coaches youth soccer activities. He
enjoys ski ing,  soccer.  and gol f .

Developing processes and
designs that satis{y both
performance and high-vol-
ume manulacturing re-
quirements were Tim Car-

'  
l in 's  resDonsibi l r tv  on the

I Puint.t"i project. He is a
manufactur ing engineer ing
manager at  the san Diego
Div is ion,  which he jo ined in

1984. Before coming to HP, Tim's professional ac-
t iv i t ies inc luded R&D in energy,  f  lu id model ing,  au-
tomat ion,  robot ,cs.  and machine design.  He
earned his BS degree in engineer ing science at  the
Univers i ty  of  Cal i fornia at  San Drego (1972).  Mas-
ter's and engineer's degrees in mechanical en-
gineer ing (1974 and 1975) are f rom the Mas-
sachusetts lnstitute of Technology. Tm is a
member of the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers and the Society of Manufacturing En-
gineers.  He's marr ied,  has four chi ldren,  and l ives
in San Diego,  Cal i fornia.  He enjoys playing soccer
and coaches a youth soccer team.

Before joining the PaintJet
development team and be-
coming an F&D project
leader, Steve Steinf ield was
a manufactur ing engineer
working on the media-mov-
ing and autocalibration
systems ol the HP 75804
and HP 75854 Drafting
Plot ters.  He came to HP in

1981 . As part o{ an engineering rotation program,
he is  present ly  designing an automated pr int  qual-
ity evaluation system at HP's InkJet Components
Operation in Corvallis, Oregon. Steve's BS degree
in applied science is {rom the University of Califor-

n la at  San Diego.  Al though born in Chelsea,  Mas-
sachusetts, he considers himself a native ol San
D ego. Steve ls  a music ian and enjoys playing
keyboards,  gui tars,  and drums. In h ls home record-
lng studio,  he ls  current ly  producing his second
col lect ion of  or ig inal jazz and rock songs.  He also
l ikes bicycl ing,  vol leybal l ,  and photography,  ls  a
connoisseur of  beers f rom around the wor ld,  and
enloys cooking |\.ilexican food.

Cheryl A. Boellel
In the development of  the
PaintJet printer, Cheryl
Boel ler 's  responsibi l i t ies in-
c luded select ion of  the
adhesives and establ ishing
the ul t ravio let  cur ing pro-
cesses used. At present,
her professional interests

is marr ied,  and l ives in San Diego,  Cal i fornia.  Hts
varied avocatlons lnclude photography, com-
puters,  gardening,  b lcycl ing,  and f ly lng radio-
contro l led gl iders.

Jim L. Ruder
Before coming to HP on a
permanent basis,  J im
Ruder had worked two
summers at the San Diego

d Div is ion,  whi le at tending
Kansas State University.
He recelved his BSME de-
gree in 1983. As a man-
ufactur ing engineer,  J im
belonged to a team work-

ing on design of  the PaintJet  pen.  His respon
sibi l i t ies inc luded the method ot{oam insert ion,  and
inkf i l land pr lming techniques.  Now a manufactur-
ing engineer ing supervisor,  J im cont inuesto be in-
volved with plotter pen assembly. He ls a member
of the American Society of lvlechanical Engineers.
Born in Sal ina,  Kansas,  he now resides wi th h is wi fe
Lisa in Escondido,  Cal i fornia.  J im's spare t ime is
shared by church act iv i t ies,  landscaplng and other
home improvement prolects, and "enjoy ng South-
ern Cal i fornia."

Erol Erturk
The areas of manufacturing
process oevelopmenl,
manufactur ing and design
integration, and automation
are Erol Erturk's profes-
s ional  specia l t ies.  ln the
development o{ the
PaintJet printhead, he was
responsible for  the plug,
vent ,  pr imer,  wiper,  and

!

tape processes and their manutacturing lm-
plementat ion.  His BS degree ln mechanical  en-
gineer ing is  f rom the Unrvers i ty  of  Wisconsin
(  1985).  and he s p lanning to begin a master  s de-
gree program in fall. Erolwas born in Ankara, Tur-
key,  and jo ined the San Diego Div is ion of  HP in
1 985. He is a member of the Amerlcan Society of
Mechanical Engineers and the Soclety of Manufac
turing Engineers. His favorite sport is soccer.

Mary E.
As a manufacturing en-
gineer ing manager,  Mary
Haviland headed a team
working on the PaintJet pen
assembly.  She has s ince
directed her efforts toward
processes for materials
and media for  the pr inter .
Before coming to the San
Diego Div is ion of  HP in

1979, Mary 's work inc luded developing measure-
ment techniques for  mater ia ls used in Ti tan l l  and
Ti tan l l l  rockets.  Her bachelor 's  degree in chemis-
try is f rom California State University at Sacramento
(1977).  She is a member of  the American Chemical
Society, the Society of Women Engineers, and the

-=#i::n:T::ffn[?ir"l
ucts.  A development engineer at  the San Diego Di-
v is ion,  Cheryl  came to HP in 1980. Her BS degree
in mechanical engineering is f rom California State
University at Long Beach.

Peter M. Roessler

|.,,'i&- ;ilH[:"]il;::';1
l ishing processes that would ensure both perfor-

mance requlrements and manufacturability of the
print cartridge. He has worked as a project leader
and was recently promoted to proiect manager for
printhead assembly. Pete was born in Torrance,
Cal i {ornia,  and now l ives in Del  Dios.  He spends his
lersure t ime playing basketbal l  and gol l ,  sk i ing,  and
col lect ing compact d lscs.

Brian D. Gragg

..e-  
As a student.  Br ian Gragg

€h3ffii*;#*r:rn
i,s-' r t lT"J:],l?l :'j;l:""":;"'"n' n rY /f nlim:fl il'J:""':f,"

H s BS degree ( '984) is
A. f to f rom the same institul on. A

manufactur ing development engineer on the
PaintJet  project ,  h is responsibi l i t res ncluded de-
s ign of  the plug,  hermet ic seal ,  and vent ,  and the
ink f i l l  process,  foam insert ion,  and tape process

development. His work on the vent resulted in a pa
tent application. Presently, Brian's efforts focus on
development of an automated assembly llne for the
PaintJet  pen.  He was born in Groton,  Connect icut ,

Timothy J. Carlin

Steven W. Steintield
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American Association of Women in Science. Mary
was born in Sacramento,  Cal i fornia.  In her t ime of f  ,
she is restoring a 1965 Mustang convertible, but
also l ikes water sk i ing,  b icy l ing,  and playing vol-
leybal l .

Joseph E. Scheftelin
The packaging,  wiper,  and
tape cap tor the PaintJet
pnnt  cart r idge were Joe
Scheffelin's focal projects.
As a manufacturing en-
gineer, he was involved in
developing ways to make a
high-qual i ty  pen mass-
manulacturable. Joe's cur-
rent assignment, the de-

velopment of automated production lines, builds on
his past experience. Joe.came to HP in 1981 , join-
ing the Inkjet Components Operation in Corvallis,
Oregon. His BS degree in mechanicalengineer ing
is l romthe Univers i tyof  Cal i fornlaat  Davis.  Hewas
born in Rantoul ,  l l l inois.  Joe is  marr ied and l ives in
La Jol la,  Cal i fornia.  He plays the piano and l ikes
runn jng lor recreation.

Shortly after receiving his
BSN/E degree from Lehigh
Univers i ty  in 1980, Wistar
Rhoads joined the San
Diego Div is ion of  HP. As a
manufacturing develop-
ment engineer, he was in-
volved in the design of the
pen assembly for the
PaintJet printer. Presently,

he rs responsible for  adhesive dlspensing and ul -
travrolet curing on an automated printhead align-
ment machine. Much of Wistar's past prolects were
associated with thin-f ilm eng ineering. He was born
in Rochester, Minnesota, but raised in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. In his spare lirne, he enJoys bicy-
cllng, horseback riding, and working on his house
in Escondido,  Cal i fornia.

45 
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Ink and Media

Ronald J. Selensky

As a San Diego Div is ion

i g;ffi developmentengineer,
Ron Selensky was involved
in developing PaintJet

in 1977. His MS degree in physical  chemistry
(1981) is f rom Washington State Univers i ty .  Ron
currently lives with his wife Margo and their three
children in Poway, California. He uses his wood-
working skills in home remodeling and likes golf
and f ishing.

Peter C. Morris
Peter lvorris developed the

for the PaintJet printer. As
a development eng jneer in
HP's San Dieoo Div is ion,

I  int  ano medi i  design for
r thermal inkjet printers has

been Peter's primary re-
sponsibi l i ty .  Present ly,  he is
working on a polyester f ilm

medium for a new printer. His chemistry degree is
from the University of California at San Diego
(1979). Previously, Peter worked as a research
chemist lor a cosmetics manufacturer, where his
developments resulted in patents for polymeriza-
tion and a soft contact lens. Peter is a member of
the American Chemical Society. He and his wife
Cheryl live in El Cajon, Calilornia. Peter has an iden-
tical twin brother.

Donald J. Palmer
Don J. Palmer received his

.-: BS degree in chemistry
'S l rom Cal i fornia State Uni

to be the main focus of his development work. In
past projects, John has worked on thin-film struc-
ture, passivation, and conductor/resistor f ilm. A pa-
tent related to thinJilm structure and two others on
ink design are attributable to his work. He remains
mainly interested in physical chemistry and is a
member of the American Chemical Society. Born
in Ful le(on,  Cal i fornia,  he l ikes scuba div ing,  ten-
nis,  and playing chess.

M. Beth Heffernan
Just alter joining HP in
.1981, Beth Heffernan be-
longed to a team con-
cerned with plant safety

$ and industr ia l  hygiene at
the San Diego Dtvision.
Later, as a manufacturing

.  engineer,  she was as-
srgned to the group re-
sponsible for  development

of the PaintJet pen. Her work resulted in a patent
lor a foam cleaning process. Beth was born in
Peor ia,  l l i inois,  and now l ives at  Encin i tas,  Cal i for-
nia. In her off-hours, she likes buying and trading
cars,  snow ski ing,  t ravel ing,  and wine{ast ing.

Mark S. Hickman
As a member of the
PaintJet printer develop-
ment team, I/ark Hickman
was responsible for  design
of  the t ransparency f i lm. He
is now a development en-
gineer working on specia l
media for future HP print-
ers. Mark loined the HP San
Diego Div is ion in the fa l l  of

*#e ? vers i ty  at  San Diego rn

fi :',#, i?::jj':T ::s,",graduate school at Oregon
State Univers i ty  (1978,
chemistry) and Stanford* s

4 Univers i ty  (1979. e lectr ical
f*  engineer ing).  He jo ined
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(1 s76) is

,nst i tut ion.

HP's San Diego Div is ion in 1979 and consecut ively
served as an R&D engineer, project leader, and
project manager of inkjet products. Don was re-
sponsible for several developments associated
with the PaintJet printer: pen cartridge, ink, paper,
overhead transparency medium, and color com-
munications standards. His work on ink design and
manufacturing processes resulted in a patent. Don
is a member of the American Chemical Society and
the Society lor lmaging Science and Technology.
He was born in San Luis Obispo, California, is mar-
ried, and lives in San Diego, California. His recre-
at ional  interests inc lude running,  publ ic  speaking,
landscaping, and racquetball.

With BS degrees in both
chemistry and biology from
the University of California
at  l rv ine (1984),  John
Stoffeljoined the San Diego
Div is ion of  HP in 1984. He
was responsible for for
mulal ing the ink chemistry
used in the PaintJet printer.
This technology continues

1986, shortly after he earned his BS degree in
mechanical engineering from Washington State
University. He also holds an earlier bachelor's de-
gree (1979) in vocal  music educat ion f  rom the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, a training background he
used in his previous vocation as a singer and voice
teacher. Currently, Mark sings for recreation in the
Escondido Oratorio and the Palomar Chorale. He
also likes rock climbing and racquetball. He was
born in Mi lwaukee. Wisconsin.  is  marr ied and has
a one-year-oto son.

51 = Printer Electronics

Jennie L. Hollis

-'-:r- - '€ 
development and testing,

and the development of dye, ink, and print media.
Ron now works as a manufacturing developmenl
engineer. In a previous position, Ron was a quality
control chemistlor a large food manufacturer. His
primary prolessional interest lies in ultrafast laser
techniques. Ron was raised in Great Falls, Mon-
tana, where he also earrted his bachelor's degree

6ft, She became a member of

" ^&' the team developing the
PaintJet Color Graphics Printer, working on the
firmware. Before coming to HP, Jennie worked on
the development of an automated tracer gas

W. Wistar Rhoads
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Phalip C. Schultz

#'
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monitor and a PCB analyzer. Born in Santa Monica,
Cal i fornia,  she now resides wi th her husband and
two chi ldren in Ol ivenhain,  Cal iJornia.  In her of f -
hours, Jennie enjoys horseback riding, backpack-
ing,  and bicycle tour ing.

When he came to HP's San
Diego Div is ion in 1984, Phi l
Schultz was assigned to
the PaintJet project, and tor
the ensuing years was re-
sponsible for  design,  test-
ing,  and support  of  the
pr inteas input /output  and
main electronics.  He has
since moved to a new proi-

ect involving a semicustom integrated circuit. Phil
received hrs BSEE degree f rom the University of ll-
l inois in 1984. He was born in Mount Prospect ,  l l -
l inois,  and now l ives wi th h is wi fe in Escondido,
Cal i fornia.  He is  interested in Chinese cookino and
likes to play tennis.

Before Bill Walsh was as-
srgned to the PaintJet pro
ject, he had worked on the
HP 7580/85 family of Draft-
ing Plotters. His respon-
sib i l i t ies as a PaintJet  de-
s ign engineer inc luded the
servo f irmware, f ront panel
code, and the prototype
PCL code and stepper. His

work contributed to two patent applications. Bill
came to HP in 1981 wi th BS and MS degrees n
computer science from Michigan State University
(1978, 1979).  His previous professional  exper ience
Inciudes a post on the teaching staff of the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley. After hours, Billworks
as a volunteer a ide in h is dauqhter 's  f t rs fgrade
math/s6mpy1s1 lab.  He is a lso a compet i t ive
swimmer.

Currently a member of the
technacal planning staff ,
Steven Rosenberg has
been working at HP
Laboratories since he
jo ined HP in 1981. He has
served as head of the
expert systems department
and as manager of the HP-
RL and photolithography

advisor projects. [/ost recently, he has been in-
volved in setting up research collaborations with
universities lor HP Laboratories. Steven earned his
bachelor's degree at McGill University in 1969 and
his master's and PhD degrees in psychology at
Carnegie [/ellon University. Betore coming to HP,
he was a research scientist involved in artificial-in-
telligence development at the University of Califor

nia Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and a member
of the research staff at the artificial intelligence lab-
oratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy. At MlT, Steven also held a position as a special
lecturer in the Division for Study and Research in
Education. He has authored or coauthored over a
dozen papers on the subjects of artificial intelli-
gence and human information processjng. He be-
longs to the IEEE, the American Association for Ar-
t i f ic ia l  Inte l l igence,  and the Canadian Informat ion
Processing Society.

Alan L. Fostel
As a member of the techni-
cal staff for the Microscope
project, Alan Foster de-
veloped the static analysrs
component, a template-
based cross-reference
tool ,  and an execut ion his-

Berkeley (1974).  His BA degree in computer and
information sciences is from the University of
Cal i fornia at  Santa Cruz (1983).  Before jo in ing HP's
lnformation Networks Division, he held a post as
assistant professor of English at the Calilornia Insti-
tute of Technology. In a previous HP project,
Randy's assignments included writing a reference
manual lor HP-RL, a knowledge representation and
reasoning language. He was born in Kew Gardens,
N.Y. Randy is married, has two daughters, and lives
in Aotos.  Cal i fornia.

Mark L. Chiarelli

3
The static analysis compo-
nent was l\,4ark Chiarelli 's
assignment in the develop-
ment of the Microscope
sottware. Since he joined
HP Laborator ies in 1985, he
has spent most of his efforts
on Common Lisp develop-
ment and inte l l igent  pro-
grammrng environments.

Mark has since focused his interests on the markef
ing aspects of engineering, with particular em-
phasis on academlc institutions. His BS degree in
engineer ing and masters '  degree in community
planning are f rom the Univers i ty  of  Cincinnat i .

M. Ber l in
An R&D engineer at the HP
Laboratories since 1 984,
Lucy Berlin was respons-
ib le for  the design and im-
plementation of the Micro-
Scope user interface. She
has been instrumental  in
oeveroprng many program-
ming aids,  inc luding the HP
Common Lisp Develop-

ment Environment. Her professional interests in-
clude human factors in user interfaces, program-
ming environments, and help systems. She is a
member of  the IEEE and a specia l - interest  group
of ACM on computers and human interaction.
Lucy's BA degree in physics and computer sc i -
ence is  f rom Queens Col lege,  New York (1981),
and her lvlA degree in computer science from Stan-
tord University (1983). She was born in Prague,
Czechoslovakia. For recreation, Lucy likes hiking,
racquetball, and table tennis. She also enloys
keeping up to date in physics, biology, and
medrcrne.

Vicki O'Day

ir"" Since jo in ing HP
Laboratories in 1984, Vicki
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MicroScope: An Integrated Program
Analysis Toolset
MicroScope supports evolutionary software development
by helping programmers understand complex programs
written in Common Lisp.

by James P. Ambras, Lucy M. Berlin, Mark L. Chiarelli, Alan L. Foster, Vicki O'Day,
and Randolph N. Splitter

ROGRAMMERS OFTEN NEED TO MODIFY existing
programs for the purpose of fixing bugs, adding fea-
tures, or integrating these programs into new hard-

ware or software environments. Since this task is time-con-
suming and error-prone, the maintenance (evolution) of
existing software is one of the most inefficient activities in
the software life cycle.

The main reason for this inefficiency is the difficulty
programmers have in understanding the increasingly large
and complex programs made possible by advances in com-
puter hardware. Such programs may evolve over a long
period of time, during which programmers may forget the
details of code they wrote earlier. They may also forget the
higher-level design decisions behind the code. The diffi-
culty is compounded when the person who is trying to
understand the program didn't make the original design
decisions or didn't write the original code.

Most programmers today approach the task of program
understanding as they have for the last twenty years-by
analyzing source code listings, reading documentation, and
asking questions of local experts. These techniques are in-
sufficient for large and complex programs. Programming
environments that support evolutionary software develop-
ment must include tools that help programmers understand
complex programs.

MicroScope, an experimental program analysis system
developed at HP Laboratories, tries to provide such tools.
But MicroScope is not a loosely coupled collection of un-
related utilities. It is designed to be an integrated set of
tools that share common data and a uniform user interface.
The fact that information is shared means that the user
does not have to transfer data manually from one tool to
another. The uniform interface makes it easier for the user
to switch from task to task. Moreover, this interface is
graphical and interactive. The visually oriented, two-
dimensional way in which information is presented makes
such information easier to retrieve and easier to assimilate.
The mouse-based style in which users point at the items
they want to select simplifies the task of entering com-
mands and queries.

The information MicroScope uses is stored in a memory-
resident data base composed of record-like complex data
structures with named components (attributes). Such com-
plex data structures are usually called objects.* Objects
with the same attributes are created as instances (members)
of the same type or class. This layer of abstraction makes

it easier to deal with complex information.
Since MicroScope is a research prototype, it does not try

to provide a complete set of program analysis tools. The
current system includes a static component that analyzes
the cross-reference structure of a program and a dynamic
component that lets users monitor the run-time behavior
of the program. Together, these components can help a
programmer understand the relationships between differ-
:nt parts of a program, see how those parts interact during
the running of the program, and locate the sources of bugs
in a program that doesn't work as expected. Both compo-
nents maintain a rich representation of data that allows
them to respond to a wide range of complex user queries
and requests. The dynamic component aiso employs rule-
based reasoning so that it can more easily monitor complex
execution events while enabling the user to specify these
events in a simple, high-level way.

The current MicroScope prototype analyzes and moni-
tors programs written in Common Lisp. It also provides
some support for CommonObjects, an object-oriented ex-
tension to Common Lisp.z The code examples presented
in this article are given in Lisp, but most of the features of
MicroScope are applicable to conventional languages.

The next section of this paper discusses some related
work. The section after that describes the graphical inter-
face, at the same time giving an overview of the capabilities
MicroScope provides. The subsequent section discusses
MicroScope's cross-reference analysis component in greater
detail, including representation and implementation issues.
The final section does the same for MicroScope's execution
moni to r ing  component .

Relaterl Work

Graphical (mouse-based and window-based) interfaces
are now becoming common. These interfaces originated in
programming environments such as those created for
Smalltalk3 and Interlisp-D.4'5 The Smalltalk environment
introduced the concept of browsers, two-dimensional pre-
sentations of a collection of items that let one zoom in on
the contents of individual items. The browser construction
toolkit used by MicroScope provides the ability to display

' ln the cutrent Microscope prototype, static information and dynamic information are stored
in two ditlerent kinds of object-l ike data structures, as explained later in this paper. For

ilJ:.',:'?f"'"il5,;1i::;: :i,il:: :1i:: ?,*:"ffi "ii:' :JJ:J:i:?J,',ff;"T"'*
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various kinds of col lect ions in a variety of ways.
MicroScope's table-driven approach to stat ic analysis,

similar to the approach taken by Masterscopes'G for the
Xerox Interlisp environment, separates semantic informa-
tion from the control structure of the code analyzer. This
separation makes it easier to adapt the analyzer for use on
other dialects or languages.

Exist ing debugging tools general ly al low users to trace
function calls, monitor variables, and set breakpoints.
Some t ie debugging actions to user-specif ied events or con-
dit ions.T-11 MicroScope dif fers from these in al lowing the
user to specify event combinations and conditions in a
declarative (higher-level) way. It also lets the user make
use of cross-reference information derived by the static
analysis component.

MicroScope stores program analysis data in object-like
data structures that are accessible by different components
of the system. The idea of storing program information in
a shared (and persistent) data base of complex objects,
rather than in text files, underlies the design of many cur-
rent experimental programming environments, including
the Common Lisp Framework system (CLF),12-14 Garden,15-17
and others. lB

MicroScope itself is based on a prototype developed by

fed Krohnfeldt at the University of Utah.ls

{  i r i r l lh i r .a l  L lser  In ter l ; rc+. r

MicroScope's graphical user interface is built upon the
X Window system, the XRLIB user interface toolkit library,20
and an experimental software development environment
cal led Ivo.

In this environment, multiple windows, some overlap-
ping others, can be visible on the screen simultaneously,
I ike documents on a desk. Fig. 1 shows a sample screen.
The narrow rectangle at the top of most of the windows is
a titlebor, which identifies the window's contents. Many
windows also have narrow rectangles containing scroilbors
along their right and/or bottom edges. Scrollbars allow a
user to see parts of a buffer not currently visible in the
window.

A user of this graphical interface can type characters into
editing buffers and can issue some keyboard-based com-
mands. But most of the work of switching between win-
dows and issuing commands in general is done by means
of a device cal led a mouse. Moving the mouse moves a
special mouse cursor on the screen; clicking a mouse button
applies some operation to whatever i tem the mouse ( i .e.,
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the cursor) is pointing to. Actually, mice may have more
than one button; in the current MicroScope system, they
have three. You can click one of the mouse buttons (press-
ing and releasing the button while the mouse and the mouse
cursor are stationary) or drog the mouse (holding a button
down while moving the mouse). Which command is in-
voked depends on the item the mouse is pointing to, which
mouse button is pressed, and whether the mouse is clicked
or dragged. For example, clicking the left button when the
cursor is on a window's titlebar brings that window to the
"top" of the display "above" other windows (or pushes it
to the bottom if it's already fully exposed). Clicking the
right button in a scrollbar region scrolls the window for-
vi'ard, making the next "page" visible.

The sample screen in Fig. 1 shows four types of windows:
buffer windows, icons, panels (dialogue boxes), and brows-
ers. The window labeled with the Iong file name and the
one labeled Transcript are buffer windows. They contain text
that can be edited. The tiny window in the lower-right
corner (lvoterm) is an icon, which is the shrunken counter-
part of some other, full-sized window, usually one that is
hidden from view. Clicking with the mouse over an icon
restores the full-sized window to the screen, making it
appear as if the icon were expanding to its normal size.

The windows labeled Programmer's MicroScope and Static
Queries Panel are XRLIB ponels. Like menus, panels enable
a user to make a selection from a list of items or commands.
But panels allow more complex interaction. They let the
user make selections from multiple sets of items, not just

one. They Iet the user select more than one item from a
given set of choices. They let the user enter and edit text
for the cases in which a complete set of possible choices
is not known. Unlike pop-up or pull-down menus, panels
remain visible on the screen, letting the user make multiple
choices, edit text, and make changes in the selections that
have already been made. Like menus, panels can be "cas-
caded": selecting certain commands can bring up addi-
tional panels.

The terms menu and pone.l [i.e., control panel) imply
somewhat different kinds of interaction models. In the
menu model, the user selects one item from a vertical list
of text items on the screen. In the control panel model, the
user pushes buttons to make choices and give commands.
For example, the rectangular/elliptical "buttons" with
rounded corners are called pushbuttons. The labels inside
these buttons represent commands. Clicking the physical
Ieft button of the mouse when the mouse cursor is over a
graphical pushbutton causes the specified command to be
executed immediately. The small, circular buttons with
adjacent labels are called rodiobuttons. Clicking the mouse
when the cursor is on a radiobutton (in the circle) causes
the associated i tem to be selected (the circle is "f i l led in").
The item may represent a command, but the command is
not immediately executed. Selecting one radiobutton item,
like pushing a button on a car radio, causes the last selection
to be deactivated; only one item in a set of radiobuttons
can be active at any one time. A third kind of graphical
button, consisting of a small square and an adjacent label
of text, is known as a checkbox. Clicking on the square
selects the associated item but doesn't deactivate the pre-
vious selections; all checkboxes selected remain filled in.

The long, horizontal rectangle in the Static Queries panel
is a single-line text-editing buffer, in which the user can
enter or edit a line of text. Multiple-line buffers are also
available.

The remaining windows contain browsers, which dis-
play collections of graphical or textual items in different
ways. Browsers permit various operations to be performed
upon the individual items or upon the collection as a
whole. One such operation is the action of browsing into
a given browser item, which shows the contents of that
item or displays more information about it, possibly in
another browser. For more information about browsers. see
the box on page 76.

Exploring Static Structure
MicroScope provides both static and dynamic informa-

tion about a program. The static information, which is in-
dependent of the program's execution, consists of cross-
reference relations among the program's functions and
variables.

To initiate static analysis of a set of files and retrieve the
cross-reference information that has been acquired, a Mi-
croScope user may either call special Lisp functions or use
the interactive, graphical interface described here. f'he
programmatic interface provides more options, but the
graphical interface is generally more convenient to use and
displays information in ways that make the information
easier to assimilate.

MicroScope's top-level control panel contains several
pushbuttons (see Fig. 1). Clicking on the pushbutton
labeled Static Analysis Database brings up another panel.
Selecting the appropriate radiobutton and entering the file
name(s) in the editing buffer causes MicroScope to analyze
the source code contained in those files. After the files are
analyzed, an Analyzed Functions Call Graph browser, showing
the static call relationships among the functions, appears
automatically (Figs. 1 and Z). Lines going from left to right
connect each function with the functions it calls. Each
function appears wherever it is called, so that a given func-
tion may appear several times. A screen-dump program
can be used to generate a hard copy of the graph. (The
screen images used in this article were generated in this
way.J The graph can be very large, but one can scoll the
graph by clicking on the horizontal or vertical scrollbar to
show information not currently visible.

Pop-up menu commands associated with the Call Graph
browser allow a user to get more information about the
functions listed in the graph. One of these commands,
Browse Call Tree, creates a new browser that displays fon a
larger scaleJ a call graph starting at the currently selected
function. Similarly, Browse Definition pops up a new window
showing the appropriate source file and positions the cur-
sor at the beginning of the function definition. 

'I'he 
corn-

mand Highlight Setf shows all the places in the graph where
the function appears. Other commands result in the func-
tion node being "decorated" by its formal parameter list
or the name of the file in which it is defined.

Additional radiobutton selections on the Static Analysis
Database panel make available textual browsers that contain
indexes of the analyzed files, functions, and variables in
the data base. These browsers also have pop-up merrus
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associated with them.
If one wants to ask specific questions about the program's

cross-reference relationships, one can return to the top-
level panel and click on the pushbutton labeled Static
Queries. In the Static Queries panel (Fig. 1), one can name a
function or variable and select a particular command or
query. The available commands and queries include Show
definition, Who calls, Who binds, and so on. One can specify an
item by typing the name into the editor or by copying a
name that has been selected in an existing buffer or browser
(e.g., a source code buffer or call graph browser).* Copying
the item saves typing, avoids typing mistakes, and makes
it unnecessary to switch back and forth between the
keyboard and the mouse.

Since the item specified in the editor remains selected
until it is replaced, the user can ask a follow-up question
about the current item simply by clicking on another
radiobutton and then pushing the Confirm button.

The scrollable Transcript window (Fig. 1) records each
query and its answer.

'Dragging the mouse cursor over a region of text while the left button is down selects that
prece of text. Clicking lhe right button when the cursor is over a panel editor copies the
selected text to the edilor. The whole process is l ike physical cutting and pasting, but not
as messy

Monitoring Execution Events
Besides providing static cross-reference information

about a program, MicroScope allows one to monitor the
program's execution. One can specify source-level events
one wishes to monitor and actions one would like per-
formed when these events occur.

Pushing the Dynamic Analysis button on MicroScope's top-
level panel causes the Execution Monitor Request panel (Fig.
3) to appear. By clicking on the appropriate radiobutton in
this panel, the user can select whether a single event or a
combination of events should be monitored. Pressing the
Event Menu pushbutton causes a new, Execution Monitor Event
panel to appear on the screen. A set of radiobuttons on this
panel enables users to specify the kind of event they want
to monitor (function invocation, variable reference, etc.).
They can list the name(s) of the functions or variables
explicitly by typing them into the text editor or by copying
them, via the mouse, from existing buffers or browsers.
They carr also specify a static cross-reference relation which
MicroScope can use to determine the functions or variables
it needs to monitor.

The way to specify a static relation is to click on the
pushbutton marked Static condition. Another panel will pop
up, offset from the first two panels. This panel allows the
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The Browser Constru"tt"" T;lktt l

The browser toolkit (part of the lvo software development en-
vironment) provides a framework for constructing browser-style
interfaces. This toolkit assumes a three-layered model of a
browser and its contents. The bottom (semantic) layer consists
of whatever data the browser is "viewing." The semantic layers
of 

'MicroScope's 
browsers correspond to objects containing stat-

ic or dynamic information about a program.
The middle (manipulation) layer consists of ob.iects that

mediate between the semantic data and the view of the data
that is presented in the browser. The objects in the manipulation
layer do not know how to draw themselves on the screen; they
simply contain information that has been extracted lrom the
semantic layer. Manipulation objects are created during the con-
struction of the browser.

The highest of the three layers is the presentation layer, which
supplies various bui lding blocks for displaying information, in-
cluding text, tree diagrams, collections arranged in various ways,
and buttons of various kinds. These bui lding blocks (views) are
combined according to layout rules that prescribe how particular
kinds of objects should be displayed. One set of rules may state,
for example, that a "function" manipulation object, when dis-
played as a node in a tree, should be represented by its name
(a text string).

Thus the browser toolkit separates presentation from seman-
tics, making it possible to display different information via the
same basic views and to display the same information in a variety
oi different ways. By providing standard views, a way of linking
them to the objects that contain the needed information, and a
way of combining them, the toolkit makes it easier to present
information in a meaningful and consistent way.

user to select the appropriate static attribute and to indicate
a related function or variable. In the example illustrated
in Fig. 3, selecting the event type function-invoked in the Event
panel, selecting the cross-reference relation references, and
specifying the variable *c-numbers* asks MicroScope to
monitor invocations of all functions that reference the vari-
able 'c-numbers-. The data base of static information is acces-
sible during the formulation of execution monitoring re-
quests; MicroScope's static and dynamic components can
share information without special intervention by the user.

Similarly, a MicroScope user can call up a Dynamic Event
Condition panel to specify a condition that will be checked
at run time (such as the value of the variable being refer-
encedl. Dynamic conditions do not determine which func-
tions or variables should be monitored. Rather, they deter-
mine whether the event that occurred should trigger the
corresponding action.

Another pushbutton on the top Execution Monitor Request
panel, marked Action Menu, triggers the appearance of a panel

that allows one to specify an action to be performed when
the indicated event occurs. One can specify multiple events
or actions by selecting the Event Menu and Action Menu
pushbuttons as many times as one wants.

The panels needed to specify an execution monitoring
request are cascaded: pushing a button on one panel causes
another one to pop up. Pushing a Return button on the child
panel hides that panel and moves the mouse cursor back
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to the parent panel. Because selections are distributed over
several panels and panels are displayed and hidden as
needed, a user can make many choices without becoming
overwhelmed by the number of possible combinations. In-
deed, the graphical interface enables one to specify com-
plex combinations of events and conditions without having
to use a complicated command language.

Each parent panel shows information from its child
panels in summary form. In particular, if you ask Micro-
Scope to use a static condition to determine which func-
tions or variables should be monitored, the resu.lts of query-
ing the cross-reference data base are displayed in the Execu-
tion Monitor Request panel. In Fig. 3, the one function that
references the variable 'c-numbers* is listed: c-math.

Besides providing the ability to spawn new child panels,
various pushbuttons on a parent panel enable a user to
remove an existing child panel, thereby removing an event,
condition, or action from the monitoring request, or to re-
display the panel to see the information in fuller detail or
modify it. Other pushbuttons on the Execution Monitor Bequest
panel enable the user to change the order of multiple events
or actions.

The monitoring request isn't translated into its internal,
rule-based representation until the user pushes the Confirm
pushbutton on the Request panel. Delayed confirmation per-
mits users to compose complex requests as they go along,
possibly changing their minds along the way, rather than
forcing them to specify the information conectly all at once.
Waiting for confirmation also avoids needless computation.

Confirming a request hides the Request panel and brings
one back to MicroScope's top-level control panel. A
pushbutton on this panel lets one initiate the execution
and monitoring of a program. Clicking on this button brings
up another panel containing a multiline editing buffer. As
usual, one can type in the Lisp expression to be executed
or copy it from another buffer by cutting and pasting.

During execution, a graphical Execution History browser
(Fig. a) appears automatically and is dynamically updated
as the program runs. This browser displays a tree whose
nodes are the monitored events that actually occurred. (The
parent of a variable event node always represents the func-
tion call that set, bound, or referenced the variable, whether
or not there was an explicit request to monitor that function
call.) As in the case of the static call craph browser, the tree
of events can be very large, but one can use the horizontal
or vertical scrollbars to move around the tree as needed.
A pop-up menu associated with the browser provides other
options, letting one see the information associated with a
given event (e.g., variable value, function arguments, func-
tion return value).

The actions specified in a monitoring request may cause
additional information to appear on the screen. For exam-
ple, the contents of variables may be displayed (dynami-
cally) in separate windows. The user can examine this
information or explore the Execution History browser when
the program has finished executing. But one can also sus-
pend the program during its execution by letting the sus-
pend action be triggered by an execution event or, interac-
tively, by clicking on a pushbutton attached to the Execution
History browser. After examining the information available
when the program is suspended, the user can click the abort
or continue pushbutton.



Using Templates in
Cross-Reference Analvsis

The following piece of code uses the Common Lisp special
form case:

(case sequence-type
(list (createlist) (notify-user))
(array (create-array)))

The case form evaluates its first argument (sequence-type) and
matches the result against a series of constant "keys" (the first
elements of the following sublists-in this case, tist and array).
The keys are not evaluated. lf any key matches the original test
result, the remaining expressions in the sublist are executed.

When trying to find a template that matches this expression,
the pattern matcher notices that the expression is an unquoted
list. The matcher checks the f irst element of the list to see whether
that element is the name of a special form or macro that has a
corresponding template. lt is, so the matcher applies the following
template to the expression.

(use eval (repeat (constant (repeat eval))))

The template symbol use corresponds to the invocation o1 a
function, macro, or special form. The special symbol eval corre-
sponds to a recursive call on the pattern matcher. The matcher,
finding that sequence-type is an unquoted symbol, will match it
with the template symbol test, meaning a variable reference.

The special operator repeat repeatedly matches its arguments
against the remaining subexpressions in the expression being
analyzed. In this case, the first repeat has one argument, the
template list beginning with the symbol constant. This template
list is matched against each sublist of the case form in turn. The
symbol constant corresponds to the unevaluated key. The next
repeat template corresponds to the rest of each sublist.

The effect of this second repeat operator is to match its one
argument, the symbol eval, against each subexpression in the
list-in other words, to search for a template matching each
subexpression. In this example each subexpression is a function
call form (not a macro or special form with its own special
template), so that the default function call template is applied to
each such form.

Static Program Analysis

MicroScope's static analysis component collects cross-
reference information about functions and variables. The
graphical interface greatly simplifies the interaction be-
tween MicroScope and the user, but the programmatic in-
terface-a set of Lisp functions with various keyword op-
tions----offers a somewhat wider range of capabilities, in-
cluding the possibility of combining predefined functions
into a more specialized, user-defined query function. The
programmatic interface also allows the user to work in a
basic Lisp environment, without X-Windows-based
graphics.

Queries
Programmatic and panel-based queries let the Micro-

Scope user retrieve cross-reference information from an

existing data base. The Static Queries panel in Fig. 1 shows
an example of a panel-based query.

The names of program components, including the names
of source files, often provide clues to their purpose. For
this reason MicroScope includes a query that returns a list
of the names of all components of a particular type (files,
functions, or variables). The query Where defined returns
the full pathname of the file in which a given function is
defined.

Like most cross-reference systems, MicroScope can pro-
vide a list of the functions called by a given function (Who
is called by). In addition, the query Who calls lets one obtain
the names of all the functions that call a particular function.
One can also see the whole tree of functions that are called,
directly or indirectly, by a root function.

In Common Lisp, local variables have lexical scope: they
can be referenced only within the lexical (textual) construct
in which they were introduced. Because it is usually easy
to track such references down, MicroScope's default be-
havior is not to collect cross-reference information for local
variables. (That option is available, however.J Global (spe-
ciol) variables can appear anywhere in the program. In the
case of these variables. the cross-reference information that
MicroScope collects helps one to locate the places, often
scattered in the program's text, where their values are ac-
cessed or modified.

MicroScope keeps track of three cross-reference relations
involving variables: which functions set them (assign a
value to them via a Lisp assignment form), which functions
bind them (give them a value in some other way), and
which functions reference them (access their current
value). Besides asking which functions refer to a given
variable, the user can find out which variables are set,
bound, or referenced by a given function.

The query Describe returns all the cross-reference informa-
tion that MicroScope has about a particular program item.
For example, the Transcript window in Fig. 1 shows the
result of invoking the Describe query on the function c-math.

Data Representation
In the current MicroScope prototype, cross-reference in-

formation is stored in a memory-resident data base of struc-
tured objects.* Each kind of program item (including func-
tions, variables, and files) is represented by a particular
object type. The slots (componentsJ of these objects, repre-
senting attributes of the program item, contain cross-refer-
ence information. For example, a function object contains
such slots as file, arguments, binds, references, sets, uses (i.e.,
calls), and used-by (called bV). A variable object contains
such slots as bound-by, referenced-by, and set-by.

Notice that a function object has slots containing the
names of both the functions it calls and the functions it is
called by. Having both of these slots is redundant since
the relations are inverses of each other, but this redundancy
makes access to the information quicker. Instead of figuring
out all the functions that call function foo by checking the
uses slot of all analyzed functions in the data base, Micro-
Scope can simply check the used-by slot of function foo.

The values of slots that represent inverse relations must
remain consistent. MicroScope uses daemons-pieces of
'These objects are Common Lisp structures that have been augmented in certain ways.
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code attached to a slot and executed when the slot is ac-

cessed or modified-to maintain this consistency. If the

reference to function b on the uses slot of function a is

deleted, a daemon attached to this slot will remove function

a from the used-by slot of function b.

lmplementation of the Cross-Reference Analyzer
MicroScope determines relationships among program

items by using a table-driven codewalker that matches

templates against the source code. Since all language-de-
pendent semantic information is isolated in the table, the
templates could be replaced or modif ied without changing

the overall architecture of the analyzer. Using modified

templates, one could analyze a different dialect of Lisp or

even a language other than Lisp. Since the cross-reference

analyzer is not tied to a particular compiler or preprocessor,

it is not implementation dependent.
In general, the templates MicroScope uses are lists of

symbols. Each symbol in this list matches an element in

the Lisp expression (list) being analyzed. The correspon-
dence between the template symbol and the program item

establishes what kind of item it is or what kind of semantic
action is being applied to it. For example, the symbol variable
means that the corresponding variable is a new lexical

(local) variable. The symbol set means that the correspond-
ing variable is being assigned a new value. The symbol test
means that the corresponding variable is being referenced.
The symbol use means that the corresponding function (or
macro or special form) is being called.

In addition to these symbols, which match program items
directly, the first symbol in a template {or subtemplate) list
may be a special pattern-matching operator that applies
the rest of the list (its orguments) to the corresponding
source code expression in some way. For example, iepeat
repeatedly matches its arguments against the elements of
a Lisp list. Other operators apply a particular function to
the Lisp expression, either to extract some information from
the expression or to transform it so that another template
can be matched against it. Another special symbol, eval,
searches for the right template to match against the Lisp
expression.

How is the right template found? If the Lisp expression
being analyzed has the form of a function application (i.e.,
an unquoted list), MicroScope checks whether the function
is actually a macro or special form; if so, it applies the
appropriate template to the expression. There are indi-
vidual templates for some Common Lisp macros and all
special forms. If MicroScope doesn't recognize the function
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Fig.4. An Execution History browser



Rule-Based Execution Monitoring

In this example al l  the arguments of function foo are intended
to be numbers. To check whether this function is ever cal led with
a non-numerical argument, the user tel ls MicroScope to monitor
al l  appl icat ions of the function and suspend the program if  any
argument is not a number. In Flg. 1, the user has checked the
box labeled function-applied and has specified the name ot the
function, foo.

as a macro or special form, it applies the generic function/
macro application template to the expression. The form of
this template is:

(use (repeat eval))

The symbol use, meaning function call, is matched
against the function name, and the pattern-matcher is
applied recursively to the remaining elements of the list
(the function's arguments).

If the expression being analyzed is a quoted expression,
a keyword, or some other constant, the expression is
matched against the template symbol constant. Otherwise

The user has also specif ied a dynamic condit ion, to be tested
at run t ime, which checks whether the l ist of evaluated arguments
(arg-value-list) satisfies the predicate non-numeric-arg-p, which the
user has defined. This predicate checks each argument and
returns true i f  any argument is not a number.

The action specified is to suspend the program. The Execution
History browser wil l  appear automatical ly, displaying nodes cor-

the expression is treated as a symbol to be evaluated, that
is, a variable reference (matched against the symbol test).
Templates for such special forms as setq and let determine
when a variable is being set or bound.

More information about templates can be found in the
box on page 77.

[ , xc r ; r I I  i on  h , f  s l r r i t o r i n . ]

Events and Actions
Besides providing static cross-reference information

about a program, MicroScope allows one to monitor events
that occur while a program is running. Monitoring these

An execution monitoring request
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IF:

THEN:

responding to each application of the monitored function, but
the program wil l  not be suspended unless the condit ion as-
sociated with the monitored event is also met.

When the user confirms this request, i t  is automatical ly trans-
lated into an HP-RL forward-chaining rule of this kind:

a MicroScope routine attached to the Lisp interpreter creates an
HP-RL frame corresponding to this event and stores information
about the event on the frame's slots:

Frame: {function-call 'l} Class: { FUNCTION-CALL}

NAME: FOO
APPLIED: 1
ARG-VALUE-LIST: (1 23)

Forward chaining rules are triggered by changes in the frame
data base. The assertion (storing) of a slot value on the event
frame, in this case when the frame is created, tr iggers any rule
with a premise clause matching that piece of information. To
avoid tr iggering the same rule mult iple t imes, only one such
assert ion is al lowed to tr igger a rule (namely, the assert ion that
records the sequence number).

Since this assert ion does match a clause in the rule given
above, the rule is tr iggered with the frame variable bound to the
new event frame. The HP-RL rule system then matches the other
clauses against the information on the event frame. The system
checks whether the value of the name slot matches the one in
the rule; it does. The system looks up the value of the arg-valuelist
slot and applies the specif ied predicate to i t .  l f  the predicate is
satisf ied, the entire premise succeeds, and the action specif ied
in the rule's conclusion is performed:the program is suspended.

(AND (?eventl APPLIED ?seq-number2)
(?eventl NAME FOO)
(?eventl ARG-VALUE-LIST ?value3))

(MONITOR.SUSPEND)

Although the request specif ied a single event, the premise of
the rule is a conjunction ( logical nruo) of clauses. The three terms
in each clause (constant or variable) correspond to an event
frame, the name of a slot on the frame, and the value of that slot;
terms beginning with a question mark are variables. The f irst
clause ensures that the event is a function application (the actual
slot value, a sequence number that is unique for each event,
doesn't  matter).  The second clause ensures that the name of the
function is correct. The last clause corresponds to the dynamic
condit ion on the function's arguments.

A type restriction on the variable ?eventl ensures that the rule
is invoked for the correct kind of event frame. A type restriction
on the variable ?value3 causes the predicate that checks whether
the function's arguments are numeric to be applied.

l f ,  during the execution of the program, function foo is cal led,

events can help one trace the dynamic behavior of the
program and locate the sources of bugs.

The kinds of events MicroScope is currently able to
monitor are function calls (either before or after the func-
tion's arguments are evaluated) and variable references,
bindings, and assignments. As indicated earlier, one can
list the specific functions or variables to be monitored by
naming them explicitly, but one can also make use of exist-
ing cross-reference information to indicate a set of func-
tions or variables that meet a certain statically determined
condition. Given that condition, MicroScope determines
(at request time) which functions or variables it needs to
monitor.

The user can also set dynamic conditions on events-for
example, that the function being monitored must have cer-
tain arguments or that the variable being monitored must
have a certain value. In this case another level of indirection
is possible, Instead of specifying arguments or values that
the actual run-time values must match, the user can supply
a Lisp predicate that the actual values must satisfy. Any
value satisfying that predicate satisfies the dynamic condi-
tion. The actions associated with an event will not be per-
formed unless the dynamic conditions on the event are
met at run time.

Besides specifying individual events, one can also ask
MicroScope to watch for a logical or temporal combination
of events. In these cases the specified actions will be taken
when and if all the events occur (Rt,tD), if any of the events
occurs (OR), or if all of the events occur in the order
specified (SEOUENoE). The AND and oB combinations are
not concerned with the order in which events occur. while
SEOUENCEs are. The ability to specify the order of events-
for example, that a given function sets a variable o/ter it is
called by another function-allows the user to zero in on
critical moments in the program's execution.
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Source-level debugging allows programmers to think
about bugs at the same conceptual level as they think about
the code they write. But MicroScope does more than this;
it gives the programmer the ability to specify events de-
claratively, in terms of high-level combinations and condi-
tions. Given these declarative specifications, MicroScope
determines what functions and variables to monitor and,
during the program's execution, whether a given combina-
tion of events and conditions has in fact occurred.

A graph of the program's execution history, showing the
monitored events, is displayed automatically as the pro-
gram is running. In addition, users can specify various
other actions that should be taken when the specified event
occurs. They can monitor the value of a variable (or the
contents of a complex data structure) as the value changes.
They can have the program suspended at an event-deter-
mined breakpoint. They can provide an arbitrary Lisp ex-
pression to be executed when an event occurs. And, as
with events, they can specify a group of actions that should
be performed together.

Internal Representation and lmplementation
When a monitoring request is made, MicroScope trans-

lates the request into one or more forward chaining (i.e.,
data-driven. condition-actionl rules. A rule is a conditional

Fig, 5. Mlcroscope's platform



relation between a premise (the condition) and a conclu-
sion. In a forward chaining rule, the conclusion contains
an action that is performed when the condition represented
in the premise becomes true. MicroScope's execution
monitoring rules are currently written in HP-RL, a high-
level, Lisp-based representation and inferencing language
developed at HP Laboratories.l

In general, an execution monitoring rule's premise corre-
sponds to the event(s) specified in a request, and its conclu-
sion corresponds to the specified action(s). Logical combi-
nations of events and (dynamic) conditions are represented
by compound premises. Static conditions, which rely on
cross-reference information known at request time, are
evaluated before the rule is formulated. and the results are
incorporated into the rule explicitly.

Temporal sequences of events are translated into multi-
ple rules, one for each event in the sequence. Initially, only
the rule corresponding to the first event in the sequence
is active. (Only active rules can be triggered.) The conclu-
sion of the rule corresponding to the last event in the se-
quence contains the action(s) to be taken when and if the
whole sequence occurs. The conclusions of the other rules
contain an action that will activate the rule corresponding
to the next event in the sequence. This representation en-
sures that the actions associated with the sequence will be
taken only if the events occur in the order specified.

The Lisp interpreter has built-in hooks that allow one to
alter the interpreter's behavior when it evaluates a form or
applies a function. Taking advantage of this capability,
MicroScope ensures that when a monitored event such as
a function call or variable reference occurs, an HP-RLfrome
corresponding to the event is created. (A frame is an object-
like complex data structure.) Information relevant to the
event, such as a function's arguments or a variable's value,
is stored on the frame at this time, and the frame is updated
with additional information. such as a function's return
value, when it becomes available.

The collection of event frames serves as a memory-resi-
dent data base of dynamic information about the program.
The Execution History browser allows the user to peruse this
information. In addition, the act of recording event informa-
tion on a frame triggers any rule whose premise contains
a clause that corresponds to that event. If the combination
of events and conditions in the rule's premise is satisfied
according to information in the data base, the rule succeeds
and the actions specified in the conclusion are performed.
If the conditions are not met. the rule fails and the actions
are not performed. But the rule may be triggered again by
another event. In the case of a sequence, of course, the
success of one rule may activate another, which may itself
be triggered at a later time. In the current implementation,
rules do not trigger other rules directly.

Why does MicroScope use forward chaining rules to rep-
resent execution monitoring requests? First of all, the abil-
ity to specify execution events declaratively frees the user
from having to worry about how information is retrieved
and combined, and the internal rule representation is close
to the user's declarative specification.

The argument could be made that the user's high-level
specification should be translated into low-level pro-
cedural code. One strategy would be to insert a series of
conditional tests in the Lisp code attached to the interpreter

hooks. But the modularity of independent rules makes
them easier to assemble and modify than a monolithic piece
of code. Besides, the matching of events and rules limits
the number of tests that need to be performed. An alterna-
tive strategy would be to attach daemons to the event
frames. But rules make it easier to combine information
about different events. Multiple daemons associated with
multiple events would be harder to control. In general,
procedural code, whether distributed in daemons or cen-
tralized in a routine attached to the interpreter, needs to
use specialized procedures to find and combine the neces-
sary information. A rule-based system, by contrast, can
employ pattern matching and backtracking to determine
whether complex combinations (specified declaratively)
have been satisfied. It is easier to translate a high-level
specification into rules and let the system do the work of
finding and combining information automatically.*

Gonclusion
To maintain a program over a time-to make it workable

under new conditions and in new environments-a pro-
grammer must have some understanding of the way the
program works. MicroScope provides tools that help a pro-
grammer understand the structure and behavior of large,
complex programs. MicroScope is not a single tool; it is
an integrated set of tools that share common data and a
uniform user interface. The combination of a graphical,
interactive interface, object-based data representation, and
rule-based reasoning make MicroScope easy to use but
powerful in its capabilities. Fig. 5 shows a schematic model
of the platform on which MicroScope rests.

The current MicroScope prototype has been demonstrated
within Hewlett-Packard and at artificial intelligence con-
ferences in the U.S,A. and Europe. These demonstrations
have generated interest among software developers both
inside and outside of Hewlett-Packard, in companies that
are customers of HP and in universities. The static compo-
nent of this prototype has been distributed to selected test
sites.

A discussion of MicroScope's long-term goals appears
in reference 21.
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Reader Forum
The HP Journal encourages technical discussion of the topics presented

in recent articles and wil l publish letters expected
to be ol interest to our readers.
Letters must be briel and are subiect to editing.
Letters should be addressed to:

Editor, HewletfPackard Journal, 3200 Hil lview Avenue,
Palo Alto, CA 94304, U.S.A.

Editor:

This is in response to Mr. David Martin's article on "Software

Quality Assurance on the HP Printed Circuit Design System
Project" in the February 1988 issue.

We feel that Mr. Martin's article and ones like it continue to
make the job of being a software quality assurance engineer a
difficult one. It is tough enough dealing with software engineers
and managers who express the ideas contained in this article,
but when it is printed under the banner of "software quality
assurance" by someone who should know better, it just adds
fuel to the fire.

Here are some specific rebuttals to points made in Mr. Mar-

tin's article. The article constantly referred to the "QA phase."

In none of the software development life cycle models that we

are aware of is there a "QA phase." QA is not a phase but is

an activity directly overlaying the entire development and

maintenance cycles. After software is developed it cannot enter

into a "QA phase," be magically processed and come out as
"quality" software. No product (hardware or software) can have
quality inspected or tested into it.

Mr. Martin's statement that "Focusing on quality alone has
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the inherent danger of never releasing the product because it
is not perfect" is misleading. It might be true if an organization
had unlimited resources, but in the real world this never hap-
pens. Quality usually takes a back seat to cost and schedule,
both of which are adversely affected by poor quality. The indus-
try as a whole, and management in particular, needs to under-
stand this relationship if they ever hope to develop cost effec-
tive, quality software.

The QA plan Mr. Martin described seems to focus solely on
the software testing activities. A QA plan should define the
software quality activities that are performed throughout the
software development process. Most QA plans detail the activ-
ities performed by a separate QA organization. A software qual-
ity organization should provide an independent technical
evaluation of all the software products, along with monitoring
software engineering's performance of their QA tasks.

The statement "The confidence in the product's quality is
in direct proportion to the amount of testing that has been
performed on the product" is incorrect. Testing a software prod-
uct provides confidence in the functions and execution of the
software, not in its quality. Software quality consists of several
factors, some of which are maintainability, reusability, and
flexibility. These listed factors cannot as yet be determined by
testing methods, but require human evaluation of the software
and the documentation.

We do like the software testing activities described in the
article. Independent testing teams are necessary in order to
ensure that there is no bias in the software testing activities.
We would like to have seen a bit more detail in the description
of the actual test activities performed by the independent test-
ing team. Unfortunately, this was not provided in the article.

In summary, then, it is our collective impression that the
title of Mr. Martin's article, and his uses of the term ,.quality

assurance" are misleading. A more appropriate title for his
article should have been "software Testing and Error Tracking
on the FIP Printed Circuit Design System Project." The number
of articles published each year that specifically address or relate
to the field of software quality assurance is relatively small.
Fewer still provide more than a cursory exposition of the sub-
iect, with little or no discussion of new techniques, methodol-
ogy, or tools. For this reason then, the information oublished
should make the best possible use of the limited opplrtunities
for exposure. A point may be made of the limited space avail-
able for such articles, and thus the necessary brevity of the
discussion. However, this in no way sustains the misapplica-
tion of terms or techniques. The understanding on the part of
program managers as to the role of the software quality engineer
can only be further confounded by such misleading information
as was presented in your February issue.

The undersigned represent a group of software quality en-
gineers working in Huntsville, Alabama.

Kevin Preston
Sfeve Robi'hson

Tony Peterc
Kelly Ford

In response to the concerns obout my orticle, I would like
to point out {os wos mentioned in Eloine Regelson's introduc-
tory article "Developing o Printed Circuit Boord Design Sys-
tem"J thot we were in the situotion of ottempting to meet the
chollenge of quickly turning code purchosed from on outside
source jnto on HP product. The purchosed code wos alreody
running, ond for us to ochieve the benefits of reuse of the code
it did not moke sense to return to the eorly stoges of the tro-
ditionol softwarc life cycle model. My orticle oddressed the
Iessons leorned ond the techniques tried when we opplied the
"textbook" ideol situotion models to this reol-world problem.
I do not disogree with mony of the comments os they apply to
troditional models of softwarc development. Hoving soid thot,
I would like to respond to some specific points.

I heortily ogree thot QA is a set of octivities sponning the
entire softwore life cycle. The phrose "QA phose" used in the
orticle does not imply thot oll QA octivities ore confined to
one phose, ond I did mention such octivities in other phoses
in the orticle. In our environment, "QA phose" refers to the
stoge in our product development cycle where the product
obout to be releosed is oudited ond tested for quality. In some
orgonizotions within ond outside of HP this phose is colled
the "system test phose" or the 'functionol test phose."

My stotement thot "Focusing on quolity olone hos the inher-
ent donger of never releosing the product becouse it is not
perfect" wos meont to point out the differences between the
ideql ond reol worlds. In the ideal world everyone would pro-
duce perfect software. Given thot this does not hoppen, the
chollenge is to produce qudlity softwarc on a timely bosis.
Poor quolity certoinly hos odverse effects on cost ond schedule.
I do not believe thot my stotement is o controdiction of this
concept. I ogree thot on independent technicol evoluotion pro-
vided by o seporote QA organizotion is the preferred mode of
operotion. Unfortunately, such o luxury is often unovailoble.
In such coses, the softwore development engineer ossumes even
more responsibility. My orticle deqlt with o QA plon thot
specified octivities throughout the life cycle performed by the
deve.lopment engineer, the so/twore QA engineer, ond others.

It wos osserted thot the stotement "The confidence in the
product's quolity is in direct proportion to the omount of testing
thot hos been performed on the product" is incorrect. I ogree
thot o product's quolity connot be determined strictly by test
execution. In HP we evoluote o product's quolity based upon
/ocfors including functionolity, usobility, reliability, perfor-
monce, ond supportobility. Toiudge productquolity bosed on
these foctors requires both extensive test execution ond humon
evoluotion. For instance, we use our human foctors group to
evoluote the usobility of the product, ond regression test suites
to evoluate reliobility ond performonce. Determinotion of the
reliobility and supportability ospects o/ o product is bosed
upon the evolu ation of the defectdatacollected during testing.

Regordless of which terms ore employed to describe octivities
reloting to QA, what is poromount is the customer. We strive
ot HP to perform octivities during oll phoses of the life cycle
thot wiil ensure thot the customer receives o quolity product.

David Martin
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Red AlGaAs Light-Emitting Diodes
HP has recently released indicator and display products
containing a new type of red light-emitting diode (LED)
basecl enthe aluminum gallium arsenide (AlGaAs) materials
system. Ihese LEDs offer a significant improvement in
efficiency over the red LEDs that have previously been
availahle buf cobt only slightly more.

by Frank M. Steranka, Dennis C. DeFevere, Michael D. Camras, Chin-Wang Tu, David K. McElfresh,
Serge L. Rudaz, Louis W. Gook, and Wayne L. Snyder

NTIL RECENTLY, all commercially available visi-
hle I.EDs were homostructures. That is, they con-
sisted of pn irrnctions formed in one type of material

(see Fig. 1). Over the past few years, new types of LEDs
made of several layers of materials having different
handgaps (heterostructures) have appeared on the market.
Heternstructure LEDs have several advantages over the
standard homostructures, and LEDs made with them offer
significant improvements in light output efficiency. The
increase in efficiency is the result of the single-sided injec-
tion and reduced internal absorption that heterostructures
can provide.

In homostructures under forward bias, electrons are in-

lected into the p-type material and holes are injected into
the n-type material. Some fraction of these minority carriers
then recnmtrines with the majority caniers on the p and n
sides of the iunction and emits the near-bandgap light
chara.cteristic of the LED. The radiative efficiency on the
p and n sides is usually quite different and more light could
be generated if minority-carrier injection into the less-
radiatively-efficient material could be eliminated'

One way clf achieving this is to have the pn junction

occur at the interface tretween two materials of different
bandgap. One can change the bandgap by changing the
alloy composition in the AlGaAs system. This is done by
changing the ratio of aluminum to gallium in the com-
pound. The energy diagram for such a situation is shown
in Fig. 2b with the homojunction case in Fig. 2a for compari-
snn. The discontinuity in the valance band adds much
more to the hole potential barrier than the conduction band
discontinuity aelds to the electron potential barrier. The
band configuration depicted in Fig. 2b is that of a single
heterostnrcture (SH) device, and it effectively eliminates
hole injection into the wide-gap n-type material under for-
ward bias and thus provides single-sided injection. The
second advantage of this structure is that the wide-gap
material is transparent to the light generated on the narrow-
gap side of the junction. Hence, there is much less reabsorp-
tion inside the material than in the homostructure case.

The reabsorption can be further reduced by putting a
second wide-gap layer on the other side of the narrow-gap
layer as shown in Fig. 2c. This is called a double hetero-
structure (DH) device. The second heterointerface prevents
the injected electrons from diffusing out of the narrow-gap
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active layer and gives the light that is generated a better

chance to escape. A problem with making such devices,

however, is that the wide-gap and narrow-gap materials

must have nearly the same lattice constant to avoid dis-

locations at the material interfaces, which severely reduce

the light-generation efficiency. In the AlGaAs system, the

lattice constant changes very little with alloy composition,

and this makes it a near-ideal system for making such de-

vices. It has been used extensively for the last 15 years or

so to fabricate high-efficiency infared LEDs and low-

threshold lasers.
The AlGaAs system can also be used to fabricate efficient

diodes that emit in the red portion of the spectrum. How-

ever, it is quite difficult to grow the high-aluminum-content

layers that are required. Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) is the

only technology that can provide material quality compar-

able to that of the infared devices. It has taken many years

of development to create LPE reactors capable of growing

large volumes of high-quality multilayer devices. Many of

these problems have now been solved and devices of this

type are now available. This paper provides an overview

of the different types of AlGaAs devices that are available

and compares their performance to that of the other red

Diffused p-Type Region

n-Type GaAs_"oP.oo
Epitaxial Layer

n-Type GaAs
Substrate

Au Contact

Fig. 1. Strucfure of a typical homoiunction GaAsP LED. The
pn junction is formed by a Zn diffusion into an nlype GaAsP
epitaxial layer. Light is generated on both sides of the pn
junction and escapes primarily from the top surface.



LED technologies.

Types of Red AlGaAs LEDs
There are three versions of commercially available red

AlGaAs LEDs and schematics of all three are shown in Fig.
3. The device shown in Fig. 3a is an SH LED and consists
of at least two layers of AlGaAs on a GaAs substrate. The
first layer is the active layer made of Al..rGa.uuAs. The top
layer is a "window" layer made of AlGaAs with an Al mole
fraction greater than -0.6. The light generated in the active
layer can escape out the top and sides of the epitaxial
material, but virtually all of the light that hits the substrate
is absorbed there.

The SH device is the easiest to grow because it has the
fewest layers and good thickness control is not essential.
It is also the dimmest type of red AlGaAs chip that is
available and is only marginally brighter than the best ni-
trogen-doped GaAsP (GaAsP:N) devices that will be de-
scribed in the next section. Since it is the simplest to fab-
ricate, it has been commercially available the longest.

A DH chip is shown in Fig. 3b. It consists of at least
three AlGaAs layers on a GaAs substrate. The first layer is
a wide-gap injecting layer and the second is a :Z-l.r.m-thick
active layer. Above the active layer is a thick wide-gap
confining layer. As is the case for the SH device, most of
the internally generated light in the DH chip depicted in
Fig. 3b is absorbed by the substrate, so it has been labeled
DH-AS for double heterostructure absorbing substrate.
However, it is still twice as bright as the SH version because
of reduced absorption in the epitaxial material.

To manufacture this structure requires much greater
thickness control than is necessary for the SH device, in
addition to at least one extra layer of epitaxial material. At
HP, we have developed a manufacturing technology that
allows us to reproduce this complicated structure in very
high volumes. Our chip design incorporates two features
to improve manufacturability. One is a very simple post-

epitaxial-growth wafer process that requires no photo-
lithography. The other feature is an aluminurn top contact
for good bondability. The HP technology is capable of pro-
ducing DH-AS LEDs for only a small increase in cost over
the previous-generation SH devices.

The relative efficiency curves as a function of forward
current for the SH and DH-AS structures are shown in Fig.
4 along with the curve for GaAsP:N which currently domi-
nates the high-perforrnance, high-volume market. Only the
DH-AS AlGaAs chips are significantly more efficierrt than
GaAsP:N. The increase in performance is particularly
dramatic at forward currerrts less than 2 mA where the
DH-AS AlGaAs chips are more than five times as bright.
Because of this, they are expected to open up rnany ne1{'
low-current applications for red LEDs.

The last structure shown in Fig. 3 is that of a DH trans-
parent substrate (DH-TS) device. It is similar to the I-rH-AS
chip in that it consists of at least two wide-bandgap layers
on either side of a thin active layer. However, one or both
of the wide-gap layers will be grown several thousandths
of an inch thick and the entire GaAs substrate etched away.
This eliminates the absorption in the substrate and pru-
duces the highest-efficiency AlGaAs LEDs-more than a
factor of two brighter than the DH-AS LEDs. Unfortunately,
growth of the thick AlGaAs layer is technically very dif-
ficult and quite costly. Thus, the DH-TS version is presently
only used in special low-volume applications.

Comparison to Other Red LEDs
To see the advantages that red AlGaAs LEIJs provide.

we will summarize here some of the perforrnance charac-
teristics of the other types of red LEDs that are available.
Most of the LEDs now on the market are based on the
GaAsP alloy system. GaAsP LEDs come in two versions:
non-nitrogen doped and nitrogen doped. The structure of
the non-nitrogen doped version (which we label here as
just GaAsP) is shown in Fig. 1. The first commercially

(c)(b)

Fig.2. Typical energy diagrams for (a) a pn homojunction where the bandgap Eo1 is the sante
on both sides of the junction, (b) a single heterojunction (SH) where the bandgap on the nlype
side (Es) is greater than that on the p-type side (Est), and (c) a double heterojunction (DH)
where a second wide-gap layer has been added to the SH in (b). For AlGaAs mateid in the
composition range necessary to obtain visible red emrsslon, the discontinuity in the valance
band (LE") far exceeds that in the conduction band (AE") which gives rise to electron-only
iniection in the SH and DH structures under forward bias. The second wide-gap layer in the
DH configuration produces a barrier that confines the injected electrons in a thin active layer.
This reduces much of the internal absorption and is the reason that a DH LED is the nost eff icient.
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(a) sH

available red LEDs were made with this material, and since
it is inexpensive to manufacture, it still holds a fair share
of the world market. GaAsP is also the dimmest of the red
LEDs available.

An order of magnitude increase in photometric efficiency
can be obtained by growing GaAsP epitaxial material with
a slightly larger bandgap on a GaP substrate (which is trans-
parent to the light generated) and by doping both sides of
the pn junction with nitrogen. The nitrogen dramatically
increases the radiative efficiency of this material' LEDs
made this way are labeled GaAsP:N and now dominate the
high-volume, high-performance market. Both versions of
GaAsP LEDs are grown by vapor phase epitaxy (VPE) which
is amenable to large-scale production.

Between GaAsP and GaAsP:N in photometric efficiency
is ZnO-doped GaP (GaP:ZnO) which is grown by a two-step
LPE process. First, an n-type layer 10 to 20 pm thick is
grown on a GaP substrate. Then a p-type ZnO-doped layer
is grown on top. All of the red light emission from this
material comes from recombination at the ZnO centers on
the p side of the junction. Although this material can be
quite radiometrically efficient (>10% external quantum ef-
ficiency for an encapsulated chip), the peak emission
wavelength is at -700 nm where the human eye response
is fairly weak. A second drawback to this material is that
the ZnO centers are quickly saturated as the forward current

100.0

Forward Current (mA)

Fig.4. Photometric efficiency in lumenslampere versus for-
ward current for typical SH and DH-AS AlGaAs LED lamps.
Also shown for comparison is the curve for atypical GaAsP:N
lamp. GaAsP:N now dominates the high-performance, high'
volume market.
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Al,Ga1-,As, x>.6

Al.3sGa.6sAs

Al,Gai_xAs,x >.6

through the junction is increased. This causes the overall
efficiency to fall rapidly at currents gteater than a few
milliamperes.

In Fig. 5 we have plotted for comparison the photometric
efficiency ranges at a forward current of 20 mA for currently
available lamps made using all of the different red LED
technologies. They cover almost two orders of magnitude
in efficiency with GaAsP at the low end and DH-TS AlGaAs
at the high end.

A comparison of growth method, speed, peak emission
wavelength, typical forward voltage at 20 mA, and esti-
mated chip production is given in Table I. AlGaAs LEDs
have a speed advantage over GaP:ZnO and GaAsP:N LEDs
and can emit near 655 nm. Because of their efficiency and
these two characteristics, they are excellent candidates for
emitters in plastic fiber systems. There is a minimum in
fiber attenuation at 655 nm, and the shorter fall time in-
creases the maximum transmission rate. In terms of forward
voltage, SH and DH AlGaAs lamps operate at significantly
lower voltages than GaAsP:N and GaP:ZnO lamps. This is
because of lower substrate and contact resistances, as well
as a slightly smaller bandgap, and it gives these lamps an
edge in multilamp applications where power consumption
is an important consideration.

t-{ AlGaAs DH-TS

- AlGaAs DH-AS

r-r AlGaAs SH

t-. GaAsP:N

l-r GaP:ZnO

- GaAsP

0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0

Photometric Efticiency (lm/A)

Fig.5. Photometric efficiency ranges for plastic lamps made
withthe differentred LED chips ataforward currentof 20 mA.

Al,Gal ,As, x>.6 Al,Gai-rAs, x>.6

Al."rGa.uuAs

Al,Ga1_,As,x>.6

(b) oH-AS (c) DH-TS

Fig. 3. Ihe three types of red AlGaAs LEDs that are commercially available
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Table I
Gomparison of Red LED Technologies

Speed: Peak Typical
90o/o to 10O7o Emission Forward % of Red

FallTime Wavelength Voltage LEDChip
(ns) (nm) @20mA Production

Growth
Material Method

GaAsP VPE
GaP:ZnO LPE
GaAsP:N VPE
SHAIGaAs LPE
DH.AS LPE

AlGaAs
DH-TS LPE

AlGaAs

30
600
350
80
80

655 1.6V 75-20
700 2.2V 35-40
645 2.2V 40-45
660 1.8V 4-5

645-660 1.8V New

80 645-660 z.OV 0.2-0.3

The last column in Table I shows an estimate of the
breakdown of total rcd LED chip production by technology.
At the present time, AlGaAs LEDs hold a very small part
of the overall market even though they have been available
for several years. This is primarily because of the expense
of the DH-TS version and the fact that the SH devices are
only marginally brighter than GaAsP:N LEDs.

An interesting difference between AlGaAs and the other
red LED materials is in its degradation performance. The
degradation characteristics of GaAsP, GaAsP:N, and
GaP:ZnO diodes are generally quite good. The photometric
efficiency of these diodes decreases slowly as they are op-
erated, falling typically by -tSo/" after 1000 hours at the
maximum drive current. Well-made AlGaAs LEDs, on the
other hand, actually increase in photometric efficiency as
they are used. Data from accelerated aging studies of HP's
DH-AS AlGaAs LEDs is presented in Fig. 6, showing that
after stress, the average LED increases in efficiency by al-
most 10%. Such performance, however, requires excellent
understanding and control of the fabrication process. Some
AlGaAs products on the market have exhibited severe deg-
radation. The increase in efficiency appears to be related
to the movement of zinc in the device during operation,
since LEDs grown with magnesium instead of zinc as a
p-type dopant do not exhibit this behavior.

-60 -40 -20 +20 +40 +60 +80

Percent Change in photometric Efficiency

Fig. 6. Histogram of the percent change in photometilc effi-
ciency for 215 HP DH-AS AlGaAs lamps subjected to 1000
hours of 30-mA dc. 55'C stress.

HP DH.AS AIGaAS Products
HP has introduced lamps, seven segment displays, and

light bars containing DH-AS AlGaAs chips. The part num-
bers and product descriptions are:

r High-Brightness Lamps

HLMP-K105 T-1, Undiffused,Untinted
HLMP-K101 T-1, Diffused, Tinted
HLMP-D105 T-1%, Undiffused, Untinted
HLMP-D101 T-17a,Diffused, Tinted
HLMP-Q101 Subminiature,Diffused,Tinted

ODH-AS AlGaAs

O GaAsP:N

aSH AlcaAs

I GaP:ZnO

O GaAsP O DH-TS AlGaAs

1 .0

Relalive Cost per LED Lamp

Fig,7. Typical performancelo-cost rctio in mcd per unit cost
versus relative lamp cost for all of the red LED technologies.
Lamps with a viewing angle of 24 degrees measured at 20
mA were used to generate the mcd values.
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LED Ratings

Most LEDs are rated in terms of their on-axis intensity at a
given drive current. The unit of measure for this parameter is the
mil l icandella (mcd). This number, however, can be misleading
when comparing different lamps because it is package depen-
dent. There is a trade-off between on-axis intensity and radiation
pattern; lamps made using chips that have the same efficiency
can have dramatically different axial intensity (mcd) ratings de-
pending upon the viewing angle. For example, a plast ic lamp
made using a typical HP DH-AS chip can have any of the mcd/
viewing angle combinations l isted in the table. For a given appli-
cation, care must be taken to choose a lamp that has both the
on-axis intensity and the viewing angle required.

On-Axis lntensity vs. Viewing Angle
HP DH-AS LED

On-Axis Intensity
(mcd)

1 000
500
250
200
100
60

Viewing Angle
(degrees)

8
1 7
24
30

60

0
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r Low-Current (1 mA) Lamps

HLMP-K155 T-l,Undiffused,Untinted
HLMP-KI50 T-l,Diffused,Tinted
HLMP-D155 T-1%, Undiffused, Untinted
HLMP-D150 T-17e, Diffused, Tinted
HLMP-Q150 Subminiature, Diffused, Tinted

1 Very High-Intensity Lamps (750, 1000 mcd)

HLMP-4100 T-1%, Undiffused, Untinted, zso mcd
HLMP-4101 T-1%, Undiffused, Untinted, 1000 mcd

1 High-Brightness Seven-Segment Displays
(Sunlight Viewable)

HDSP-A15X 0.3in.Mini
HDSP-E15X 0.43 in.
HDSP-H15X 0.56in.
HDSP-N15X 0.Bin.

r Low-Current (1 mA/segment) Seven-Segment Displays

HDSP-A10X 0.3 in. Mini
HDSP-EI0X 0.43 in.
HDSP-HI0X 0.56in.
HDSP-N10X 0.Bin.

I Low-Current Light Bars (3 mA) and Bar Graph Arrays
(1 mA)

HLCP-A100 Eight Light Bars of Different Sizes
toH100

HLCP-J100 Ten-Element Bar Graph Array

Conclusions
In this paper, we have described the three types of red

AlGaAs LEDs based on the AlGaAs material svstem that

are now commercially available. We compared their perfor-
mance relative to each other and to that of the competing
red LED material systems. The DH-AS and DH-TS versions
of AlGaAs LEDs are significantly brighter than the GaAsP:N
LEDs that now dominate the high-volume, high-perfor-
mance market.

The cost-performance characteristics of the different red
LED technologies are summarized in Fig. 7. The DH-AS
version of AlGaAs LEDs is comparable in cost with many
GaAsP:N devices and has the highest performance-to-cost
ratio of any red LED. Because of this, it is expected to
become the dominant technology for many high-perfor-
mance applications. SH AlGaAs and GaAsP:N will share
the midrange, with GaP:ZnO and GaAsP sharing the low
end. DH-TS AIGaAs is the highest-performance material,
but until production technologies can be improved, it will
be restricted to specialty applications by cost considerations.

In the near future, we can expect to see new types of
"power-signaling" products that will use the efficient
DH-AS AlGaAs chips for applications that were previously
unthinkable for LEDs. These include automotive tail lights,
airport marker beacons, stop lights, and other applications
that require an intense source of red light.
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